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PREFACE
This Note describesthe findingsofthe Human Support panel,one ofeightproject
panelsestablishedby RAND toevaluatesubmissionstothe Space ExplorationInitiative
(SEI)Outreach Program, alsocalledProjectOutreach. ProjectOutreach isa NASA-
sponsoredprogram toelicitinnovativeideas,concepts,and technologiesforspace
exploration.The projectwas sponsoredby ProjectAIR FORCE and RAND's Domestic
Research Division,with technicaloversightprovidedby theAssistantSecretaryofthe Air
Force(Space).
The findingsof otherRAND panelsare reportedinthe publicationslistedbelow.
Space and Surface Power for the Space Exploration Initiative: Results from Project Outreach,
C. Shipbaugh, K. Solomon, M. Juncosa, with D. Gonzales, T. Bauer, and R. Salter, N-3280-
AF/NASA, 1991.
Space Transportation Systems, Launch Systems, and Propulsion for the Space Exploration
Initiative: Results from Project Outreach, T. Garber, J. Hiland, D. Orletsky, B. Augenstein,
and M. Miller, N-3283-AF/NASA, 1991.
Automation and Robotics for the Space Exploration Initiative: Results from Project Outreach,
D. Gonzales, D. Criswell, and E. Heer, N-3284-AF/NASA, 1991.
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SUMMARY
The human support panel received over 10 percent of the 1697 Project Outreach
submissions. The panel screened the 156 submissions that were amenable to technical
review to select those that merited detailed analysis. Screening criteria chosen were
intended to maximize the likelihood of selecting programmatically useful and technically
promising contributions that demonstrated innovativeness by complementing or differing
from approaches being pursued by NASA and its contractors. Successful submissions were
subject to a broad issue-oriented analysis performed in the context of the present status of
SEI life science/life support issues and plans and strategies to increase the knowledge base.
Ultimately, twenty-four submissions were selected for more detailed consideration,
and the top twelve of these were recommended to the Project Outreach Synthesis Group.
This Note discusses the analysis and implications of the highly ranked submissions in the
larger context of addressing the human support questions confronting the SEI.
OVERALL OBSERVATIONS
Human support issues hold the key to mankind's future in space. Success in resolving
these issues and achieving the broader goals of the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) will
evolve only from a view of human space exploration as an ongoing enterprise where
investments in research and development resolve operational problems, create infrastructure
for future missions, and provide spinoffs that enrich the quality of American life.
Fundamental questions of crew adaptability, tolerance, performance, and survival
must be confronted squarely and systematically to assure SEI feasibility, continued support,
and eventual success. Further, human support issues should be incorporated by life
scientists early in (1) formulating preliminary requirements and guidelines, (2) planning
missions, and (3) designing spacecraft. This should be done in ways that reflect the best
judgment of both the space and life science communities. Properly posed requirements will
facilitate the development of robust system concepts and design solutions that can be
adapted to new knowledge, not always favorable, from R&D and test programs conducted on
Earth and in space. Only in this manner can we identify (and reject) architectures that rely
on potentially unstable, overly optimistic design solutions that exist in a narrow region
separating feasibility from failure, and that can accommodate only favorable new findings.
Another virtue of a robust approach is that new findings, for example, in radiation
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT F:LMED
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protection,microgravitycountermeasures,or lifesupportsystems,willbe lesslikelytoloom
as missionlimitersor even "show stoppers."
In the caseofradiationprotection,the presentstateofknowledge mandates that
plannersofmultiyearand/ormultipleinterplanetaryvoyagesconsiderpassiveor active
systems toprotectastronautsfrom ionizingradiationfrom both high-energygalacticosmic
rays(GCRs) and solarprotons.Architecturesthatlackprudent and flexibleradiation
protectionsystems obviouslyfallinthe unstablecategory,giventhe largeexisting
uncertainty(afactorof30 orlarger)inthe assessmentofharmful spacerelated
radiobiologicaleffectson humans. A decadeormore ofEarth (accelerator)and space-based
testingand analysisisneeded todeveloppreciseradiationprotectionguidelinesthatcan be
translatedintoengineeringdesign.
The conceptofjustifyingminimal crew protectionagainstGCRs by scheduling
missionstoavoidpeak galacticosmicradiationalsoseems unstable.Recentobservations,
taken duringsolarcycle22,imply thathigh-energysolarprotoneventsarenot only
unpredictablebut farmore ubiquitousthan previouslythought. Thus, thetradeoffsinvolved
in schedulingmanned interplanetaryvoyagestominimize exposuretoGCRs orhigh-energy
protonsstemming from solarflaresaremore complex and uncertainthan theyappeared just
a few years ago.And the possibleneed toperform activitiesin space,ortocommunicate
duringallportionsofthe solarcycle,mustnotbe overlooked.....
Similarly,largeuncertaintiesexistinunderstandingtheeffectsofprolongedexposure
tomicrogravity,and theefficacy,relativecosts,and risksofpotentialcountermeasures.This
isnot surprisingiventhe limitedhuman experience(interms ofdurationand subject)in
extended orbitalflight(84days maximum forthe United States,366 days maximum forthe
Soviets),and the difficultyofsystematicallyacquiringand interpretinghuman data.
Thus, planningthatconsidersa robustsystem ofmicrogravitycountermeasures
appears prudent,combining pharmaceuticalinterventions,rigorousbut tolerablexercise
and conditioning,and perhaps even artificialgravity.We view artificialgravityas a
contingencyoptionshouldlower-cost,lesscomplex alternativesappear inadequateafter
futuremanned long-duration(multiyear)orbitaltests.Although itisnotyet possibleto
predictthe exacttypesofpharmaceuticalinterventionthatmay be utilized,itseems possible
thatnew metabolicengineeringapproachesforregulatingcellularand bone growth,control,
and functionalreadybeingpursued by the mainstream biomedicalcommunity willyieldnew
compounds tomitigateoreven preventthe deleteriouseffectsofmicrogravity.
NASA, inordertorealizethe benefitsoftheseadvances,shouldadopt a wide-ranging
and diversifiedapproach tolifescienceproblem solvingthatinvolvesaggressiveand effective
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collaborationwiththe broaderbiomedicalcommunity. Past history,particularlythe
remarkably prescientwork performedby NASA-supported researchteams nearlytwo
decades ago on certaininorganiccompounds (includingetidronate)topreventbone
resorptionunder bed-restconditionsthatsimulatedmicrogravity,suggeststhata future
NASA lifescienceprogram couldagainbe successfulinintegratingitswork with mainstream
biomedicine.
The NASA LifeSciencesprogram has been reviewed indepth a number oftimes,and
the recentreportofthe Augustine Committee emphasized the need toenhance NASA's
capabilitiesinthisarea. Our broad findingsareinsubstantialagreement with thoseofthe
Augustine Committee, exceptforslightdifferencesinorganizationalemphasis.
Potentiallyharmful biologicaleffectsare likelytoincreasewith time ofexposure to
microgravityand/orionizingradiationfrom GCRs and energeticsolarprotons.Although
nuclearpropulsionsystems couldshortenmissiondurations,plannersshouldbe sensitiveto
the differinghuman supportrequirementsforbaselinemissions,longerbaselinecontingency
missionsthatentailsafereturnorbits,and emergencies.
But virtuallyno datayet existtoinformsensitivityand tradestudiesrelating
exposure time,propulsiontype and mass, activeorpassiveshielding,microgravity
countermeasures,relativecosts,technicalrisk,and,ultimately,human supportmeasures of
success.Clearly,a shortinterplanetaryvoyage (say,lessthan a year)islesslikelytoincur
seriousrisksthan a longerjourney.However, itisimportanttoemphasize the value of
multiplemissionsthatwould permit crew members tolearnfrom experience.Itisalso
necessarytorecognizethe need forsystemsthatcan properlyprotectcrew members during
longersafereturncontingencyorbitsas wellas the possibilityofmultipleemergency Extra
VehicularActivity(EVAs). The latterisespeciallysignificantforrotatingartificialgravity
systemsthatmay be requiredtostopand restarta number oftimes.
The potentialadvantage ofnuclearpropulsionoverchemicalpropulsionshouldbe
examined inthe contextofa realisticmissionduration.Thisexaminationshouldalso
incorporatea baselinecontingencythatentailsa missionabortwith the associatedrisksof
extended exposure tomicrogravityand/orspaceradiationand the premature exhaustingof
lifesupportsystems.
WHY SPACE LIFE SCIENCES ARE DIFFERENT
Space lifesciencesaremultidisciplinaryby nature,involvinga difficultcollaboration
among engineers,naturalscientists,physicians,astronauts,and policymakers.For optimal
progress,theyrequirestablesupportand creative,motivatedresearchand operatinggroups
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that work in a collegial and open fashion with the biomedical community at large. The
phasing of R&D needs careful attention if technology is to be available to support flight
operations on a timely basis.
The importance of maintaining continuity and institutional memory must be stressed
in a field where manned planetary voyages have been planned but not flown for nearly three
decades. Science has methods for preserving institutional memory, but details involving
process, technique, and know-how are not easily recoverable from the past. The last
extended orbital flights manned by U.S. crews occurred in 1974 during the Skylab era, and
consequently the data reliable enough to support SEI decisions are limited. However, the
promise of increased cooperation between the United States and the Soviets could mitigate
this problem, particularly the possibility of long-term follow-up of Soviet crew members to
monitor their postmission health status.
Despite impressive ground simulations, the resolution of critical SEI human support
issues still requires data from space, in many cases from humans who will simultaneously
perform tasks and undergo monitoring of physiological]psychological effects and responses to
countermeasures.
RECOMMENDATIONS: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Againstthisbackground,we have performedissue-orientedanalyses,inwhich Project
Outreach submissionsarediscussedinthecontextofaddressinga number ofcritical
problems.
Radiation protection forMars missionsrequiresfurtherresearchinactiveshielding
techniques,includingthefeasibilityofmagnetic shieldsgeneratedby high-temperature
superconductorsoperatedatcryogenictemperatures.GCRs couldbe farmore damaging
than Xrays or gamma rays. Such damage includesnonlethalbut seriousimpairments. The
observedpotentiatinginfluenceofmicrogravityon GCR bioeffectsrequiresseriousadditional
study and testingin space.Highlyenergeticsolarprotonsareboth more frequentand less
predictablethan previouslyconsidered.RadiationsurveysofGCR fluxand energy
distributionand reiated_ound-baSed studiesoftheirradiobiologicaleffectshouldbe
performedatthe earliestpossibletime tosupportfuturemissionplanning and spacecraft
definition.NASA shoulddevelopthein-housecapabilityforradiationriskassessment and
shouldrelyon the NationalCouncilforRadiationProtectionand Measurements (NCRP) for
scientificguidancebut not forriskmanagement criteria.Uncertainties,now perhaps as
much as a factorof30 or40,inradiationrisksstemming from exposuretoGCRs renderpoint
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estimates of risk highly problematic; risk assessments should include confidence or
credibility intervals to properly inform the more general space community.
Space-based microgravity research is required to improve the quantitative
assessment of long-term effects and possible countermeasures. Biomedical research with
emphasis on the mechanisms of bone demineralization may permit the development of
biological interventions that would be more attractive than the complexity of tethered or
rotating space craft. Recent advances in bone growth factors and cytokine research by
academic researchers and biotechnology firms and new data on denning (hibernating) bears
suggest the feasibility of elegant countermeasures that stimulate the natural control systems
for bone formation and remodeling.
Life support systems for long-term missions and planetary settlement will require
bioregenerative technologies incorporating both ecological and biotechnology approaches.
Analytic systems must be provided for monitoring air, water, and food systems for bacterial
or toxic contamination. Standardized methods are required for accounting for consumables,
thermodynamics, and recycling to facilitate comparison of competing approaches.
Bioregenerative systems offer great promise, but their long.term reliability in the presence of
microgravity, radiation, and other factors requires demonstration. Thus, it is prudent to
continue development of complementary physical-chemical systems.
Medical care and health maintenance encompass complex and divergent roles. In
addition to serving as primary physician, emergency/trauma surgeon, and public health
officer, the medical officer may be responsible for monitoring adaptation and administration
of supportive countermeasures throughout the mission. While computer-based decision
support systems and telemedicine will contribute to diagnosis and treatment, patient care
will require additional specific skills, suggesting the development of a team approach.
Not all potentially adverse effects of long-duration space flight, besides ionizing
radiation or microgravity effects, can be anticipated or prevented. Preliminary U.S. and
Soviet observations indicate small but potentially significant changes in immune, blood,
muscle, and sensory-motor systems. Further long-term space-based research on animals and
man should elucidate these responses and suggest countermeasures that would become part
of the medical armamentarium for space treatment. The medical-care team should be
prepared, in conjunction with ground-based support through mission control, to diagnose and
treat potential medical-surgical illnesses, injuries, and emergencies as well as manifestations
of space adaptation and deadaptation. A better understanding of space pharmacology,
pharmacokinetics, and chronobiology is essential prior to any multiyear mission.
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Human factorsneed substantialemphasis,sincehuman behaviorunder prolonged
stress,isolation,and confinementcouldcompromise missionsuccess.The tendency to
minimize such potentialrisksby appealingto"professionalism"shouldbe avoided.Human
factorsdealwith human interactionswith engineeredsystems and thusshouldbe basictoall
SEI systems. Behavior and performanceissuesshouldbe addressed,from the earlieststages
ofastronautselectionthroughcommand structureand conflictresolution.Spacecraft
systemsmust be designedtofacilitatehuman interactionand interventioninoff-nominalor
emergency situations.While the use ofAntarcticanalogsappearsvery promising,itwillnot
be sufficientby itself;again,multiyeartestinginlow-Earthorbitoron the Moon seems
essentialas a precursortoMars missions.
EVA suitsare essentialtoproductivework inspaceoron the Lunar orMartian
surfaces.Suitdesignsmust be tailoredtofractionalgravityand variablesurfaceconditions.
High suitpressureminimizesthe need forprebreathingand the riskofembolism but creates
substantialchallengesfordesigningreliable,flexiblejointsand dextrousgloves,Manual
dexterityisessentialtomany maintenance or scientifictasks.The need forcontinuous
fundingand closerintercentercollaborationin thisareadeserveshighlighting.The
synergiesand tradeoffsbetween EVA and rob0t]csrequirefurtheranalysis,as doesthe
development ofspacecraftdesignssuitableforroboticassembly and servicing.
RECOMMENDATIONS: ORGANIZING FOR SEI SUCCESS
In addition to the recent Augustine committe e review, space ]ire sciences have been
subject to a continuing process of review and evaluation. The process has resulted in a series
of detailed reports dealing with scientific, technical, and administrative matters. Our
discussion of human support issues would be seriously incomplete if we did not synthesize
and interpret, at ]east briefly, the highlights of these reports as they apply to SEI life
sciencesorganizationand managernent._
NASA LifeSciencesmust participateactivelyintheplanning and analysisoffuture
missions,but willrequiremore supporttoplaythismore activerole,LifeSciencesnow
receiveslessthan i percentofthe NASA budget. Although perhaps adequate forsupporting
shuttleoperations,thisleaveslittlecapacitytorespondtoSEI challengesinways thatare
both innovativeand sustainable.In contrast_th otherareasofspacescienceand
technologywhere industry,non-profitlaboratories,universitiesand NASA alreadyform an
effectivepartnership,academicsand industrialcontractorshave been lesswillingtocommit
discretionaryresourcestoinitiateprojectsin spacelifesciences.For industry,thisismainly
due toexpectationsoflow fundinglevels.For academicsand smallerorganizations,the
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problemsof schedulingand maintainingpriorityin accessingspaceare alsosignificant.
Advocatingand mounting effectivelifesciencesprograms forSEI willrequirea broader
constituencythan now exists.Recent comments from industryrepresentativesupportinga
primarilylifesciencesrationaleforthe Space Stationsuggestthatthisconstituencyis
beginningtocoalesce.
NASA must developand maintain the in-housescienceand technicalexpertisetolead
and criticallymonitor the technicalactivitiesinlifesciences,and guidefuturemission
planningand operations.One currentexample ofoverrelianceon outsideexperts,without a
matching in-housecapability,isinradiationprotectionguidelines.The NCRP's most recent
"Guidance on RadiationReceivedinSpace Activities"(issuedJuly31, 1989),which defines
careerlimitsforastronautsunderestimatesthe riskofdyingofcancerby factorsbetween 1.3
and 4.0,compared withlimitsbased on the 1990 Health EffectsofExposure toLow Levelsof
IonizingRadiation(BEIR V) (NRC) assessment.Thus the NCRP guidelineswere obsolete
withinmonths oftheirpublication,and NASA and itscontractorsmust developnew
guidelinesresponsivetothe new information.The guidelinesinturn willbe reflectedin
more precisepreliminaryplanning.However, the acknowledged largeuncertaintiesin
radiationprotectionrequirementscouldrenderpointdesignanalysesvirtuallyuseless.
Contractorsthatprovidedesignservices,hardware, and softwarecould,ifproperly
managed, become a valuableresourceforleveragingNASA's in-houselifesciencecapability.
A continuingprocessofinteractionbetween NASA staffand contractorsisrequiredto
facilitatehe propermix oflifesciencesand engineering.
Compartmentalizationamong research,operations,planning,and contractorsshould
be reduced. While scientificand technicalspecialtiesare becoming more narrowly defined,
NASA must avoidbecoming toonarrowlyfocusedinan increasinglymultidisciplinaryworld.
For example, themass and energyneeds forGCR radiationshieldingstronglyaffectpower
and launch requirements, and should be incorporated in the design analysis of any spacecraft
configuration intended to generate artificial gravity.
The complexity and long lead times for resolving human support questions mandate
long-term NASA support for carefully selected investments in biomedical research.
Biologically elegant interventions and countermeasures may offer great leverage and savings
in comparison to spacecraft designs intended to create artificial gravity. They could also
have far greater capacity for spinoffs that would enrich American society.
Access to flight data is essential for research, verification, and testing. It is also
essential for mission planning and spacecraft design. Flight data should be supported by
traceable standards and calibration procedures, and made available on a timely basis in a
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documentedformattofacilitateuse by NASA, universities, or contractors. Various levels of
collaboration with the Soviets seem essential now, particularly the gathering of postmission
follow-up data for cosmonauts with more than 75 days of exposure to weightlessness.
SUMMING UP
Human support issues are on the critical path for SEI planning, systems definition,
and operations. As noted, key technologies and potential solutions to critical human support
issues could evolve from advances being made by the broader scientific and technical
communities that are not currently involved in space-oriented life sciences.
In an earlier era, when space research was more consistently and generously funded,
NASA was quite effective in establishing and benefiting from broad-based multidisciplinary
teams. Institutional barriers and the financially constrained environment of the past 15 to
20 years have substantially reduced the scope of these activities.
Biotechnology and high-temperature superconductivity are areas, for example, where
relatively limited investments by NASA could generate major improvements in our ability to
refine microgravity countermeasures and radiation shielding. Moreover, the relevant science
and technology base is now global, and international participation in life sciences R&D can
yield substantial benefits.
It will not be easy to develop effective systems for organizing, managing, and
implementing space life sciences programs to meet the long term challenges of SEI. The
SEI program can learn from successful technology-based companies whose hallmark is
sustained investment in highly productive R&D laboratories--as the corporate labs of AT&T,
IBM, GE and Merck demonstrate. Although long-term R&D thrives best when freed from
daily operational obligations, interaction and exchange Of ideas and staff are essential. This
is particularly true for SEI, where no distinct boundary yet exists between important
scientific and operational issues.
NASA recognizes the value of complementary diversity and pluralism by maintaining
multiple centers of initiative in life sciences. Although overlaps exist, and the transition
process from research through sustained operations requires attention, none of the recent
assessments of space life sciences suggests consolidating all life science activities at one
center. The differing cultural perspectives of operations and more basic scientific research
are distinct but essential, particularly for SEI-related programs. Maintaining the proper
balance between fundamental and more applied programs is a study in dynamic equilibrium.
The roles played by NASA headquarters should be to formulate coherent strategies to
achieve this equilibrium and to convey these strategies to policymakers. It should also
o,o
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encourage more open access to flight experiments and data by all NASA centers, as well as
the broader medical community.
The recent debate over the future of the space station has sharpened interest in
enhancing the space life sciences knowledge base as a prelude to interplanetary exploration.
An even more exciting, ambitious, and ultimately rewarding program is essential to
accomplish the needed breakthroughs in human support systems and technology that are
needed for SEI success.
_k
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I. INTRODUCTION
This Note contains the analyses and evaluations of the Human Support panel, one of
eight panels created by RAND to screen and analyze submissions to the Space Exploration
Initiative (SEI) Outreach Program. In addition to managing and evaluating the responses or
submissions to this public outreach program, RAND conducted its own analysis and
evaluation relevant to SEI mission concepts, systems, and technologies. The screening and
analysis of Project Outreach submissions were conducted on an accelerated schedule between
July and November 1990, and involved staff and consultants throughout RAND's
departments and research divisions. The panel members also participated in a spin-up
process to enhance their familiarity with special SEI programs and concepts. This process
involved visits to NASA centers and headquarters, as well as interaction with contractors,
academics, and others in the relevant technology areas.
The eight panels created to screen and analyze the submissions encompassed:
• Architectures/Missions
• Automation and Robotics
• Communications
• Human Support
• Information Systems
• Space and Surface Power
• Space Transportation Systems, Launch Systems, and Propulsion
• Structures, Materials, Mechanical Systems, and Extraterrestrial Resource
Utilization.
This introduction describes the background of the SEI, the overall methodology used in
submission handling and analysis procedures, and some general results and observations.
BACKGROUND
PresidentBush establishedgoalsformanned spaceflightby announcing a Space
ExplorationInitiativethatincludesestablishinga permanent baseon the Moon and sending
a manned missiontoMars withinthirtyyears.The nationalspacepolicygoalsdevelopedby
the NationalSpace Counciland approved by PresidentBush on November 2,1989,were the
following:
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Strengthenthe securityofthe United States;
Obtain scientific,technological,and economic benefits;
Encourage privatesectorinvestment;
Promote internationalcooperativeactivities;
Maintain freedom ofspaceforallactivities;and
Expand human presenceand activitybeyond Earth orbitintothe solarsystem.
To supportthesegoals,VicePresidentQuayle,chairman ofthe NationalSpace
Council,has asked NASA totakethe leadinidentifyingnew and innovativeapproachesthat
willbe requiredtotraveltothe Moon and Mars, and toliveand work productivelyon both
worlds.Accordingly,NASA began tosolicitnew ideasand conceptsforspaceexplorationthat
willdefinepromisingmissionpaths fordetailedstudy.The SEI Outreach Program has three
principalcomponents:
1. Directsolicitationfideasfrom academia,nonprofitorganizations,for-profit
firms,and thegeneralpublic;
2. Reviews offederallysponsoredresearch;and
3. A study by the American InstituteofAeronauticsand Astronautics(AIAA).
The resultsofthe threeeffortslistedabove were presentedtoa SynthesisGroup
chairedby Thomas P.Stafford,LieutenantGeneral,USAF (rat.).The recommendations Iof
the SynthesisGroup areinturntobe reviewedby NASA. From thisprocess,a number of
alternativemissionpaths couldemerge,from which NASA may selectseveralfordetailed
studyoverthe nextfew years.In addition,the processisexpectedtoyieldinnovative
technologiesand system conceptsforpossibledevelopment.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUBMISSIONS
Our firstobservationisthatthe submissionsdidnot appear tocontainany new
scientificdiscoveries,althoughmany alertedus topromisingareasofscienceand technology.
For example,some submissionssuggestedapplicationsofhigh-temperature
superconductivityformagnetic shieldingofgalacticosmicrays(GCRs). Our analysis
showed thatrecentadvances inthistechnology,ina directionotforeseenby the submitter,
1All RAND fundings were submitted to the Synthesis Group by December 1990 in the form of a
series of RAND Working Drafts and briefings. The Synthesis Group report "America at the Threshold"
was submitted to Vice President Quayle on May 3, 1991. The report is available from the Government
PrintingOffice.
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couldfacilitatehe constructionofmagnetic shieldsmore powerfulthan previouslythought
possible.
The submissionsdidcontain,however,a number ofclassicideasthathave new
implicationsinthe contextofthe SEI. For example, severalsubmissionsincludedthe
conceptofa spacecraftorbitingata librationpoint,a conceptthathas been provenby
NASA's InternationalSun-Earth Explorer-3,which was put intoorbitaround the sun-Earth
librationpoint,L-I,in 1978. Librationconceptstakeon considerablenew meaning inthe
contextofpotentialuse as transportationodes fora Mars mission.
The submissionsalsocontainedideasthathad not been heretoforesupportedby the
submitter'sorganization,which may have been an industrialfirm,university,or NASA itself.
Thisisa naturalconsequenceofthe priorityplanningprocessand resourceallocation
decisionsofeach organization.Thus, many ofthe submittedideasarenot completelynew
but simplyhave not receivedmuch support.
The submissionssometimes containedideasthathad been buriedinthe corporate
memory of institutions that participated in predecessors of SEI, and part of the analysis
process was to recover this memory in a useful way. To illustrate, concepts for magnetic
shielding of spacecraft were analyzed 25 years ago, and the hiatus between the last two
artificial gravity conferences was 15 years.
Finally, we observe that the submissions were sufficiently diverse to support a wide
range of SEI mission concepts and architectures.
THE SUBMISSION PROCESS
Figure 1.1presentsa flowdiagram ofthe Outreach evaluationprocess.RAND mailed
out 10,700submissionpackets,inadditiontothe 34,500thatwere mailed out by NASA. A
totalof1,697submissionswere receivedand were initiallyprocessedby a subcontractorfirm,
KPMG Peat Marwick. Of the 1,697submissionsreceived,1,548werejudged by Peat
Marwick tocontainsufficientinformationforscreeningby RAND. The screeningprocess
selectedapproximately183 submissionsformore formalanalysis.The outputofthat
analysisprocessisan issue-orientedsetofprioritysubmissionsand recommendations
reportedinthisand severalcompanion publications.
For furtherdiscussionofthe sourcesofsubmissionsand theirmanagement by RAND,
pleasesee App. A.
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THE SCREENING PROCESS
The screening process objectives were to:
• Assure relativeinsensitivityothe quantityofsubmissions;
• Selectsubmissionstobe analyzedatlength;
• Review each submissionby atleasttwo technicalexpertsworking independently;
• Examine robustnessby providingmore than one ranking method; and
• Maintain analyticrigor.
45,200 Packets Mailed
• 10,700 by RAND
• 34,500 by NASA
Accounting Firm Subcontractor
Submissions received: 1,697
RAND Screening process
Submissions screened: 1,548
RAND Analysis process
Submissions analyzed: 414
RAND Recommendation process
Submissions recommended: 183
NASA
Synthesis
Group
Fig. 1.1 -- RAND's Outreach Process
The firstobjectiveofthe screeningprocesswas toassurea good capabilitytodealwith
the quantityofsubmissions,whatever theirnumbers. Therefore,we constructeda
'_productionline"forprocessingthatwould enableinsensitivityothe quantityof
submissions.
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The next task of the screening process was to decide which submissions would be
analyzed. We decided that the range and depth of our analysis would have to be a function of
(1) the resources available, (2) the perceived quality of submissions across panels, and (3) the
relative importance of topics to the overall SEI program.
In the screening process, each submission was reviewed by at least two technical
experts working independently. We allowed for robustness by providing more than one
ranking method. A related goal was to maintain analytic rigor through the maintenance of
tracking systems to enable later analysis of our methodology.
'_ulti-attribute decision theory" was used in the screening process, i.e., a group of
attributes was used to evaluate each submission. The panels chose to score their various
submissions using the same five principal attributes:
• Utility
• Feasibility/technical risk
• Safety
• Innovativeness
• Relative cost
Each panel tailoreditsown criteriaforscoringan attributeaccordingtothe panel's
specificneeds. For example, "safety"meant a verydifferenthingtothe Transportation
panelthan itdid tothe Human Support panel.
Attributeswere independentlyscoredby two ormore reviewerson a scaleofone to
five,with fivebeingthe best.Comments and/orwrittenjustificationforthe scoringwere
inputintothe textfieldinthe database.We used a widelyacceptedMacintosh relational
database,Fourth Dimension by ACIUS, Inc.,forstoringand usingthe variousinformation
components ofeach submission.Formal methods were used as aidstodecisionmaking,but
human judgment was the ultimatearbiterofthosesubmissionstobe analyzed.
A completediscussionofthe quantitativemeans by which panelsused theirattribute
criteriatorank and evaluatesubmissionsisprovidedinApp. A. The specificriteriaused by
the Human Support panel inassigningattributescoresare alsodiscussedinApp. A.
THE ANALYSIS PROCESS
Each panelsubmitteda preliminaryWorking Drafttothe SynthesisGroup on the
resultsofan issue-orientedanalysisinitsareaoftechnicalresponsibility.Each Draftand
subsequentNote were organizedintotechnicaldiscussionsofthe important technical
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subareas identified by that panel. Where possible, important performance tradeoffs in each
subarea were examined quantitatively.
For the Human Support panel, the object of the analysis process was to identify issues
and potential options and to show how ideas, concepts, technologies, and recommendations
contained in the submissions could assist in meeting the goals of SEI. Thus, it is the
combination of the submissions and our analysis of them that is recommended for further
consideration by the Synthesis Group. It is important to recognize that even some of the
highest-ranking submissions required considerable analysis for their true value to be
discerned. When possible, we analyzed the submissions quantitatively within the context of
the important unresolved issues in their respective technical areas.
The major human support issue areas we identified were:
Radiation
Microgravity
Life support systems
Medical care
Human factors
EVA suits
Exercise and conditioning
Management and organizational issues.
Submissionsthatarrivedwith no backup paper,i.e.,no detailedsubstantiating
informationordocumentation,were analyzedinthe contextofthetechnicaldiscussionsof
the appropriatesubareas,thusprovidingnecessarybackground. The majorityof
submissionsdidnot,infact,includebackup papers,making an extendedanalytical
discussionalmostmandatory inmost cases.
In terms ofthe characteristicsofthe submitters,based on self-designatedcategories,
we found thatovertwo-thirdsofallsubmissionswere from individualsor groupsof
individuals,and thatone-thirdwere from organizations.
Of thosefrom organizations,60 percentwere from profit-makingfirmsand about 20
percentwere from educationalinstitutions.Appendix B liststhe submissionsby serial
number and title,and App. C providesshortdescriptionsofthoseselectedforanalysis.
The processofscreeningand analyzingsubmissionswas not viewed as a competition
among the submitters,but as a means ofenrichingthe baseforSEI. In a number of
instances,considerableoverlapexistedamong thesubmissions.Using radiationprotection
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as an illustration,we found thatseveralsubmissionsrecommended a radiationmonitoring
probe topreciselydefinethe natureofthe GCR threat,but onlyone was specificallyselected
foranalysis.However, the analysiswas pertinenttothe entiregroup. This isimportant
because our analysiswas informedby datawe acquiredfrom the submissions,as wellas
othersources.
In the human supportarea,a number ofsubmissionsrelatedtothe interestsand
concernsofthe American peoplewithregardtonutrition,sex,health,and exercise.Although
none seemed tohave highpriorityforSEI atthe time,they oftendemonstrated considerable
insightand scientificsoundness.
STRUCTURE OF THE NOTE
SectionIIprovidesan overviewofthe priorityhuman supportissuesthatmust be
resolvedforSEI tomove forward.We emphasize thatan issue-orientedapproach was
essentialtodetermine how submissionsin thehuman supportcategorycouldbestfacilitate
SEI progress.Thus, Sec.Illdealswith theissueofradiationprotection.SectionIV
discussesthe issueofmicrogravity,and Sec.V presentsour analysisoflifesupportsystems.
SectionVI dealswith issuesofmedicalcare.Furthermore, some sectionsdescribed
organizationalormanagement approachesthatare most likelytospeedthe resolutionofkey
issues.
As indicatedearlier,App. A discussesthesubmissionhandling and evaluation
processesand the specificriteriathatthe Human Support panelused inevaluatingits
submissions.Appendix B presentsa listingofallsubmissionsscreenedby thispanel,and
App. C providesdescriptivesummaries ofthesubmissionschosenforanalysis.Appendix D
presentsa discussionofthe evaluationofpassiveshieldingrequirementstoprotectagainst
GCRs.
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II. OVERVIEW
In thissection,we proposea setofcandidateoverarchingrequirementsthatcan help
tofurtherthe SEI human supportgoal.We then describethe seven specificareasthatenter
intoconsiderationsofhuman support.We alsotouch on severalorganizationaland
management matters,and previewour analysesofthe high-rankingsubmissions.
Human survival,tolerance,and performanceare designdriversforlong-termspace
exploration.SEI poseshuman supportissuesthatrequirean unusuallystrongcollaboration
between lifesciencesand the engineeringcommunity forresolution.Furthermore,the time
and researchcostsofresolvingtheseissues,oreven ofperformingthe research,development,
engineering,and testinginspacetoproperlydefinealternativeways toresolvethem, could
be substantial.Also,thereisno assurancethatenlargingthe knowledge base willfacilitate
resolution:forexample,inthe areaofradiationprotection,improvements intheknowledge
base have permittedus tosharpen our riskassessmentprocedures,but,as a result,radiation
riskestimatesarefarmore pessimisticnow than inthe past.
A genuinelymultidisciplinaryapproach tolifescienceissuesisessential.
Overcompartmentalizationwillresultinunrealisticsystem configurationsand resource
forecasts.An uncompartmentalizedapproach tolifescienceresultsinadditionalflexibility,
aswellas the opportunitytobenefitfrom a broaderscientificand technicalcommunity.
Itisimportanttorecognizehow exposuretolerancesand countermeasuresrelateto
threecategoriesofscenarios:baseline,baselineand contingency,and emergency. Baseline,
forexample,couldbe a missiondurationoftwo yearsbased on chemicalpropulsion.A
baselinecontingencycouldbe a three-yearMars tripthathad tobe abortedand entaileda
safe-returnorbit.An emergency might involvean unexpecteddespinofa rotatingspacecraft
system. Obviously,allsystems shouldbe capableofdealingwith contingencies.Dealing
with emergenciesismore case-specific.
Although itisdifficulttobe veryprecise,evidencesuggeststhathuman support
requirementsincreaseindifficultywith missionduration.Radiationbioeffects,microgravity
associatedpathologies,and therequiredquantityoflifesupportexpendablesallincrease
withtime ofexposure duringinterplanetaryflight.Thus, therecouldbe an advantage for
architectureconceptsthatfacilitateshortertriptimes.But the need fordesignstoalso
accommodate thepossibilityofan abortedmission(baselinecontingency)coulddiminishthe
magnitude ofthisadvantage. Also,comparisonsamong differentarchitecturesmust be
informed by knowledge oftheirabilitytomeet supportrequirementsfora safe-returnorbit.
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HUMAN SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
NASA Life Sciences has adopted as its first primary goal 'to ensure the health, well-
being,and performanceofhumans inspace."We have recastthisgoalintothreeproposed
human supportobjectivesforthe SEI program:
i. Astronautswillengage ina Mars missiononlyifthe predictedlevelsofsafety,
risk,and reliabilityare acceptable,and thereisveryhigh likelihoodoftheir
survivalingood conditionorrestorablehealth.
2. Astronautswillbe abletoperform theirmissiontasksproductivelyand
effectively,and theirperformancewillnot be unnecessarilycompromised by
physiologicalresponsestothe spaceenvironment orby countermeasuresto
mitigatetheseresponses.
3. Astronauts'futurecareersand healthstatuswillnotbe significantlyjeopardized
by theirexposuretothe spaceenvironment.
Satisfyingthe firstgoalentailscarefulattentiontodesigningaround the variouslimits
tohuman tolerance.Italsoimpliesthatpredictedsafetymargins and failureratesfor
human systems shouldbe smallorno worse than thosepermittedformechanical,chemical,
electrical,orotherspacecraftsystems. We use the term "restorable"because we recognize
thata periodofadjustmentfollowinga longmissionmay be necessarybeforefullEarth
adaptationand equilibriumare achieved.
Satisfyingthe secondrequirementinvolvespaying properattentiontoconditioning,
human factors,behavior,and performanceelements toassurethatactualhuman
performancebestapproachesitspotential.Itimpliesthatastronautsare not showpieces,
thatthey are involvedbecausemanned systemscan perform criticalfunctionsbetterthan
unmanned orroboticsystems. Italsoimpliesthatattemptswillbe made toadhere tothe
classicWeiner dictum of'thehuman use ofhuman beings."
Satisfyingthe thirdrequirementinvolvespayingproperattentiontominimizing,
avoiding,or counteringthe delayeddeleteriouseffectsthatcoulddamage an astronaut's
postmissionhealthand career.I
ZWe recognizethatsuchtermsas"acceptable,highlikelihood,significantly"aresubjectiveuntil
theyachievemore precisedefinitioni thecontextofaspecificmission.Our purposeinusingthese
termsistocompelexplicitconsiderationfriskstoastronautsurvivaland performance.
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MAJOR HUMAN SUPPORT ISSUE AREAS
As noted, the major human support issue areas we identified were:
* Radiation
• Microgravity
• Life support systems
• Medical care
• Human factors
• EVA suits
• Exercise and conditioning
• Management and organizational issues.
We discusseach issueinbroad terms below. We againremark thathuman support
requirementsforradiationprotectionand microgravitycountermeasuresincreasewith time
ofexposure,as do the otherfactorsthatinfluencecrew well-beingand performance.
Rad!atlon
Radiationposesissuesofriskassessmentand protectionthatneed tobe addressed,
sinceradiationfrom GCRs and solarprotonevents(SPEs)imposes the hazards ofimmediate
effects,aswellas lifetimecareerrisks.As describedlater,thepreciseparticlespectra
(energiesup to2 GeV),fluences(particles/cm2),and relativebiologicaleffectsare notyet well
definedforGCRs. The bestavailableradiobiologicaldamage estimatesfrom NASA work
usingthe BerkeleyBEVELAC have an estimateduncertaintyfactorof30-40,excluding
uncertaintiesindoseestimation.2 The dose responsecharacteristicsofspace-associated
radiation,forpurposesofriskassessment,exhibitincreasingriskswith increaseddose.
Mass shieldingusing low-atomic-weightmaterials,such as liquidhydrogen orwater,
isthe most straightforwardapproach toprotection,but the marginal effectivenessof
shieldingisvery low due tofragmentationand the emissionofsecondaryand tertiary
particlesaftercollisionswith the energetichighlychargedionsthatconstitutethe major
GCR hazard. Estimatesofshieldingmass requirementsfora five-astronautMars transfer
vehicle(MTV) habitatrange from threetothirtytimesthe mass ofthe habitat,or 100 to
1000 metrictons,with virtuallyno margin forsafety.A synergisticeffectofmicrogravityon
2Theuncertaintyfactorissubjectoconsiderabled batewithinthespaceradiationcommunity.
The estimateistakenfromtheNASA DraftRadiationHealthProgramPlanofJune 1990.Itisalso
includedinareportby NASA AdministratorR.TrulysubmittedtoCongressinDecember 1990.
h
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radiationdamage has been observedand couldfurthercomplicatethisarea. Radiation
protectionconcernsimpactspacecraftdesign,mass-to-orbit,missionduration,and ultimately
crew survivaland well-being.
Two high-rankedsubmissions,#101460 and #100742, recommend thatspacecraft
instrumentedwith radiationdosimetersbe flownbeyond the Earth'sprotectivemagnetic
fieldand ina trans-Marstrajectoryand orbit.This isimportantbecause NASA doesnot now
have concreteplanstogathersuch datawithinthe nextdecade,and itseems clearthat
radiationprotectionquestionscoulddelayor causecancellationofSEI missions.
Although mass shieldingisthemost directapproach,the use ofactivemagnetic or
electrostaticshieldingagainstchargedparticlesalsodeservesattention.Electrostatic
shieldingislessattractivethan magnetic shielding.One high-rankedsubmission,#100699,
proposesthathigh-temperaturesuperconductingmagnets couldbe farmore effectivethan
low-temperaturesuperconductorsinprovidinghigh magnetic fieldstodeflectparticlesfrom
the vehicle.PreviousNASA work suggestedthatmagnetic fieldsof4.5teslainmagnitude
would be inadequatetodeflectheavy,energetic,charged C-CR particles.Stimulatedby this
submission,we found recentdatafrom Japan thatimply thatnew high-temperature
superconductors,when operatedatliquidhelium temperatures,couldsomeday providefields
much greaterthan thismagnitude. We findthatlevelsof40 teslaand a shieldthicknessofa
meter couldprotectagainsteven 2 GeV ironions.However, a number ofmajor problems
need tobe solvedbeforefeasibilitycan be fullydemonstrated. But thisisan areawhere
NASA can "piggyback"on developments thatare heavilysupportedby others.
Although protectionagainstoccasionalSPEs can be providedby storm sheltersand
warning systems (exceptduringEVAs), recentevidence(duringsolarcycle22) suggeststhat
our understandingofflaresand solaremissionsisstillvery limitedand thatthe
unpredictabilityand ubiquityofhigh-energysolarprotonsisgreaterthan previously
thought. SPEs areoperationalconstraintsbut are alsosurvivableoccurrencesifa storm
shelterand adequate warning are bothavailable.
Mi¢rogravlty
Microgravityposesissuesofphysiologicaldeterioration,adaptation,postmission
healthstatus,and countermeasures.The microgravityenvironment ofspaceisresponsible
forphysiologicalchanges inthe cardiovascular,musculo-skeletal,neurovestibular,
neuromotor,and possiblyimmunologicalsystems. Cardiovasculardeconditioningwillimpact
crews'abilitytotoleratehigh-aerocaptureg profilesatbothMars and on Earth return.Loss
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ofmuscle mass couldcompromise peak strengthand endurance,diminishingwork load
capacityduringEVA and emergency egress.
Loss ofskeletalmass seems tobe irreversibledespitesubstantialresearchinto
countermeasures.The fracturethresholdisapproximately25 percentlowerthan normal
densityand couldbe approachedinmissionsoftwo-threeyearsindurationwithouteffective
countermeasures.Possiblecountermeasuresincludepharmaceuticals,exercise,or artificial
gravity,but none has been successfullydemonstrated. Enormous progressisbeingmade in
the areaofbone metabolism,molecularbiology,and bone growth factorsthatcould,withina
decadeorso,cureosteoporosisand incidentallyprovideeffectivecountermeasuresagainst
bone demineralization.Coincidentally,two decades ago,NASA supportedresearchon
etidronate,a currentlyfavoreddrug fortreatingosteoporosis.NASA couldbenefitfrom a
greatereffortinthe metabolicengineeringand therapyofbone disorders.The recent
discoverythatdenning (hibernating)bearsmaintain bone strengthduringfourmonths of
winterinactivity,alludedtoinsubmission#100233, confirmsthe existenceofa natural
model formitigatingthe effectsofmicrogravityon bone.
Exercisecountermeasuresused by the Sovietsrequiredtwo tofourhours ofcrew
members per day;thiswas oneroustothecrew and would be even more soon longer-
durationmissions.
Continuous orintermittentartificialgravityconfigurationshave been proposed,
rangingfrom a man-rated centrifugetospecializedspacecraftdesign.The literature
suggeststhatproblems may existwithhuman abilitytotolerate(oradapt to)rotationrates
greaterthan one ortwo rpm and subsequentreadaptationtocessationofrotation.One high-
ranked submission,#101270, proposesa coordinatedprogram ofEarth and spacetestingto
exploresome oftheseissues.The lackofa suitableEarth-basedmodel impliesthata major
spacetestprogram willbe necessarytotestboth human toleranceand countermeasures.
BaselinespacecraftdesignsCapableofrotationalgenerationofartificialgravityhave
been made with significantmass and program costpenalties(of20 to40 percent)ifGCR
radiationshieldingmass isneglected.Includingpropercontingenciesforshieldingmass and
a margin forstop-startcyclingforEVAs couldrenderartificialgravitysystems toocomplex
and heavy toconsider.The challengesofdesigningsystemsforboth0 and ig operationare
significant,yet even with the increaseddesigncomplexity,otherproblems remain orare
introduced.EVA activitywould be farriskier,whileproblems ofradiationand habitability
remain unabated. Spacecraftdynamics,particularlyin a rotatingtetheredsystem,pose
interestingchallenges.
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Good long-termdata on zerog exposureare notyet available,although proposed
collaborativer searchon the Russian spacestationMIR couldbe helpful,as suggestedin
submission#101270. The maximum Sovietdurationinorbitisonlyone-thirdofthe possible
threeyears fora Mars mission.No integratedmodel ofbiologicaladaptationto zeroor
partialgravityhas yetbeen developed.In additionto#101270, submission#101271
suggeststhata revolutionaryapproach shouldbe consideredthateliminatesthe need fora
long-termprogram ofartificialgravityresearchand simultaneouslysolvesthe radiation
protectionproblem by constructinga massive rotatingspacecraftusingLunar or asteroid-
derivedmaterials.
Life Support Systems
Lifesupportsystemsinvolveissuesofreliable,closed,physical-chemical,and/or
bioregenerativesystems. Currentbaselinedesignsforthe spacestationdepend entirelyon
reliableresupplyofairand water consumables from theground. The mass costsare
unacceptableforany extended-durationmanned missions,eitheron the Lunar surfaceorfor
Mars transitand exploration.While the Sovietsbelievetheycouldsimplystocksuppliesfor
a two-yearmission,seriouslong-termexplorationrequiresa commitment tobioregenerative,
closed,ecologicalifesupportsystems. These systemsmust be capableofrecyclingand
providingair,water,and food,whilecontrollingtoxicsand bacterialorviralcontamination.
Stable,robustlifesupportsystems are essentialtoreducingremote outpostdependencieson
resupplymissions.
In orderofcomplexity,partiallyclosedphysical-chemicalsystemswould be first,
followedby closedphysical-chemicalsystems,followedby a closedcombinationof
bioregenerativeand physicalchemicalsystems.
Pilotplantevaluation,scale-up,and in-spacevalidationmust be performed under
actualoperatingconditions,in zerogravityor on the Lunar surface.Lunar validationofsuch
systems shouldprecedeany situationoflong-termdependency on Mars. Three high-ranked
submissions,#101275, #101411, and #101281, touch on importantaspectsoflifesupport
systems.
Medlcel Care
Medical careinvolvesissuesofautonomous medicalcareand life-threatening
emergencies. Experiencein analogenvironments supportsthe need forcomprehensive
medical/dentaland emergency-carecapabilities.While the Lunar surfacemay be "only"
threedays away, the abilitytostabilizeand treattrauma ormedicalemergenciesmust be
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included. The need is greater on a Mars mission due to the impossibility of rescue or return
to Earth in a meaningfully brief period and because any extensive illness or trauma will
consume the productive time of multiple crew members, as well as the patient.
The crew should include at least one current, comprehensively trained
physician/surgeon, but a team approach will be needed. High-fidelity validation in remote
isolated environments is essential, following a progression from hospital, to remote site, to
space. Two high-ranked submissions, #100790 and #100776, offer frameworks for
addressing these issues in a way that reflects a deep knowledge of NASA and operational
space medicine.
The primary medical officer will coordinate or implement the roles of (1) primary
physician, (2) specialist on the impact of adaptation and space systems, including
countermeasures, (3) emergency/trauma physician, and (4) monitor and possible intervenor
in neuropsychiatric/behavioral issues.
Human Factors
Human factors involve issues of human performance and behavior in stressful,
isolated, confined environments for extended periods. Crew selection, command structures,
conflict resolution, and habitability will affect the crew's productive capacity. Crew selection,
compatibility, dynamics, and control structures need extensive research. Not only is little
known, but aerospace community interest in this area has been seriously limited. Recent
acceptance of the importance of team training and team dynamics (crew resource
management) is promising. Excessive reliance on "crew professionalism" has been the
hallmark ofthisarea,and open discussionofactualoperationalproblems has been
considereddetrimentaltothespaceprogram. (Recentastronautcorpsacknowledgment of
such problems and theirsupportforfurtherresearchrepresenta major breakthrough.)
Meaningful analogstudieson Earth and inspacearerequired.While the Antarctic
analogcouldbe quiteproductive,proposalsthathave the crews winteringoverinprepared,
establishedbases substantiallymissthe point.Abnormal maladaptivebehaviordue to
exposure totoxicsmay be indistinguishablefrom psychosis.Seniorobserversofmilitaryand
explorationeffortshave pointedout thathuman factorswere responsibleformissionfailure
more oftenthan equipment factors.
Spacecrafthabitabilityand ergonomicsalsorequiremore supportand integrationinto
systems design.One high-rankingsubmission,#100701, suggestsa carefulstudytooptimize
work performanceinspace,which,ifsuccessful,would improve human performancebeyond
the presentlevelinspace.Another high-rankedsubmission,#100959, proposed a careful
b
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studyofcognitiveperformanceinspacebased on the evidencethatconsiderablealterations
inneuralfluidbalanceand physiologydue tomicrogravitycouldresultinaltered
performance.This isalsoconsistentwith animal studiesthatsuggestthatanotherspace
hazard,GCRs, couldchange brainchemistryand ultimatelyinfluencebehavior.
EVA Suits
EVA suitsinvolveissuesofsuitdesigntoenableproductivework and surface
explorationwithinthe restrictionsofmass and suitdurability.Suitpressurerelativeto
habitatpressureand glovedexterityposesprimary designproblems. Meaningful work on
the Lunar orMartian surfacerequiresmobility.Suitdesignsmust be adapted tofractional
gravityand variablesurfaceconditions.Manual dexterityisessentialtomany maintenance
orscientifictasks.High suitpressureminimizesthe need forprebreathingand the riskof
embolism but createssubstantialchallengesfordesigningreliable'flexiblejointsand
dexterous,reliablegloves.Submission #100701 dealtwith the ergonomicsofwork in
microgravity.Given the degreeofexhaustionreportedby the Sovietsafterthreetofour
hours ofEVA, thisisan areaworth furtherattention.
Exercise and Conditioning
Exerciseand conditioningwould actprimarilyas countermeasurestomicrogravity-
relateddeconditioningbut may alsobe essentialon the Lunar/Martian surfaces.The concept
ofsufficientgravity,i.e.,the existenceofa thresholdcapableofmaintainingconditioning,is
unverified.
Effectivexerciseisrequiredtomaintain muscle mass and cardiovascularfitness.
Whether itwillalsominimize lossofbone mass isuntested.Debilitationcouldaffect
survivalin emergency egressor abilitytotoleratereentrygprofilesand subsequent abilityto
exitspacecraftupon landing.No high-rankingsubmissionsinthiscategorywere received,
although severalthatofferedsmalladvances inthe stateofthe artwere submitted. Exercise
may stillbe essentialina continuousartificialgravityenvironment. The abilityto define
exerciseprescriptionsrequiresresearchbothon Earth and infractionalg environments.
Aerocaptureg profileswillbe limitedby human tolerance.
Management and OrganizationalIssues
The resolutionofmanagement and organizationalissuesisa necessaryconditionfor
solvingthe difficultproblems raisedhere.Although we receivedno high-rankingproposals
specificallyinthisarea,a number ofknowledgeable submissionsdealtwith theseissues
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tangentially, reflecting an awareness of several recent studies of space life sciences. Pitts 3
has documented the historic tensions that existed between life science concerns and the
concerns of an essentially engineering and mission-oriented agency. More recently, a
number of distinguished panels were specifically tasked to review and evaluate the
administrative as well as the technical aspects of space life sciences. 4-7 Their
recommendations are germane to facilitating the extraordinary advances in human support
science, technology, and systems required for SEI success.
NASA has long recognized the value of diversity and pluralism by maintaining
multiple centers of initiative in life sciences. At a strategic level, the 1991 Space Studies
Board report emphasized 'the need for a well balanced research program in terms of ground
versus flight, basic versus clinical, and internal versus extramural," in this way endorsing
the concept of multiple centers of life science excellence, each with a somewhat different
orientation. The Robbins Report noted the lack of"an organized and visible space life
sciences constituency to advocate its agenda with individuals who control resources." It also
commented on the relative roles of Headquarters and the Centers and underscored the need
to develop coherent high-level strategies for managing and directing complementary
multicenter activities directed towards long-term space flight. These strategies would
minimize the risks of fragmentation "in terms of organization structures and decision
processes." In addition, it recommended increased outreach activities to the broader
scientific community and universities both to train new investigators and to conduct research
in space life sciences.
Although it is desirable to engage professors and graduate students (as suggested by
The Robbins Report), it is not easy to maintain university-based life science research
programs that involve access to space. As an example, the life science experiments flown on
Spacelab I in June 1991 were initially proposed in the late 1970's, and were based on designs
that relied on cumbersome ground-based rather than space-based data processing, as well as
3j. A. Pitts, The Human Factor: Biomedicine in the Manned Space Program to 1980, NASA,
Washington, D.C., 1985.
4Exploring the Living Universe: A Strategy for Space Life Science. A Report of the NASA Life
Sciences Strategic Planning Study Committee, NASA, Washington, D. C., June 1988. (Also known as
"The Robbins Report.")
5Space Studies Board, A Strategy for Space Biology and Medical Sciences for the 1980s and
1990s, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1988. (Also known as "The Goldberg Report.")
6Space Studies Board, Assessment of Programs in Space Biology and Medicine 1991, National
Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1991.
7Life Support Management working Group, Final Report, June 2, 1989, (also known as "The
Smylie Report"). This report focuses on life science management structure roles, responsibilities, and
options that are especially pertinent to SEI.
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equipment thatwas essentiallyobsoleteby the time itwas flown.Both the uncertainty
associatedwithscheduledelaysand themaintenance oflifescienceprioritiesformanned and
unmanned flights,and the progressiveobsolescenceofequipment have been barriersto
developingacademic careersin thesefields.
The criticaldependence ofsuccessfulspace explorationon human support/lifescience
issuesstandsincontrasttothe fundingsupportprovidedinthisarea. Lifescienceprograms
have historicallyreceivedabout I percentofthe NASA budget,a levelthatpermitslittle
surgecapacitytoanticipatethe researchand planningneeds forSEI. As missionsuccessand
productivityultimatelydepend on thehealth,safety,well-being,and productivityofthe crew,
itisessentialtostrengthenlifesciencesupport(asalsoproposed by the Augustine
Committee) and encouragelifescienceparticipationinearlymissionplanning.
NASA alreadyhas significantSEI-relatedcapabilityinseveralfieldcentersand
substantialstaffenthusiasm forintercentercooperation.Both formaland informal
collaborationamong groups locatedatdifferentcentersshouldbe promoted tostrengthen
SEI planningand decisionmaking.Strongcollaborationamong NASA centers,and between
NASA and the broaderscientificcommunity, may holdthe key toscientificcredibility,to
bettersupportfrom the scientificcommunity, and ultimatelytomissionsuccess.
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III. RADIATION PROTECTION
ProtectingSEI crewsfrom chronicradiationexposurehazards,bothin spaceand on
Lunar orMartian surfaces,posesan enormous challengetothe scientificand technical
community. Astronautsinspaceareexposedtoionizingradiationfieldsthatare more
intenseand capableofproducinginjurythan thoseon Earth,I sincethe Earth'satmosphere
and magnetic fieldprotectagainsthigh doses.An averageU.S.inhabitantreceivesa totalof
3.6mSv a year (360millirem),but 82 percentofthe totalburden resultsfrom natural
exposure,mostlyfrom radon gas inhomes. (About 16 percentofthe naturalexposurecomes
from cosmicand terrestrialradiationsources.)For the remainder,medicalapplications
accountfor15 percent;and thenuclear-fuelcycle,occupationalexposure,and falloutaccount
forlessthan i percentand consumer productsaccountfor3 percent,accordingtoBEIR V.
AstronautsinEarth orbitare exposedmainly toprotonsand electronsthatare
trappedinthe Earth'smagnetosphere. Doses increasewithtime ofexposure,altitude,and
passagethrough the South Atlanticanomaly. To illustrate,astronautson shuttleflightSTS-
41B, atan altitudeof297 km and an inclinationof28.50degrees,receivedan annual dose
equivalentof.58mSv duringan eight-daymission,ata yearlyrateof26 mSv. Astronautson
shuttleflightSTS-41B, at an altitudeof519 km and a similarinclination,receiveda dose
equivalentof5.0mSv duringa seven-daymission,ata yearlyrateof260 mSv.
To fLXideasabout the possibleriskstohuman health,the latestassessment from the
NationalResearch Council-NationalAcademy ofScience(BEIR V) projectsan 8 percent
increaseinthe riskofdyingfrom cancerforan averageAmerican exposed overa day ortwo
to1 Sv (i00rems) ofionizingradiationand a rateofabout5 percentifthe exposure isovera
longerperiod.
Some otherrelevantexposurequantitiesare: forthe centerofthe Earth'sinner
radiationbelt,10 Sv/hr;fora largesolarflare,over ISv/hr;foran astronautexposed to
GCRs with minimal shielding,1.2Sv/yearatthe skinsurfaceand .6Sv/yearfordeep tissue.
IMuch ofthismaterialisasynthesisofinformationfoundintwopublications,NCRP ReportNo.
98,GuidanceofRadiationReceivedinSpaceActivitiesandAdvancesinSpaceResearch,Vol.9,No. i0,
1989,and LifeSciencesand SpaceResearchXXIII(4)RadiationBiology.The readerinterestedin
furtherdataand specificcitationswillfindtheseextraordinarilyuseful.Much ofourdiscussionofbio-
effectsisdrawn fromthesources.
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NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The conventional wisdom until recently was that radiation protection would be
achieved by mass shielding and by minimizing the time of exposure. 2 Later, we indicate how
computations from NASA and others may be used to infer that shielding masses between 105
kg and 106 kg or even larger may be required to shield the 30,000 kg habitat portion of an
MTV based on limiting the excess absolute lifetime risk of cancer mortality to 3 percent (0.25
Sv/year) for an astronaut who could, because of an aborted Mars mission, be in
interplanetary space for a total of three years. Converting these shielding masses into the
total mass required to be placed in low Earth orbit (LEO) for an MTV (using a simplified
Hohmann transfer), we found that the LEO mass requirements increase from 500,000 kg for
the negligible mass shielding case to 1.5x106 kg for the case of 105 kg H20 shielding mass,
and 9.9x106 for the case where 106 kg of H20 shielding is required. We must emphasize
that these broad ranges account for uncertainty but do not provide a safety margin.
The large magnitudes of these quantities are convincing evidence that radiation
protection is a possible mission-altering or mission-thwarting issue, that alternatives to
straightforward passive mass shielding using hydrogen-rich materials need to be considered,
and that a reliable set of space radiation dosimetry measurements is needed to provide
accurate input data for shielding analysis. These topics are, in fact, the subjects of two
strong submissions that pertain to radiation protection.
As we describe later, genuine uncertainties in radiobiology, physics, risk assessment,
and the radiation environment suggest that there could easily be more than an order of
magnitude of uncertainty in the biological dose equivalent due to GCRs, which would in turn
result in an uncertainty in shielding mass that is far more than the factor of ten we have
used here. While there is some likelihood that a well-designed radiation health R&D
program could markedly narrow the range of uncertainty, there is no assurance that more
precise future estimates of the required shielding mass will be less than we presently
estimate.
It must be noted that the AIAA preliminary report (pp. 117-120) suggests that
shieldingagainstGCRs might entaila mass penaltyofI00 tons.Also,the McCormack-
Nachtwey radiation article in the 1989 edition of Space Physiology and Medicine states, 'The
weight of increased hull mass or storm shelters may be prohibitive." Finally, the December
1989 SEI databook estimated shielding masses between 60 and 800 metric tons. Thus, there
already seems to be support for our observation that straightforward H2-rich mass shielding
2Thepastyearhasseena changeinthedirectionfrecognizingthe enormousand uncertain
mass penaltiesassociatedwithpassiveshieldingofGCRs.
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toreduceradiogenicdosesreceivedby astronautsduringaMars missionmay impose
enormous, perhaps even unacceptable,mass penalties.This suggeststhatactiveshielding
and a seriousattackon narrowinguncertaintyinboththe radiobiologyand physicsofGCR
interactionsare essential.
THE SPACE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
Ionizing Radiation--Sources In Space
Space radiationhazards aredue totrappedprotonsand electronsin LEO, particularly
the high-energytrappedprotonsand bremsstrahlungradiationinGeosynchronous Earth
Orbit(GEO);high-energyprotons,alphaparticles,and heavy ionsfrom occasionalsolar
protoneventsthatcan reach even LEO but areparticularlyhazardous outsidethe Earth's
magnetic field;and the energeticprotons,alpha particles,and heavy ionsthatconstitutethe
galacticosmicraysfound inspaceoutsidethe Earth'smagnetic field.For SEI astronauts,
particularlyifnotproperlyshielded,themost acutehazard isfrom occasionalsolarproton
eventsassociatedwith flaresthatare unpredictableinfrequency,intensity,and duration,
but thatcan deliverextremelyhigh dosesinshortperiodsoftime.An unshieldedastronaut
would have received600 reinsindeep tissueduringtheso-calledanomalously large(AL)
eventofAugust 1972. As describedbelow,exposuresofthismagnitude would resultin
prodromal vomiting,fatigue,diarrhea,nausea,and severebone marrow depletion,leadingto
infectionand death foruntreatedindividuals.Extraordinaryeventsoccura few timesduring
the activeportionofthe solarcycle,and may possessfluencesof• 1010 protons/cm2 for
particleswith energies• 10 Mev. A largenumber oftheseeventshave occurredsince1989,
and inmost cases,missionanalystsand plannersarenot yet aware oftheirscaleand
frequency.
In deep space,on theMoon, and toa lesserextenton Mars (becauseofthe protecting
effectoftheMartian atmosphere),chronicradiationexposurefrom GCRs couldinitiate
potentiallyfatalneoplasms.
Protons,alpha particles,and heavy ionsareallfound inGCRs, but charged ironisthe
most significantparticlefrom the viewpointofradiationhazard. Although the abundance of
ironionsislessthan 10-3timesthe abundance ofprotons,biologicaleffectsdepend on energy
deposition(orZ2)and a qualityfactorthatvarieswithlinearenergytransfer.As a
consequence,charged ironparticleshave sixorseven timesthe biologicaleffectofGCR
protons.GCR ionswith energiesinthe GeV (109)nuclearrange are major sourcesof
exposure.However, itislikelythatrareGCR particlesexistwith energiesin the 1018 to
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1020GeVper nucleonrange,associatedwith so-called"Centauro"events.There isno
statisticalbasisforestimatingthe likelihoodofencounteringsuch particles,although
experimentstosearchforthem have been planned.
We notethatGCRs vary with theportionofthe solarcycle,being attheirmaximum
intensityduringsolarminimum. GCRs areconsideredtobe isotropicand spatiallyand
temporallyinvariant,exceptfortheirsolarcycledependence. One high-rankedsubmission,
Radiation Monitoring on Unmanned Mars Probe (#101460),recommends thatdirect
radiationmonitoringofboththe dose and the energyspectrum ofradiationbe measured on
unmanned probestoMars toverifyour knowledge ofGCRs. The submitter,a representative
ofan organizationconcernedwith radiationprotectionand measurement, suggeststhatthe
dosesthatmight be experiencedby Mars travelersispotentiallysolargethatitwould be
importanttoreducethe uncertaintyinestimatesoftheradiationfield.Another submission,
#100742, suggestedthatreal-timeradiationmonitoringbe performedon an unmanned space
probe,ratherthan simpletrackmeasurements thataremainly usefulforassessingthe
cumulativedose. Both ofthesesubmissionsestablishconvincingevidencethatcareful
radiationmonitoringshouldbe performed as soon aspossible.
To our knowledge,NASA has no firmplanstoinstrumenta spacecraftduringthe next
decadetomonitorthe radiationfieldbetween Earth and Mars. However, such
measurements are of high priority for the SEI. Current assessments suggest that GCR
spectra are known within about a factor of two but are not uniformly well characterized
across the entire solar cycle. Since radiation protection could be a major determinant of
mission architecture, it would be important to verify that our knowledge of GCRs, as
contained for example in the CREME model of the Naval Research Lab (NRL), is reasonably
correct. It would also be useful to obtain a number of radiation measurements during
different parts of the solar cycle to determine the spatial and temporal properties of GCRs as
a functionofsolaractivity.
GalacticCosmic Ray Ions
GCRs have low fluencescompared toSPE, but the energy depositionper particleis
largebecause kineticenergiesareinthe relativisticrange,and becauseenergydepositionis
proportionaltoZ2where Z isthe chargenumber (Z= 26 foriron).Furthermore,heavy ions
such as ironare estimatedtopossesshighRBEs forseriousradiationbioeffects.The
maximum particle flux occurs in the neighborhood of 2GeV/nucieon, but particle kinetic
energies as high as 1020 GeV/nucleon exist (Centauro events).
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GCRs, originating outside of the solar system, consist of ionized nuclei accelerated to
high energies. The Earth's magnetosphere and atmosphere shield sea-level locations against
GCRs, although there is an altitude and latitude dependence for cosmic ray showers.
Astronauts in LEO receive little exposure to GCRs, but operations on the Moon and in
interplanetary space would be subject to GCR exposures. Although Mars does not have a
magnetosphere, the Martian atmosphere would shield against some GCR particles, and,
because GCRs are isotropic in space, operations on planetary surfaces receive only half the
free-space flux. In the energy range between 100 MeV/nucleon and 10 GeV/nucleon, GCRs
consist of 87 percent protons, 12 percent helium ions, and 1 percent of heavier ions, but as
noted, the heavier ions are most troublesome from the viewpoint of radiation protection. The
maximum particle fluence rate at solar maximum is about 4cm'2s "1, many orders of
magnitude below the fluence rates associated with SPEs. GCRs vary with the solar cycle,
being somewhat lower in flux when solar activity is high (and the solar wind more powerful).
GCR intensity varies smoothly with the solar cycle, the maximum occurring at the minimum
of solar activity (solar rain) and the minimum occurring at solar max. Calculations have
been performed for shielding requirements as a function of solar cycle that utilize a formula
using cyclic functions to represent the solar cycle effect. The ratio of solar maximum to solar
minimum GCR proton flux ratios is at a minimum of 0.1 at about 102 MeV, at about a factor
of 0.3 at 1 GeV, and approaches unity at higher energies. Thus there is an important
shielding advantage in missions during the solar maximum portion of the cycle if solar
proton events can be dealt with properly.
The question of uncertainty in the space radiation environment is important, with
factors of two or slightly greater in certain GCR spectral ranges being quoted. However,
these uncertainties are small relative to uncertainties in bioeffects or perhaps even in the
accuracy of shielding computations. Nevertheless, it is important to determine the GCR
spectra accurately, mainly for planning purposes.
Solar Proton Events
While GCRs are expected to be uniform in space and time except for their dependence
on the solar cycle (high during solar cycle minimum and low during solar cycle maximum),
radiation associated with SPEs is both directional and transient. Feynmann et al. have
examined the distribution of events in terms of size versus frequency and have fit a log
normal distribution to the frequency distribution of events up to very large fluences. 3 They
3J.Feynman,T.P.Armstrong,L.Dao Cibner,and S.Silverman,'_NewInterplanetaryProton
FluenceModel,"J.Spacecraftand Rocket,Vol.27,No.4,July-August1990,pp.403-410.
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calculatethata two-yearmissionwould encountera fluencegreaterthan 7.7xl010 p/cm2 for
E > 10 Mev ata confidencelevelof95 percentand a fluencegreaterthan 1.5x 1010 p/cm2
forE > 30 Mev and the same confidencelevel.Heckman etal.classifySPE intothree
categories:smalleventsthatoccur5-20 timesper yearwith fiuencebetween 105 and 107 for
particlenergies> 10 Mev, intermediateeventsthatoccurthreetosixtimes per yearwith
fluencesbetween 108 and 109 forenergies> than 10 Mev, and extraordinaryvery large
events(calledanomalouslylargeeventsby Heckman) thatoccurone tothreetimesper cycle
(mainlyduringsolarmaximum) with fluencegreaterthan 1010 pcm'2.4
An abundance ofhigh HZE particlesisalsofound duringthe smallevents.According
toJordan and Stassinopoulos,a year'sexposuretosmallSPEs resultsinan equivalentdose
of30 reinbehind a 3g/cm2 polyetheleneshield,compared with .8reinfora 15g/cm2 shield,
and a singleAL eventproducesa doseequivalentof1,000reinbehind a 3g/cm2 polyethelene
shield,and 223 reinbehinda 15g/cm2 shieldofthesame material,s Dose levelsbehind
aluminum shieldsofsimilarthicknessare nearlytwiceas high forpolyethelene,a material
thatappearstobe a goodshieldcandidateforsolarprotons.Literaturebefore1990 describes
two extraordinarilylargeevents--anAugust 1972 eventthatwas monitoredby space
measurements, as wellas ground and ionosphericinstrumentation,and a 1956 event
observedinthe presatelliteera.However, fourunexpectedbut largeprotoneventperiods
occurredduring 1989,threeofthem ofthe magnitude ofthe August 1972 eventand one
somewhat smaller.Note that1989 correspondstothe maximum portionofthe solarcycle.
An eventthatoccurredduringOctober1989 exhibitedveryhigh fiuencesatground leveland
was associatedwith a powerfulgeomagneticstorm. M. A. Shea8recentlysummarized the
stateofknowledge ofhigh-energyprotonevents.The currentsolarcycle(22)has been
remarkably activeinterms ofsuch events,startingwith a seriesofrelativisticeventsthat
were monitored in1989 aftera five-yearhiatusand continuingthrough 1991 (when thisNote
was completed).Some oftheseeventshave been sufficientlyenergeticas tobe detectedby
theworld network ofmuon monitor thatcan onlyinferprotonswith energiesgreaterthan 4
Gev. Shea alsocitesher earlierobservationthat15 percentofsolarprotoneventscontain
relativisticparticles.She prefersthe designation"extraordinary"ratherthan the previously
used '_UnusuallyLarge or Anomalously Large"eventssincetheyappear tofitthe high end of
4G.Heckman etal.,"StrategiesforDealingwithSolarParticleEventsBeyondthe
Magnetosphere,"AdvancesinSpaceResearch,Vol.9,No.10,1989,p.275.
ST.M. Jordanand E.A.Stassinopoulos,WEffectiveRadiationReductioninSpaceStationand
MissionsBeyondtheMagnetosphere,"AdvancesinSpaceResearch,Vol.9,No. 10,1989,pp.261-274.
6M. A.Shea,HighEnergySolarProtonEvents,ProceedingsofWorkshop on IonizingRadiation
EnvironmentModelsand Methods,Apr.16-18,1991,Huntsville,Ala.
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the Feynmann by-normal distribution.Some inthe spaceradiationcommunity may have
been misleadby the relativeinactivityofsolarcycles20 and 21. Infact,M. A. Shea and F.
Smart suggestina personalcommunication thatthereis"considerablevidencethatcycles
20 and 21 were relativelybenigninterms ofsolarparticleventscompared tosolarcycles17,
18,19,and 22."They alsosuggest,asdo others,thatsolarparticleventsareoperational
constraintsthatleadtosurvivableoccurrences.The unexpected clusteringofpowerful
protoneventperiods,afteryearsofrelativecalm,confirmsthatour knowledge ofthese
phenomena isfarfrom predictive.7 Thiswas recentlyreiteratedby G. Heckman ofNOAA in
a paper deliveredatthe 1991 ICES meeting.
Ifastronautsareengaged inEVAs duringa solarflareeventand are unabletoreach a
storm shelteror otherpropershielding,theycouldreceiveenormously high dosesofradiation
duringa shortperiodofexposure.Free spaceexposurescouldbe thousands ofreinsunder
suchcircumstances.The increasingawareness oftheubiquityofunpredictablyhigh-energy
solarprotonssuggeststhattheconceptofschedulinga missiontocoincidewithsolar
maximum toreduceGCR exposuresneeds seriousrethinking.
Warning systems would need tobe developedthatwould monitorsolaractivityand
then predictwithhigh probabilitythe proximaloccurrenceofsignificantSPE. These
warning systemswould requirea fullcomplement ofsolarinstrumentation,and couldnot
relyon a datalinkbetween a detector,Earth station,and MTV because ofthetime required
forcommunication. The MTV, Lunar outpost,and Mars base would need toreceivedata
from space-basedsolarinstrumentswithminimal delay.
The questionofstorm sheltersremains open. Were itnot forthe enormous shielding
mass requiredtoprotectagainstGCRs, a smallstorm sheltersurrounded by polyethelene
would be useful.However, itcouldbe superfluousifGCR shieldingofthe thicknessand type
we discusshere isused. In any case,astronautsmust alwaysbe withina shortdistanceofa
storm shelterduringEVAs unlessour abilitytopredictprotoneventsisclosetoperfect.
Requlred RadiationMeasurements inSpace
As we noted,severalsubmissionsrecommend thatNASA undertake a program of
directradiationmonitoringon unmanned probestoMars toaccuratelydefinethe radiation
fieldthatastronautsmay encounter.Radiation Monitoring on Unmanned Mars Probe
(#101460)stressesthe importanceofradiationprotectiongiventhe possibilitiesofdosesthat
range between .5Sv and 2.5Sv per missionfrom GCRs and the possibilityofSPEs thatcould
7Communication,J.Feynmann,JPL.
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providean additionaldoseofI Sv ofexposure(inthe absenceofa storm shelter).These are
largepotentialdoses,and theuncertaintyassociatedwiththem isalsolarge.
SinceNASA has no firmplanswithinoroutsidetheRadiationHealth Program to
obtainmeasurements ofboth thedose and theradiationresponsibleforitduringthe next
decade,planningfora Mars missionmay be seriouslyhampered unlesssuch a missionis
undertaken. Thisisespeciallyimportantinthe lightofthe enormous masses ofshielding
thatmay be required,orthe need toinitiatea program ofactiveshieldingthattakes
advantage ofongoingadvances inhigh.temperaturesuperconductingmagnet scienceand
technology.Other submissionsalsorecognizedtheimportance ofthesemeasurements, and
one proposedthattime-resolvedata on theradiationfieldisa prerequisitetolong-term
space exploration.
RADIATION BIOEFFECTS
Ionizingradiationcan produceillness,death,cancer,and geneticdamage inhumans.
Virtuallyallofthe data todefinehuman effectsareforlow-linearenergytransfer(LET)
particles,such as Xrays and gamma rays. Low-LET radiationischaracteristicoflight
chargedparticles,such aselectrons,thatare producedby Xrays orgamma rays,where the
distancebetween ionizingeventsislargeon the scaleofa cellularnucleus.High-LET
radiationischaracteristicofheavy chargedparticles(protons,alphas,heavy energeticions)
where the distancebetween ionizingeventsissmallon the scaleofa cellularnucleus.The
conventionalscientificapproach forcomparing high-LET and low-LET radiationeffectsis
through a relativebiologicaleffectiveness(RBE),which isequalnumericallytothe inverseof
absorbed dosesofthe two radiationsrequiredtoproduce equalbiologicaleffects.The
referenceradiationisgenerally200 kv Xrays. Thus RBE determinationrequiresiso-effect
dataforboth the radiationtypeofinterestand a referencetypeofradiation.The quality
factor(Q)isdistinctfrom RBE, althoughestimatesofQ relyon scientificdata forRBE. Q is
an LET-dependent factor,used forriskassessment and radiationprotectionpurposes,by
which absorbed dosesaremultipliedtocorrespondtothe biologicaleffectproduced by Xrays
orlow-energygamma rays.The doseingamma raysismultipliedby Q toobtainthe
equivalentin Sv. Conventionally,Qs are used thathave been establishedby the
InternationalCommission on RadiationProtection(ICRP) based on a presumed unique
relationshipbetween LET inwater (inke V/_tm)and Q. Xrays,gamma rays,electrons,and
betaparticlesare assigneda Q ofi,neutronvaluesrange between 2 and I0,protonsrange
between i and 10,and alpha particlesare assigneda Q of20 (themaximum value).Ironions
found inGCRs are assigneda Q of20. Thus, the doseequivalentofan ironionis13,500
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times that of a proton with the identical energy per nucleon, both because of the quality
factor and because the energy deposition is proportional to the charge number squared. As a
consequence, GCR iron particle effects are six times more potent than GCR protons, although
they are only one two-thousandth as abundant.
The paucity of data regarding heavy high-Z, high-energy (I-IZE) particles cannot be
overemphasized. This has been recognized by NASA, which has proposed a radiation health
program to gather data in ion accelerators that are operated by the Department of Energy
(DOE). However, the data, should they be acquired, would still need to be anchored to the
existing human effects database.
Prompt Effects
So-called prompt human effects of radiation, and the corresponding approximate
threshold levels are blood count changes (50 fads), skin erythema (>400 rads), prodromal
Vomiting (100 rads), mortality with no treatment (> 150 rads), mortality with minimal
medical treatment (>320-360 fads), mortality with supportive medical treatment (500 fads),
mortality with bone marrow replacement (1,000 fads), sperm count reduction (15 fads),
temporary sperm loss (100 fads), long-term infertility after survival (600 fads), menopause
induction (300 fads), and temporary menstrual suppression (300 fads). These prompt effects
are significant in the space context because unshielded astronauts who are engaged in EVAs
or Lunar or planetary surface activities could be exposed to particles associated with
occasional solar proton events, where the fluences of protons and other solar ions could
produce exposures of this magnitude.
Prodromal vomiting may occur within a few days after exposure and can be partially
countered by antiemetics. However, it could be dangerous to a helmeted astronaut. M_jor
risks of skin damage could also occur as a result of SPE exposure. A simple measure to
mitigate the risks of acute bone marrow depression is to bank an astronaut's marrow on the
spacecraft, for possible autologous transplantation. This was proposed in NCRP Report 98
and was also the subject of submission #100225, Coping with Radiation.
Prompt or relatively prompt effects, such as those mentioned above, are of primary
concern if astronauts are not well shielded and are exposed to solar proton and heavy ion
emissions. Delayed bioeffects that must also be considered include radiation-induced
cataractogenesis, carcinogenesis, and perhaps even generalized life shortening. These effects
could occur even when dose rates are far lower than for the acute exposures postulated
above.
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Stochastic end Nonstochastic Effects
Firstwe distinguishbetween stochasticand nonstochasticeffects.Stochasticeffects
are thosewhere theprobabilityofoccurrenceinan exposed population(ratherthan severity
in an affectedperson)isa functionofdose;theseeffectsareoftenwithouta thresholdvalue.
Hereditaryeffectsand carcinogenesisare generallyregardedas beingstochastic.In terms of
the classicarcinogenesisparadigm--initiation,promotion,progression--bytransforming
cellstochastically,radiationtriggersthe initiationprocess.Itcan alsoinfluencepromotion.
Nonstochastic effects are those whose severity is a function of dose. For these a
threshold may occur; cataractogenesis, nonmalignan t skin damage, fertility impairment, and
some hemotologic deficiencies fall into this category.
Later we discuss radiation-induced cancer, the principal life-threatening hazard
associated with long-term exposure.
Ocular Tissues
The lens,the retina,and the corneaareknown toexhibitradiation-inducedchanges.
Cataractogenesisisa key factorin settingexposurelimits.Radiationprotectionguidelines
forthe astronautsareoftendrivenby theneed torestricteye exposures,primarilyassociated
with cataractinduction.The roleofradiationin inducingcataractswas discoveredsoon after
the discoveryofXray. In terms oflow-LET radiationabsorbedby the eye,the low-LET
thresholdfora singleexposureis1.0to2.0Gy. Prolongedexposure,overperiodsgreater
than threeweeks,resultsincataractformationabove a thresholdlevelof4 or5 Gy. The
probabilityofsome degreeofopacityreachesunity,with 7.5Gy afteracuteexposures,and
protracteddosesbetween 10 and 14 Gy can inducea 100 percentincidenceofcataracts.The
RBE formouse cataractinductionby protonsis closetounity.
Neutrons areassigneda Q of10 fornonstochasticeffects,includingcataractinduction.
Heavy ionstudieson animalsimply cataractRBEs between 1.5and 5.0,but otherstudies
suggestRBEs approaching40 for570 Mev argon ions.Ironion-inducedcataractsare far
more severethan thoseinducedby 60Co gamma raysatthe same doselevel,and conversely,
the RBE forcataractinductioninrabbitsseems tobe large.The NCRP assumes a Q value of
40 forthe heavy ionsfound inGCRs. NCRP Report98 estimatedthatthe doseequivalent
rateforcataractformationwas about 2.5rendday forastronautson the Apollo17 mission.
As notedbelow,risksoflatecataractinductiondue toHZE exposurescouldbe significant,
based on a number ofanimal studies.
The retinaisanother sensitiveoculartissue.Lightflashesseenby Apolloastronauts
were reproducedatBerkeleywhen HZE particlebeams became available.Radiation-induced
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effectsatlow-LETs are seenonlyathighdoses,but a number ofphenomena existthat
suggesta fundamental differencebetween the mechanisms ofradiationdamage forhigh-
LET HZE particlesand Xrays orgamma rays.Heavy ionsmay inducemicrolesionsinthe
retinathatresembletunnels,and a number ofmorphologicaland functionalchanges have
been observedinground-basedand spaceexperiments.
The tracksofheavy ionsconsistofa wide coreofdense_{onizationthatcan damage
even thosecellsthatare not dividing.The Apollolightflasheswere attributedtothe
traversaloftheseions.Todd'sestimates,citedinNCRP Report98,suggest'thatHZE
particleirradiationcouldresultina lossofabout 3 percentofretinalcellsduringa 90-day
mission."The way inwhich signalsare integratedfrom groupsofphotoreceptorsimplies
thata singleheavy iontraversal,withfragmentationofthe particletrack,couldcause
greaterdamage than predictedinthe baseoffluencelevel§.Certainretinalcellslntegrate
signalsfrom hundreds ofphotoreceptors,and the lossofa singleone ofthese(horizontal)
cellswould be equaltolosinghundreds ofphotoreceptors.However, otherevidencesuggests
thatthe cellsofthe retinacan absorba high levelofenergywith a low probabilityof
permanent damage. Repairprocessesseem tobe efficient,but a questionisposed regarding
thepossibilityofretinalsecondaryDNA breakdown recurringlaterin life.
Mlcroleslons
Exposurestoextremelylow fluencesofHZE particlescan have importantbiological
effects.Microlesionscan be formed inwhich thelocalizedamage causedby a singleHZE
particletrackconsistsofa dead cellzonesurrounded by mutated cells.A 1954 observation
thata singlecosmicray hil;resultedindepigmentationofindividualmouse hairsstimulated
thinkingabout themicrolesionconceptand the dramatic differencesbetween the
mechanisms ofactionforHZE particlesand low-LET particles.Itshouldbe notedthatthe
frequencyofHZE particleswould be significantlyreducedby shieldinggreaterthan 20-30
gm/cm 2 ofH20.
The existenceofmicrolesionsimpliesthe detectabilityoftheeffectsofa singleHZE
particle.SingleHZE particlesaffecta number ofcells,sincetheradialdistanceoverwhich
an ironion has highLET isofthe scaleofram's,and one particlecouldclearlykill,damage,
ortransforma number ofcells.Detailedstudiesofmicrolesionmorphology arenot
conclusiveregardingbiologicalsignificance,but the conceptseems tobe reasonable.To
underscorethe importanceofindividualHZE particletracks,we refertowork by Curtisand
Letaw,who estimatedthatduringa three-yearmissionina heavilyshieldedvehicle,one-
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thirdofan astronaut'scellswould be hitby atleastone particlewith Z greaterthan 10,and
6 percentwould be hitby atleasttwo such particles.
Thus, individualcellsmight be atriskofcancerinduction,and criticalrenewal cells
and networks might be vulnerabletoprompt ordelayeddamage or inactivation.This seems
tobe supportedby studiesoftheretina,the brain,and the cornea. Even behavioralchanges
have been found inmice exposed tolow dosesofHZE radiation.Neurochemical alterations
were alsofound atlevelsas low as I0 rads,and thepossibilityexiststhatfundamental
neuraldifferencesexistbetween HZE and Xray or gamma exposure.Neural effectsofHZE
particletraversalscouldimpairthe abilityofastronautstoperform criticaltasks,aswellas
affectheirfuturehealthstatus.Although thereisonlylimiteddata regardingtheseeffects,
an obviousneed existstoperform furtherresearchon animals toclarifytheseissues.
Ingeneral,itappears thatthedatabase tosupportpreciseriskestimationis
surprisinglythin,particularlyforeffectsthathave no counterpartinthe low-LET literature.
Even forcataractinduction,which has been reasonablywellstudied,experiments
usinglong-livedanimal speciessuggestthatlateradiation-inducedopacificationcouldoccur
atexceedinglylow doses(<.05Gy),but theseeffectswould not be discernibleina shorter-
livedspecies.Thus the possibilityexiststhatthereisno thresholdforlatecataractinduction
by HZEs, and decisionsabout radiationprotectionlimitsmay thus need tobe based on a
more precisebalancebetween risksand benefits.
Carcinogenesis
The most serious and well-documented delayed effect of ionizing radiation is the
induction of cancer. It is beyond the scope of this section to describe the current state of
understanding of radiation-induced carcinogenesis. It is presumed that free radicals and
electrons are involved in low-LET carcinogenesis, involving both indirect effects due to free
radicals stemming from water irradiation and direct effects due to electrons. Free radicals
react with cellular material, and electrons directly excite or ionize cell material by direct
interaction with critical molecules. DNA is the most critical site for damage, but other sites
may also be important. In terms of cell killing, single- and double-strand DNA breaks, local
multiple-damagedsites,and DNA-protein cross-linksare implicatedas lesionsthatleadto
celldeath. Ionizingradiationisa highlyefficientcell-killinga entwhen compared with most
otheragents,such as UV light,aflatoxin,hydrogen peroxide,etc.,using as a criterionthe
number oflesionsper cellper dose ofagent tokill63 percentofexposed cells.High dosesof
radiationkillcells.Lower dosesmay damage cellsthatcontinuetoi_roliferate,and ifthe
doseratesare low ordosesare fractional,DNA lesionsmay be repaired.This leadsto
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increasedsurvival,decreasedchromosomal aberrations,decreasedmutation and
transformationrates,and,ultimately,reducedcancerinduction.High-LET radiation
damage appearstobe lesssusceptibletorepairthan low-LET damage. Similarly,the
presenceofoxygen promotes low-LET effectsbut seems tohave littleinfluenceon cellular
responsestohigh-LET radiations.Protonsareexpectedtohave effectsimilartolow-LET
radiationsovera wide range ofenergies.
Neutrons areparticularlypenetratingbecausethey are unchanged and interactwith
the atomicnuclei.The densityofionizationinneutrontracksisquitehigh,resultingin high
valuesofRBE forallbiologicalend points.Neutron biologicaldamage islessdoserate-
dependent than low-LET radiation,and infactmay increaseatlowered doserates.
Heavy ions,such as theironparticlesfound inGCRs, loseenergyby electromagnetic
interactionsas theypenetratematter. They alsoundergo fragmentationwhen theystrike
the nucleusofan atom. Energy isdepositedalongthe coreofa particletrack,where
ionizationeventsare verydense.A largerpenumbra ofdeltarayssurroundsthe core,where
theionizingeventdensityislow. Thus the traversalofa singleheavy ionmay affect
multiplecells,perhaps in activatingortransformingthem. Heavy ionsproduce effectsthat
arelittleinfluencedby oxygen levels,fractionation,and doseratechanges thataffectlow-
LET celldamage mechanisms. Interms oftumor induction,studiesofmouse Harderian
gland tumors suggestRBE valuesof30 forironand argonions.An importantaspectofthe
work on heavy ionsisthatLET aloneisinadequatetodescribeRBE. Particleswith similar
LET but higherchargenumbers generallyexhibithigherRBEs. However, the dataislimited
on cancerinductioninanimal systems and thereisno empiricaldatabaseforhuman
exposure.A number ofinvitrostudieshave been performedtobetterunderstand the
dependency ofneoplastictransformationon LET fordifferentHZE particlesas a functionof
energy,particletype,and celltype.
Although theseexperimentsholdconsiderablepromise,itmay be years beforea
reasonableempiricallybased predictionmodel ofcancerinductionby heavy ionsisavailable
thatcan be used forradiationriskassessment.To a greaterextent,then,the situationisfar
lesssatisfactorythan forlow-LET radiationwhere the extensivehuman databaseismatched
by years ofinvitroand invivodata gathering.We arepessimisticabout thecurrentlevelof
understandingofHZE radiationcarcinogenesis.The mechanisms areboth differentand
more complex than forXrays and gamma rays,and itisnot surprisingthatuncertaintiesin
RBE valuesofthe orderoffactorsof30 or40 arecitedinthe NASA draftradiationhealth
program document and ina reporttoCongress.
w
Z
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Space Radiation Effects on Plants and Other Organisms
In addition to the effect on human tissue, it will be necessary to define the impact of
space radiation, particularly HZE GCR particles, on plants or other organisms that might be
included in a bioregenerative system for use on Mars or the Moon, or as part of an MTV life
support system. Only limited data now exist for understanding the rate at which bioeffects
accumulate in such organisms exposed to HZE particles, but the subject is significant
because of the possibility of damage, mutation, and loss of reproductive capacity that might
result in exposed plants that are grown in unshielded (or even shielded) enclosures. The
possibility exists that HZE particle effects could influence crop yields by reducing reliability
and robustness of bioregenerative systems. Arabidopsis thali seeds have been irradiated by
heavy ion beams on Earth and have also flown in space. A number of biological end points
have been studied, but it is not yet possible to specify the levels at which important effects
may occur. However, it appears that only a few hits per cell nucleus can lead to inactivation,
and that RBEs depend on particle type as well as LET.
Corn seeds have also been studied in both space and ground-based ion accelerators,
and a characteristic imitation was found in both settings. This suggests that plants and
seeds may be particularly vulnerable to HZE effects.
Countermeasures might involve the development of radio-resistant plants or even a
requirement to shield plants or other organisms against GCRs or SPE. This could be very
important on the Lunar or Martian surface where thin enclosures that are selectively
transparent may be required for proper plant growth and development. Such enclosures may
not have adequate shielding capacity. The situation is simpler for MTVs, if most of the
vehicle would be shielded to protect astronauts against GCHs or SPE particles.
Impact of Mlcrogravlty on GCR Bioeffects
One possible complication in our ability to develop suitable models for assessing GCR
bioeffects using ground-based heavy ion accelerators is the finding that microgravity appears
to promote the production of radiation-induced anomalies in the hatching rate and
development of eggs of Carausius morosus (a stick insect). A remarkably well-planned space
lab experiment was performed in which eggs in monolayers were exposed to cosmic rays in
microgravity. An onboard one "g" centrifuge was used to act as a control. Hatching was
normal in eggs exposed to the one "g_' reference alone. Hits by heavy ions caused body
anomalies, and the combined effect of heavy ions and microgravity resulted in a much higher
frequency of anomalies. The results using the same stick insect model were confirmed on the
BioCosmos satellite.
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It has been suggested that microgravity could weaken the processes that repair
radiation-induced defects, but the entire issue is open to debate.
RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES
NCRP Report 98
Risk assessmentforpurposesofestablishinguidelinesbothforastronautsand
plannersisan essentialofthe radiationprotectionconundrum. No specificradiation
guldelineshave yet been establishedfor SEI missions to Mars. But NASA, for
planningpurposes,uses assessmentsand guidancepreparedby the NationalCouncilon
RadiationProtectionand reportedinNCRP 98. NCRP 98 suggeststhe organ doseequivalent
limitsas shown inTable 3.1below.
Table 3.1
Dose Limits from NCRP 98
Blood-FormingOrgans(BFO)(Sv) Eye (Sv) Skin(Sv)
Careerlimit Seeequationsbelow 4.0 6.0
Annual .S 2.0 3.0
30 days .25 1.0 1.5
The careerlimitissetby the requirementthatastronautsshouldnot have an added
lifetimeriskofcancermortalitygreaterthan some specifiedlevel,chosenby NCRP as 3
percent.Thiscompares tothe baselinelifetimeriskofdyingofcancerofabout 19 percentfor
men and 15 percentforwomen between the agesof25 and 55. The NCRP careerlimits(in
reins)have been fitby two straightlines,one formales and one forfemales.
Careerlimit(males)= 200 + 7.5x (age30)
Careerlimit(females)= 200 + 7.5x (age38)
Thus, an entering male astronaut at age 55 could be exposed to a career dose of 4.0 Sv,
and an entering female astronaut at age 25 has a life limit of 1.00 Sv. This is more stringent
than the 1970 NRC/NAS limit of 4.0 Sv for all astronauts. The 1970 limit was based on
limited early results from the ABCC studies of atom bomb survivors, when it appeared that
cancer risks were much lower than they now appear to be after over 20 years further follow-
up of atom bomb survivors and review of other human data.
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BEIR V Risk Assessments
The NCRP limits are based on data and epidemological analysis that were available to
the council before the July 31, 1989, publication date of Report 98. The BEIR V report,
published in early 1990, formulated a new series of radiation risk assessments that were far
more conservative than those in the earlier database used by the NCRP. BEIR V risk
assessments differ from earlier assessments because of:
• Longer follow-up of the atomic bomb survivors, the group that constitutes the
best source of human data;
• Improved dosimetry based largely on a reworking of the analysis of fission
products and transport and shielding for the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs;
and
• More realistic models for analysis and projection of cancer mortality, particularly
use of the relative risk model rather than the absolute risk model.
Thus the BEIR V lifetime excess cancer mortality assessments for an acute exposure, by
age and gender, are greater than those in NCRP Report 98 by factors between two and
one-half and six, and the 1990 BEIR V risks are between 4 and 15 times greater than the
risks estimated using the 1980 BEIR V results, as shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2
Ratio of BEIR V to NCRP Estimates for Lifetime Excess Cancer Deaths
Age at exposure 25 35 45 55
Male 3.3 3.7 5.6 6.8
Female 3.0 2.4 3.9 4.3
Note: Comparisonfor .1 Gy acute exposure.
Revised Career Limits--Preliminary Estimates
When the BEIR V dose-response data are used to determine lifetime career limits for
astronauts, using the 3 percent limit and ten-year active career specified by the NCRP, the
remarkable differences by age and gender shown in the NCRP assessments vanish, even
after reducing the BEIR V cancer estimate by a factor of two to account for a dose rate
effectiveness factor (DREF). Table 3.3 illustrates these results:
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Table 3.3
Comparison of Career Limits for 3 Percent Excess Lifetime CA Deaths
Male BEIR V NCRP Female BEIR V NCRP
byAge (Sv) (Sv) by Age (Sv) (Sv)
25 .80 1.63 25 .75 1.02
35 .91 2.38 35 .99 1.78
45 .81 3.12 45 .97 2.51
55 .83 3.88 55 1.05 3.28
Thus, the 1990 BEIR V estimatesleadtoa careerlimitthatisweakly and
nonsystematicallydependent on age and genderexceptthatpeopleunder 30 are more
susceptible.For preliminarypurposes,we have chosen .75Sv as a plausableaveragevalue
forthe careerlimit.
We have not used the most recentUNSCEAR sdose-responseestimates,but we
anticipatethattheywould alsoleadtolifetimecareerlimitsthatare more stringentthan
thosesuggestedinNCRP Report98. A comparisonbetween UNSCEAR and BEIR V interms
ofspace exposureimplicationsisstillnecessary.Moreover,the quasi-officialstatusofthe
BEIR V estimatessuggeststhattheyshouldbe taken quiteseriously.
We notethatthe NCRP careerlimitsareintendedforplanningpurposesfororbital
missions.Itisnotclearwhether the expecteddownward revisionincareerlimitsthatwillbe
requiredifNCRP's nextsetofguidance istoconform toBEIR V willalsorequiredownward
revisionforthe annual and 30-daylimitsthatmay be fixedby nonstochasticriteria.
For long-termdeep spaceflight,e.g.,ofthe orderofseveralyears,the .75Sv cancer-
relatedcareerlimitsuggestedabove becomes the major determiningfactorinassessing
exposuresand shieldingrequirements.
A trans-Marsmissionthatresultsinan abortimposes a baselinerequirementat about
threeyears outsidethe Earth'smagnetosphere. A careerlimitof75 rems transformsinto25
reins/year(BFO) forthe three-yearbaseline;thisvalue translatesintoradiationshielding
masses between 100 and 1,000tonsoreven more foran MTV. A more stringentrequirement
of,say,15 reins/yearcouldeasilyresultinshieldingmasses thatare perhaps an additional
orderofmagnitude greater.We emphasize thatthelargeshieldingmass range toachieve25
reins/yearisdue togenuineuncertaintyand doesnot includeany safetymargin. We also
notethatthe proportionalitybetween doseand time ofexposuresuggeststhe importanceof
spacepower systems thatcan markedly reducetransitime. However, a requirementto
tIUNSCEAR =UnitedNationsScientificCommitteeontheEffectsofAtomicRadiation.
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maintain a missionabortcapabilityusinga safereturnorbitcouldweaken the impact of
such a system.
New Approaches to RiskAssessment
The NCRP approach toriskassessment isbased on the standarduse ofa quality
factor,Q, toaccountfordifferencesinstoppingpower (LET) fordifferentypesofparticles.
The magnitude ofQ isbased on expertjudgment guidedby the limiteddata on RBE for
variousradiations.The advantage ofthe Q/RBE approach toriskassessment isthatit
permitsthe extensionoftheextensivehuman databaseforlow-LET radiationexposure,
aftercombiningwith animal orinvitrotestdata forRBEs, tobe used toprojectrisksfor
radiationexposuresforwhich no human data exist.Thus, the traditionalapproach anchors
allriskassessmentstothe availablehuman data,mainly forXrays and gamma particles
with a Q ofunity.Q isassumed tobe a functiononlyofLET. By contrast,high-energy
particles,particularlyalphasor chargedheavy ions,have Qs ofbetween 10 and 20.
Curtisetal.have suggestedthatthe riskestimatesthatare based on Q omit an
importanteffect:thattwo differentparticleswith the same LET may have different
likelihoodsfortumor induction.They recommend thatattemptsbe made togatherdatafor
riskcoefficientsbased directlyon thenumber ofparticlesofa specifictypethatimpinge on a
unitareaofmatter,or what theydesignateas "fluence-basedriskcoefficients."The
advantagesofthisapproach arethatiteliminatestheneed forthelow-LET data
experimentsthatare requiredas the referencepointforRBE determination,and thatitmore
naturallycorrespondstothebiophysicsofparticletracksthrough tissueand organs
depositedby high-energyGCR ions.The disadvantagesofthisapproach are thatitlosesthe
human exposuredatabase anchorand stillrequiresgood data atverylow dosesforcharged
particlebeams.
Confidence or CredlbllityIntervals
The surprisinglylargereductionincareerlimitsthatfollowsfrom using the 1990
BEIR V analyses,ratherthan thosedevelopeda decade earlier,and the increasing
perceptionofionizingradiationas lethalunderscoresthe fragilityofa risk-projectionmodel
developedata particulartime. Estimatesofradiationhazard have been increasingover
time,even forlow-LET exposures.The NCRP estimateswere obviouslymade duringa
periodofemerging controversy,but theguidelinesin Report98 do notprovidethe
nonspecialistreaderwith a senseofthe magnitude ofthe uncertaintysurroundingthe risk
projections.Ifthe reductionsshown here area guide,the truecredibilityinterval
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surrounding the point estimates in NCRP 98 is distressingly large. They may underestimate
cancer mortality risks by factors between two and six, depending on age, gender, and
whether the dose is acute or continuous.
Given that the NCRP guidelines are incorporated into occupational standards for
astronauts, it would be appropriate if NCRP included the quantitative uncertainties in the
underlying models and assumptions upon which their projections rest. This is especially
important for situations like SEI or extended high-Earth orbit flights where the ALARA (as
low as reasonably acceptable) principle is difficult to apply and where astronauts could be
exposed to higher doses of ionizing radiation than in the past. It is also important that
planners and designers recognize the true uncertainties in risk radiation projections, since
such projections can be instrumental in critical planning decisions about radiation exposures,
protection systems, and EVAs. BEIR V uses the term "credibility interval" to designate a
subjectively estimated total uncertainty in risk estimates, not merely uncertainty resulting
from sampling or measurement error. For GCR radiations, we judge that sampling error
effects in the underlying low-LET database are far less important than the many projection
errors associated with the uncertainties in the biophysics and radiobiology ofhigh-energy
particles as they traverse tissue and organs. If, as suggested in NASA's Radiation Health
Program draft, uncertainties as large as factors of 30 or 40 are present in standard risk
projection methods, it should be helpful to planners, designers and astronauts that
quantitative measures of uncertainty be employed. To illustrate, we believe that guidelines
such as the following would be superior to the single-point estimates that NCRP presently
uses.
The baseline lifetime risk of dying of cancer is 20 percent in the absence
of any space exposure. Our judgment, based on data and expertise, is that a
1.5 percent additional risk would follow from a career limit dose of 38 rems,
that a 3 percent additional risk would follow from a 75 rems career limit, and
that a 6 percent additional risk would follow from a 150-rein career limit.
However, the state of knowledge in this field is such that the limit for the 1.5
percent risk, at the 90 percent level of credibility, is between 20 reins and 80
rems, the 3 percent risk limit is between 40 reins and 140 reins, and the 6
percent risk limit is between 75 reins and 300 reins (using hypothetical but
plausible values). Furthermore, these programs are based on data from
people who were exposed to radiation many years ago, when cancer
treatment was not as effective as it is today or as it is likely to be in the
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future.Although our projectionmethods have triedto take accountofthis,
we believethatcertaincancersthatarenot curabletoday couldbe curablein
the futureand,as a consequence,we may be overestimatingthe riskofdying
of cancer in the future. Furthermore some expertsbelievethat the true
uncertaintiesin our knowledge ofradiationinjuryfrom galacticcosmicrays
orsolaremissionscouldbe as a factorof30 or40.
A statementofthistypewould enableNASA and the astronautstoperform
sensitivityanalysesand make genuinelyinformed decisionsthatare not possibleusing the
pointestimateapproach. We must alsoconsiderthemore generalcontextinwhich such
informationwould be used.
Risk Communication and Informed Consent 9
As describedabove,thereare major uncertaintiesinour abilitytoprojectrisksfor
astronautswho may be exposedtolongmissionsoutsidetheEarth'smagnetosphere. Not
onlyrisksbut uncertaintiesas wellneed tobe communicated toastronautswho must choose
between alternativesand then providesome measure ofinformed consenttorisk.Risksof
cancermust alsobe communicated toplanners,designers,and decisionmakers,who could
thenperform sensitivityanalysis.The currentapproach would make futureNCRP-Iike
limitsforinterplanetaryexposureinviolablepointestimatesand would not permit designers
toexamine designtradeoffs.At thisearlystage,where radiationprotectionisa major issue
but isobviouslynot welldefined,such tradeoffsneed tobe made.
How can astronautsor even nonradiobiologistsbe consideredinformed ifthe best
scientificassessment leadstoa possibledifferenceofasmuch as a factorof30 or40 for
certainradiobiologicalphenomena, and theNCRP's own guidelines,dated July 31,1989,are
inconsistentwith the BEIR V assessmentpublisheda few months laterby the National
Research Council? Given the evidencethateven expertjudgments may differby large
quantities,uncertaintyabout riskratherthan riskitselfbecomes the more important
concept.
Danielsanalyzesthe subjectofriskand uncertaintyinthe contextoflong-duration
journeysand suggeststhata "fairprocedure"isnecessaryforassessingrisksand obtaining
informed consent.A "fairprocedure"requiresmore than relyingon the expertswho
participateinNCRP deliberations.The expertsshould"assessthe risks"and providetheir
9We refertotheprovocativearticle"ConsenttoRiskinSpace"by Norman DanielsinBeyond
SpaceshipEarth,E.C.Hargrove(ed.),theSierraClub,1986.
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bestquantitativemeasure ofuncertaintytoNASA, and NASA, includingthe astronauts,
shouldthen make decisionsabout riskmanagement, e.g.,the appropriatelevelofexcessrisk
acceptablefora specificmission,and thetrueuncertaintyinjudgingthislevel.For example,
itmay not be appropriateforan NCRP committee consistingofscientistswith backgrounds
inbiophysicsand radiobiologytodecide(somewhat arbitrarily)thata 3 percentexcesscancer
mortalityisan acceptablerate.An alternativeapproach would have NASA, includingthe
astronauts,decideappropriatelevelsofriskafterreceivinga range ofprojections(rather
than a pointestimate)from theNCRP based on the bestscientificand epidemologicevidence.
Such decisionsinvolveethicaland programmatic considerationswhere NASA personnel,
includingthe astronauts,have more expertiseand personalinteresthan NCRP-like
scientificexperts.
The EPA under SecretaryRuckelshausadopted thepolicyofdistinguishingbetween
riskassessment and riskmanagement. Scientistsand technicalpeopleperform risk
assessments,and EPA staffmake policyjudgments aboutriskmanagement. NASA should
consideradoptinga similarapproach asradiationriskand radiationprotectionbecome key
factorsindecisionsaboutSEI. Furthermore,itseems appropriatethatNASA adopt a
consistentsetofguidelinesforalltypesofriskthataffecthe survivalorfuturehealthstatus
ofastronauts.Itisinterestingtocontrastthe NCRP's 3 percentexcesscancermortality
(about1/6ofthebaselinecancermortality)thatcouldbe designedintoan SEI missionwith
the stringentapproach toreliabilityhatNASA employs fordesigningnonhuman systems.
Active Shielding
Appendix D describesan approach toevaluatingthe passiveshieldingrequirementsto
protectagainstGCRs. The mass penaltiesareso largeand the degreeofprotectionso
uncertainthatactiveshieldingshouldbe consideredalsoas an alternative.
Multilayer High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) Protection System
(#100699) describesan interestingand potentiallysignificantapproach toradiation
protection.The essenceofthe system isthe use ofhigh-temperaturesuperconducting
materialstoproduce trappedmegagauss magnetic fieldsthatcoulddeflectboth GCR and
solarflareparticles.The suggestionismade thata lightweightHTS multilayeredmaterial
couldbe developedthatcouldalsobe used inoutpostorplanetaryexplorationactivitiesthat
requireshielding.
The primary valueofthe submissionisitsalertingus tothe promise ofhigh-
temperaturesuperconductivity,and tocompellingus toreconsiderthe roleofactive
shielding.As discussedinApp. D, passivemass shieldingagainstenergeticcharged GCR
F
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heavy ionscan be extraordinarilycostlyinterms ofweight and volume. Furthermore,the
natureofthe interactionsbetween relativisticronionsand matterresultsin a diminishing
marginal effectivenessforthickshields.Although thishas been recognizedforsome time,it
stillappearsthatpassivemass shieldingby hydrogen-richmaterialsisthe standard
referencesystem forGCR heavy ionradiationprotection.
Sinceastronautsprotectedby thickmass shieldsmay stillbe exposed toreduceddoses
ofenergetic hargedparticles,itwould stillbe essentialtounderstand the potential
bioeffectsassociatedwith theseparticlestobetterdefinesafetymargins. Unfortunately,our
stateofknowledge about the radiobiologyofparticlesinthe energyrange ofinterestis
limited,althoughNASA isproposinga radiationhealthprogram toelucidatebiologicaland
healtheffectsofheavy ions.
Itwillrequirean unusuallyeffectiveresearch,development,and testprogram to
determineaccuratedoseresponsedata fordefininghuman healtheffects.Further,some of
the requiredexperimentsmay need tobe performedunder microgravityconditionsifthe
synergisticeffectofmicrogravityon radiationbioeffectsisconfirmedduringthe LifeSat
program. Should itbe shown thatmicrogravityincreasesradiationdamage ina varietyofin
vivoand invitromodels,then itmight be necessarytofieldan elaborateprogram ofspace
testingto developdata tosupportmore accurateriskassessment.
An attractiveconceptthatcouldminimize theneed fora long,elaborate,and perhaps
space-basedprogram ofheavy ionradiobiologyistoemploy activemeans topreventthese
particlesfrom reachingthe crew atall.
Electrostaticand electromagneticshieldshave been suggestedfordeflectingcharged
particles,particularlyheavy ions,from an MTV habitat.Electrostaticshielding,suggestedin
submission#100242, has been studiedby a number ofinvestigators.The major di_culty is
thatthe needed electricfmldsand dimensionsare much toolargetobe practical,with the
potentialrequiredexceedingthe currentstateofthe artinelectrostaticfieldgenerationby
two ordersofmagnitude. Magnetic shieldingisan attractiveoption,one thathas been
studieda number oftimes sincethe early1960s.We notethatsubmission#101272 touches
on ideaslikethoseincludedinthe high-rankingsubmission#100699.
The Bernert-Stekly Shield
PhysicistsatNASA's Langley Research Center have considereda magnetic shield
conceptfirstproposed by Bernertand Steklyina 1965 paper. Earlierithad been found that
a confinedmagnetic fieldwould be more efficientforsmallvehicles,and an unconfined
magnetic field,likethe Earth's,would be more effectiveforextremelylargevehicles.
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The Bernert-Stekly Mars class shield was designed to deflect solar flare protons in the
sub-200 Mev range. It consisted of two concentric spherical shells, each shell supporting a
toms-shaped, cryo-cooled, low-temperature superconducting magnet. The original concept
proposed an inner spherical radius of about 2m, an outer spherical radius of about 3m, and a
perpendicular magnetic field strength of 4 tesla, a level too low to be effective against high-
energy C-CRs.
The same configuration can be considered today, but the possible use of high-
temperature superconducting materials would permit the use of higher field intensities. The
significance of high-temperature superconducting materials is twofold: not only do they
exhibit superconductivity at higher temperatures than the classical low-temperature alloy
superconductors, but, and this is less widely known, they exhibit much greater upper critical
magnetic fields at low temperatures. Thus, high-temperature superconductors when
operated at liquid helium temperature (4.2°K) can maintain their superconducting
properties at much higher fields then do low-temperature superconductors. Therefore, they
could be used to produce far more intense fields than the 10 or 15 tesla limit of low-
temperature superconductors.
A recent paper by S. Sato et al. of the Osaka Research Laboratories of Sumitomo
Electronic Industries describes a series of tests run on a silver-sheathed, bismuth-based,
high-temperature superconducting wire. Not only were wires and coils successfully
fabricated of BiPbSrCaCuO, but a series of measurements were performed at different
temperatures to determine current carrying capacity superconducting as a function of
temperature and field intensity.
Critical current characteristics of this material at liquid helium temperature seem
particularly significant. Superconducting materials lose their large current carrying capacity
in the presence of high magnetic fields. For example, traditional Niobium-based alloys show
a significant drop when the applied magnetic field is in the neighborhood of 10 tesla. From
the Sato et al. results, we observe that the new material's critical current, which is a
measure of its superconducting behavior, remains steady at its low field value of about 105
amp/cm 2 for applied fields as high as 23 tesla. (Presumably 23 tesla was the maximum
steady-state field possible in the Osaka laboratory.)
U.S. and Japanese labs are developing hybrid magnets (resistive and low-temperature
superconducting coils) to attain steady fields approaching even higher values in order to
further extend the range of fields available for studying material properties. They would
permit the study of superconductivity properties at up to 40 tesla in the next few years.
Thus the Japanese results are highly suggestive that the low-temperature operation (at
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4.2°K)ofhigh-temperaturesuperconductingmaterialscouldextendour abilitytooperate
superconductingmagnets tomuch higherfieldsthan iscurrentlypossiblewith conventional
low-temperaturematerials,perhaps reachinglevelsof80 to100 teslaovertime.
ScalingLaws
Extrapolatingthesepromisingresultsto80 teslaisnotwithout risk.But thepace of
advance inhigh-temperaturesuperconductivityislikelytoaccelerate,and we may discover
quitesoon whether we aretoooptimistic.For the present,we assume thatfieldsinthe 80--
100 teslarange willbe possible.
What can be achievedwith a superconductingsystem thatcan operateinthisrange?
We extendTownsend etal.'sanalysisofthe Bernert-Steklygeometry. Townsend found that
the Bernert-Steklyshieldwould deflectironparticlesonlyup toenergiesof47 Mev/nucleon.
For concentricshellsofthistypewith a fieldintensityB and a separationdistanceA, a
suitablescalinglaw becomes:
where B isfieldintensity(tesla)
A isshieldthickness(meters)
p isparticlemomentum (Gev/c)
Z ischargenumber
qe iselectroncharge
or
.3BA p
2 q,Z
1
.3B 2" [T2÷2Moc2 ] 
where A = mass number
T = kineticenergyin Gev
and
MoC 2 = .939Gev
From thisequation,we findthat
BA = 40,to shieldagainst2 GeV ironions
Ifa fieldintensityofi00 teslacan be achieved,then A = .4m,and even ifa field
intensityofonly40 teslacan be achieved,a = imeter. Thus the dimensions are comparable
tothe approximatelyimeter a ofthe originalBernert-Steklyshield.Providedthatthese
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ordersofmagnitude forattainablefieldsare realistic,thissuggeststhe possibilityI°thatan
activesystem utilizinghigh-temperaturesuperconductingcoilsoperatingatliquidhelium
temperaturescouldshieldagainstrelativisticheavy ions.
Actlve-Paaalve Shielding
To assurethatadequate shieldingwould be availableinthe eventofcryogenicorother
failure,a safetymargin couldbe providedifthe activesystem was combined withpassive
shielding.
As we have elsewhereemphasized,considerableuncertaintyexistsregardingthe
radiobiologicaleffectsofheavy ionsand the dimensionsofthe largepurelypassiveshields
thatmight be necessarytoadequatelyprotectastronautsovera three-yearmission.Our
judgment isthata hybridactive-passiveshieldingsystem couldbetterprotectastronauts
againstGCR healtheffectsthatmight inpracticebe farworse than we now anticipate.For
example,reducingdoseequivalentlevelsto2.5reins/yearequiresa passiveshieldthickness
ofbetween 37 and 370 grn/cm2 oreven more. Thisshouldbe compared totheroughly20 gm
cm 2 fortheBernertand Steldyshieldweightper unitsurfaceareafora low-temperature
cryo-cooledsuperconductingshield.Not onlycouldhybridshieldingprovidea bettermargin
forsafety,but thereisfargreaterlikelihoodthatmajor advances inhigh-field-magnet
superconductingtechnologywilloccurthan in thetechnologyofpassiveshielding.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TESTING
A radiationhealthprogram plan has been proposedby NASA LifeSciencesthat
includesa RadiationBiologyInitiativetobetterdefinethe biologicaleffectofSPEs and
GCRs. The objectivesofthe entireprogram are todevelopmethods tobettercharacterize
spaceradiationfieldsinordertopredictbiologicaleffects;predictthe probabilityofbiological
effectsofspace radiation,especiallyHZE particles;conductspace-basedexperiments,mainly
on LifeSat,tovalidatethe ground-basedapproachestopredictingbiologicaleffects;and most
importantfrom the perspectiveofmissionplanningand radiationprotection,reducethe
uncertainty(currentlyasmuch as a factorof30 to40)tolessthan a factorof2 by 1997 and
tolessthan 25 percentby 2010.
Itisobviousthatthe goalofreducinguncertaintiestotheserigorouslylow levels,if
achievableatall,willrequirea well-coordinatedeffortatobtainingHZE radiobiologydata
1°It is still too early to fully determine the feasibility and effectiveness of this approach, given
the large amount of energy needed to form the field initially and the need to shield crew members and
spacecraft components from stray magnetic fields using a version of a Faraday cage.
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under carefullycontrolledconditionsusingDOE accelerators,orperhaps othersthatmay be
availableinEurope orthe SovietUnion. The obviousgoalistodevelopfluence-basedmodels
fordoseresponseand riskassessment.
However, the objectiveofnarrowing uncertaintiesinhuman riskassessmentto a
factor-of-2levelby 1997must bejudged againstthe recentexperiencethe spacecommunity
encounteredwith regardtoNCRP Report98. Between July 1989,when the NCRP guidelines
were published,and early1990,when the BEIR-V assessmentswere released,the estimated
risksofcancermortalityfrom exposuretoionizingradiation,even forXrays and gammas,
increasedby factorsof 6 orgreater.This suggeststhatthe goalofreducinguncertaintyin
the HZE case,where virtuallyno directhuman dataexistand where thereare onlya few
animal data points,isextraordinarilyambitious.
Thisisparticularlytrueifone considersthe centralroleofhuman data indetermining
occupationalimits.Although the conceptofa fluenceapproach toriskassessment fits
naturallyintoacceleratorprotocols,itisnotclearhow thisapproach can be appliedto
humans. Perhaps itcan be used toestimateRBEs, but itseems difficulttosuggestan entire
new protocolforradiationriskanalysisthatfailstoutilizethe availablelow-LET database.
Nevertheless,itisessentialthattheBEVELAC or an equivalentheavy ionaccelerator
be maintained as a radiobiologytestfacilityifany rationalattempt atunderstanding and
quantifyingHZE bioeffectsistobe pursued. Consideringthe extraordinaryrecordthatthe
BerkeleyBEVELAC team has amassed, itseems naturalthatthe facilityand the team be
givenimportantresponsibilitiesinground-basedHZE studies.
The LifeSatprogram isviewed as an importantelement inthe RadiationBiology
Initiative.A program ofspace-basedradiobiologyresearchisplanned forthe LifeSatsystem,
an unmanned reusablereentrysatellitesystem capableofflightsup to 60 days,with
artificialgravitycapabilityand thepossibilityofflyinga varietyoforbitsthatwould expose
ittovarioustypesofspaceradiation.From theperspectiveofimprovingthe abilitytoprotect
astronautswho may be exposed toGCRs and solarprotons,the major impact ofLifeSatis
likelytobe in clarifyingthepossibleinteractionbetween microgravityand radiationon a
number ofinvitrosystems,using eithera spinningsatelliteorcentrifugetoprovidecontrol
data. In addition,fluence,spectra,and dosimetricmapping willprovidedata forrefining
dosimetricpredictionsand system designand performance. The possibilityofbiological
dosimeterswillbe examined, usingsuch end pointsas cellulartransformations,
developmentaldefects,mutagenesis,alterationand differentiation,inactivationofcellular
processes,and modificationsofDNA repair.Itispresumed thata coordinatedprogram of
ground testingwillalsobe performed.
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The LifeSat program should not lose programmatic priority since it would enlarge our
fundamental knowledge of space radiobiology, and the concept of a biological dosimeter is
elegant. Nevertheless, it is not likely that the result of the program will materially narrow
the existing confidence intervals in risk assessment, particularly those associated with
cancer induction in humans exposed to HZE particles. An exception is the possibility of
clarifying the role of microgravity as a GCR radiation enhancer: if the results are
consistently negative, this could simpIit_the process of risk assessment by reducing the need
for space testing of animal systems.
CONCLUSIONS
From our explorationofthe issues,work beingperformedby ourselvesand othersin
the scientific and technical community, and the submissions that refer to radiation
protection, we are led to the following conclusions and recommendations.
Risk Assessment---NASA shouldreconsideritsapproach toriskassessment and --
radiationguidelines.Our findingthatthe NCRP careerguidelinespublishedinJuly 1989
were inconsistentwith theBEIR V resultsdisseminatedinearly1990 and markedly
underpredictthe lifetimecareerriskstoastronautssuggeststhatNASA needs itsown in-
house radiationriskassessment capabilitytoutilizethe scientifictalentsofNCRP fully.
Furthermore,itwould be more realisticifNASA performeditsown riskmanagement
based on ri'skassessmentsprovidedby thescientificcommunity. These assessmentsmust be
providedwith some measure ofthe credibilityhatplannersand astronautscan attachto
them, perhaps alongthelinesofthe "credibilityinterval"utilizedinBEIR V. In thisway,
NASA couldperform itsown sensitivityanalysesand tradeoffs.The notionofa 3 percent
excessriskofdyingofcancer,which would correspondto25 reins/yearfor3 years fora Mars
mission(includinga missionabort),seems,accordingtoour correctedriskassessment,
surprisinglyhigh and probablygreaterthan anticipatedfailureratesfornonhuman systems.
Pointdesignsforradiationprotectionsystems can be misleading,giventhe large
uncertaintiesthatexistinour abilitytoassessrisk.NASA would be betterservedby
requiringthatproposed architecturesincorporatea range ofvaluesdeterminingradiation
protectionrequirements.
In terms ofthescientificbasisforhuman riskassessment,the conceptofa fiuence-
based approach seems attractive,but itwillbe difficulttodevelopa fluencemodel using only
animal,organ,orinvitrodata. Presumably,therewillalwaysbe the need forajudgment
call,eitherinextrapolatinganimal datatoman or inestablishinga qualityfactor.
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Radiobiology--lt isgenerallyagreedthatthe mechanism ofactionofHZE particles
oreven energeticprotonsisquitedifferentfrom thatofclassicXrays and gamma rays--
particularlythe ideaoftrackstructuresand thepossibilityofmicrolesions.A fullsetof
experimentsneeds tobe performed inground-basedacceleratorslikeBEVELAC toelaborate
on thesedifferences,A testofthe seriousnesswith which NASA and DOE view GCR
bioeffectsinparticularand SEI ingeneraliswhether arrangements can be made toperform
systematicHZE experimentsusing a range ofinvitroand animal models. Space
experimentsarerequiredprimarilytoelucidatethepossiblesynergism between microgravity
and HZE radiation.More dataon plantsensitivitytoradiationare alsoneeded tobetter
understand the environmentalneeds fora bioregenerativesystem,eitheron an MTV ora
Lunar orMartian outpost.We arepessimisticabout radioprotectants,but we believethat
the possibilityofbone marrow banking and autologoustransplantationmay be worth
considering,ii
Space Environment--More and betterdata areneeded about the spaceradiation
environment between Earth and Mars. This willrequirethatan instrumented probethat
can obtaindosimetrydata and gatherspectrabe scheduledwithinthe decade toprovidedata
forplanning and scientificpurposes.
ShieIding--From recentdata on high-temperaturesuperconductorsoperatedat
4.2°K,we are optimisticabout the possibilityofa hybridactive-passivesystem thatwould
shieldagainstGCRs and SPEs. Itmay be some years beforethe feasibilityand configuration
forsuch a system can be determined,but a preliminaryassessment suggeststwo advantages:
A probable,significantmass advantageoverfullypassiveshielding,unlessa
liquidorslushhydrogen shieldmaterialisused;and
A nearlyfail-safesystem thatwould provideexcellentprotection,virtually
independentofthe fiuencelevel,and thatwould reverttoa passiveshieldinthe
eventoflossofcoolingcapacity.
Finally,we must refertoan extraordinarilyprovocativesubmissionentitledThe
Spinoff Is the Payoff (#101271). This submissiontoucheson a number ofimportantareas
11Radio.protectantsarecompoundsthatmitigatetheeffectsofradiationexposure.They have
beenstudiedforyearsinthecontextofprotectingsoldiersand othersfromnuclearweaponseffects.
Althoughtheyhaveatheoreticalbasis,theirsuccessinthelaboratoryislimited,and theyareoften
associatedwithseriousideeffects.Itdoesnotappearlikelythattheywouldbeusefulon a continuing
basisduringalonginterplanetaryjourney.But,theycouldultimatelyplaya roleina comprehensive
radiationprotectionsystem.
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and providesa rationalefora radicalalternativeinvolvingthe use ofLunar and asteroid
materialforradiationshielding.From the perspectiveofradiationprotection,the
submissionsuggestsa two-meter-thickradiationshieldmade ofsand,gravel,or dirtmined
on the Lunar surfacevia an extraterrestrialmining and manufacturing infrastructure.The
submissionderivesfrom the work ofG. O'Neilland the Space StudiesInstitute.
Although we suspectthathybridshieldingmay provetobe the most effective
approach,we must emphasize thatour currentestimateofspaceradiationhazards isat
levelsthatmake even a meter-thickshieldappeartobe inadequate.Nevertheless,this
proposalsuggeststhatthe scientificcommunity may not naildown both radiationprotection
requirementsand microgravitycountermeasuresina way thatwillpermitrigorousplanning
and designwith suitablemargins ofsafety.Should thisoccur,thisalternativeapproach
would then offera novelway toproceedthatwould alsoprovideotheradvantages interms of
buildingan infrastructureforspace.
r
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IV. MICROGRAVITY
BACKGROUND
The Quintessential Space Issue?
The microgravity (p-g) problemuhow best to enable humans to cope with the
microgravityofspace,the partialgravityofthe Moon (.17g)and Mars (.38g),and return-to-
Earth gravity,with minimal impacton healthand performance-may be the quintessential
SEI human supportissue,althoughionizingradiationexposuremay be more decisivein
determiningSEI feasibility.Our relativelybenign experiencewith microgravityduringthe
eraofmanned spaceflight,which defiedearlypredictionsofmajor injurytolungs,brain,
heart,etc.,confirmstherobustnessofhuman physiologyand homeostasis.However, we may
have alreadyreachedthe limitofhuman tolerancetomicrogravitywith a Sovietone-year
orbitalexposureinwhich the onlyeffectivecountermeasurewas rigorousexercise.
As SEI moves forwardand plansforspaceexplorationare realized,farmore
comprehensive and perhaps even radicalcountermeasure approachescouldbe implemented.
They couldrange from combinationsofexercise,conditioning,and sophisticated
pharmaceuticals(some not yetdeveloped)tocomplex,rotating,tetheredspacecraftsystems.
Observationsofhumans inorbithave shown thatthemicrogravityenvironment of
orbitalflightisresponsibleformany physiologicalalterations,includingseveralthatare
potentiallyinjurious.Changes, some significant,have been found incardiopulmonary,
muscular-skeletal,neurovestibular,neuro-motor,hematological,immunological,biochemical,
and hormonal parameters.I Many ofthesechanges are temporary and resultfrom
adaptationtoweightlessnessby organ systems thatoperateatnew setpoints.But even if
postmissionrecoveryiscomplete,a number ofadaptationresponsescouldimpact mission
effectivenessby impairingthe abilitytorespond toemergenciesorsudden changes in
mechanical forceloading.For example:
Cardiovascular deconditioning could diminish the ability to tolerate aerocapture
g profiles at both Mars and Earthveturn, as well as the ability to perform
effectively shortly after reaching the Martian surface.
ISeeA.E.Nicogossian,C.L.Huntoon,S.L.Pool,SpacePhysiologyand Medicine,2d ed.,Lea &
Febiger,Philadelphia,1989,foran up-to-datediscussionofweightlessness.
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Muscle mass losscouldreducepeak strengthand endurance thatwould be
requiredforoptimalEVA performanceand emergency activities.
Irreversibleskeletalmass lossand demineralizationcouldincreasethe likelihood
ofbone fracturesinthe absenceofeffectivecountermeasures.Thiscouldoccur
postflightoreven when undergoingmechanicalloadsassociatedwith Martian
Calcium supplementsand increasedcalciumwashout couldresultinincreased
riskofkidneystoneformation.
Orthostatictolerancedecreases,asreflectedinoccasionalincreasesinheartrate,
decreasedpulsepressure,and spontaneoustendenciestoward fainting,would
impairtheabilitytofunctionproperlyafterlandingon Mars.
Space motion sicknessdue tothe lackofa gravityvectortoorientthe
neurovestibularsystem and a resultingsensoryconflicthatoccurswhen the
head ismoved, sometimes debilitatingand lastingforthefirstfew days ofa
mission,affect50 percentofallspacetravellersbut are selflimiting.
A number ofothermicrogravityeffectshave been observedthatdo not now appear to
be associatedwith significantincreasedrisk,althoughthe data are toolimitedtobe very
definitive.Fluidshiftsaway from thelowerextremitiesareinthiscategory,as wellas
reducedplasma volume, decreasedred cellmass, and subtlechanges inthe immune system.
One high-rankingsubmission,Cognition, Problem-Solving, and Memory in a
Microgravity Environment (#I00959),proposedtoinvestigatethe hypothesis,as yet
untested,thatalteredcognitiveperformancecouldaccompany cerebralfluidshiftsand
chemistrychanges owing toweightlessness.Further,posturalchanges have been observed
that,althoughnot particularlyominous,suggestthatthe sensorymotor responsesthathave
evolvedon Earth may notbe suitableforlong-termexposuretomicrogravity.Cardiac
dysrhythmiashave alsobeen observedinbothU.S.and Sovietastronauts,primarilyduring
EVAs, but theirsignificancehas not been determined.
Simulating Microgravity
There isonlya partialcorrespondencebetween the responsesevoked duringground-
based (oreven aircraft-based)studiesand responsesto_ -gthatoccurin space.Bed rest,
particularlyhead-down tilt,offersa partialsimulationoffluidshifts,muscle and bone
unloading,and cardiovasculardeconditioning.Water immersion simulatesg forceunloading,
fluidredistribution,and reduced plasma volume,as wellas acuterenaland circulatory
=
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phenomena. Parabolicflightinan airplaneoffers30-secondintervalsof0 g separatedby 30-
secondintervalsof1.8g thatcan be utilizedforshort-termsensorymotor taskstudies.
Sequentialcombinationsofbed restfollowedby centrifugehave been used totesta seriesof
countermeasures toshow thattoleranceto+ g accelerationdegradesafterbed rest.
However, thereisno completeanaloguetospaceflightexposuretomicrogravity.
Furthermore,long-durationsimulationsusing volunteerspose ethicalproblems. As a
consequence,monitoringand testprograms inspaceare requiredtogatherthe physiological
and countermeasure responsedata needed forrationaldesign.
Countering the Effects
A number of countermeasures have been either utilized or proposed to avoid or
mitigate the physiological effects of chronic exposure to microgravity. In many cases, the
costs could be high in terms of side effects or resources. The Soviets claim that
cardiovascular capability can be sustained using a rigorous four hours/day exercise regime, a
program that seems onerous and unsustainable.
A number of agents have been used to combat the symptoms of space motion sickness,
but virtually all have side effects that may restrict their utility. Rotating spacecraft would
providean artificialgravityforcetominimize any long-term_-geffects,but rotationaleffects
on neurovestibularfunctionand taskperformancecouldlimitpermittedrotationalratesor
hamper the abilitytoadapt to,orrecoverfrom,a rotatingenvironment. Further,the mass
penaltyand designcomplexityofa properlyconfiguredrotatingspacecraftsystem,including
realisticradiationprotection,couldbe fargreaterthan isgenerallyrecognized.
Finally,thereare two additionalconcernsregardingthe bioeffectsofmicro-orpartial
gravity.The firstisthe observedincreasein GCR ionizingradiation-inducedbioeffects
describedinSec.Ill,and the secondisthe impactofnon-Earth g on plantgrowth and
productivity,a factorthatcouldinfluencebioregenerativelifesupportsystems. These are
two areaswhere furtherelucidationwould be accomplishedby space testingofnonhuman
systems.
RECENT OBSERVATIONS AND CURRENT PRACTICE
The Date Problem
The longest-durationU.S.orbitalflight,Skylab4,occurredin 1974 and exposed three
astronautstomicrogravityfor84 days. In contrast,30 Sovietcosmonauts experienced
weightlessnessduringorbitalflightswhere durationswere between 75 and 366 days. Thus
U.S.astronautshave had farlessmicrogravityexperiencethan the Sovietcosmonauts,
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particularly during the past 15 years. In addition, the limited number of test subjects (the
small '2q" problem) and limits on the ability to gather in-flight data hamper our
understanding of SEI-relevant microgravity effects, despite the productivity of the Skylab
Biomedical Program. The Soviets appeared to collect some systematic biomedical data, but
only limited amounts have been shared with NASA investigators. Furthermore, there are
difficultiesinanalyzingthe datathathave been sharedbecause Soviettestprotocolsdo not
always comply with U.S.standardsin terms ofinstrumentation,crew compliance,and
experimentaldesign.Furthermore,the Sovietshave treatedthe sharingofthisdata as a
technologytransferissue.
A NASA document preparedby itsLifeSciencesDivision,March 29,1989,'_JSSR
BiomedicalProgram PreliminaryReview ofLong-DurationManned Mission,"summarized
the views ofSovietscientists.The conclusionswere that(1) a one-yearorbitalstayisthe
existinglimittoday,givenavailablecountermeasures,and sixmonths istheoptimum stay-
timefrom the viewpointofproductivity,(2)the scientificdatabaseistoosmalltodraw
meaningfulconclusions,(3)"operationalprescriptions"are not athand, and (4)an
acceleratedunderstandingofphysiologicalmechanisms isessentialfordevelopingnew
countermeasuresorimprovingexistingones.This lastconclusionseems unavoidable,
particularlyas we considerthe possibleconfigurationofa spacecrafthatcan transport
crews toMars and back toEarth.
Ifcontinuousartificialgravityisnecessary,thenthe MTV configurationwillbe more
complex and costlythan ifa combinationofpharmaceuticals,exercise,and perhaps even
intermittentg isfound tobe acceptable.But thedata arenot yet abletohelpus distinguish
between thesealternatiVes.
We nextreviewthe highlightsofU.S.and Sovietfindingswith regardtoskeletal,
muscle,heart,and neurovestibularesponsestoextendedweightlessness.These arethe
areaswith greatestpotential,we judge,toaffectmissionsand thereforerequirelonglead-
time R&D programs.
Bone
Bone demineralization and the resulting susceptibility to fracture are presently viewed
as the most critical limiting factor in longer-term human exposure to microgravity. Although
the data are limited and highly variable, a consistent picture emerges of a continuing loss of
calcium, phosphorous, and other essential elements accompanied by a reduction in bone
density. U.S. long-term data from Skylab (up to 84 days) and Soviet data from a number of
orbital missions (up to 366 days), supplemented by the results of long-duration bed rest
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studies,show thattotalbody calciumislostattherateof.3-.4percentper month and that
weight-bearingbones (thecalcaneus)experiencedensitylossesofbetween 1 and 5 percent
per month.
Five-yearfollow-updataofthe Skylabcrew indicatesthatbone densitydoesnot
recoveritspreflightvalues.U.S.analysisofSovietdata obtainedforthe hip,spine,tibia,
and calcaneusindicatesno relationshipbetween bone lossand the durationofflight.
VariabilityinSovietdatamay resultfrom individualdifferences,countermeasure differences
inbothprescriptionand compliance,and differencesinmeasurement techniquesand
instrumentation.(Neutron activation,D/T scan and densitometry,and singleand dual
photon methods were allused forinferringbone density.)
Lossesinbone densityof25--30percentare generallyassociatedwith increasedriskof
fracture.Thus bone densitylossesduringa Mars missioncouldresultinhigh risksofinjury
when the skeletalsystemisloadedmechanicallyon the surfaceofMars orEarth.
Cardiovascular
Cardiovasculareffectsappearrapidlyduringexposuretomicrogravity,triggeredby
therapidheadward shiftsof1-2 litersormore ofbody fluid.Cardiovascularcompensation
occursquickly.The heartstrokevolume decreasesby about 12-15 percentafterfirst
increasingwithinthe first24 hours.The heartrateincreases,but cardiacoutputchanges
slightly.Lung vitalcapacitydecreases,legbloodflowincreases,and exercisecapacityis
observedtodecreaseinsome flightsand remain unchanged inothers.Sovietdata imply a
100 percentincreaseofpostflightorthostatichypotensionand a decreaseinexercisecapacity
upon returntoI g. Ventriculartestsindicatethatcardiacfunctionand heartmuscles do not
deteriorate,thatcardiacwallthicknessremains unchanged, and thatthe leftventricular
mass undergoes a 10 percentdecreasebut rapidlyreachesitspreflightvalues.The question
ofeffectivecountermeasures againstcardiacdeconditioningisstillopen,exceptforgeneral
agreement on the utilityofexerciseand properfluidand nutritionalstatus.The Soviets
have space testeda varietyofheartdrugs,but itisnotentirelyclearwhether U.S.
cardiologistswould concurintheiruse.
Muscle
Muscles are not adequatelyloadedby microgravity,particularlythe antigravity
muscles thatcounteractgravityby maintaininguprightposture.As a result,partial
atrophy,lossofmass inlegand back muscles,and reducedlegmuscle tone are seen. Leg
mass lossmay alsobe relatedtofluidshiftstoward the head and lossofbody water. After
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onlyone month in space,20 percentoflegmuscle strengthand I0 percentofarm muscle
strengtharelost,even with exercise.Leg circumferencesdecreaseby severalcentimeters.
However, muscle lossesappe_ reacha plateauifadequateexerciseisperformed and are
generallyreversibleupon returntoEarth. Long-term bed reststudiesindicatethatthe
longeratrophyexists,the longerthe timeneeded toreverseitby exerciseand
electrostimulation.AccordingtoSandlerofNASA's Ames Research Center,lackofuse of
musclesforperiodsbeyond fourmonths may resultinthe inabilityoffullrestorationof
muscle fibersthathave degenerated,and verylongterm disuseatrophycouldbe irreversible
becausefatand fibroustissuecouldreplacemuscle fiber.
Other Systems
Although thereare otherobservedphysiologicalresponsestoextended exposureto
microgravity,itdoesnotnow appearthattheywould be missionalteringorwould require
otherthan an evolutionaryapproach,exceptperhaps forthe neurovestibularsystem.
There are littlelong-termdata on theinfluenceofweightlessnesson the vestibular
system. This system relieson the semicircularcanals,which senseangularaccelerationof
the head,and the otolithorgans,which senselinearaccelerations.Ithas been suggested2
thatmicrogravity-inducedchanges incalciummetabolism couldaffectvestibularfunction
becausethe primary mechanism forotolithfunctioningisprovidedby smallcalcium
carbonatecrystals(otoconia)whose compositionand frequencycouldbe alteredby changes in
calciumlevels.Itisalsospeculatedthatnervoussystem plasticity,the abilitytoadapt to
differentenvironments,couldbe affectedby long-durationweightlessness.The factthatthe
Sovietshave experienceda 2 to3 percentincidenceofpostfiightneurovestibulardisorders
may alsobe significant,althoughdetaileddatahave not yetbeen published.Sensorymotor
visualand sleepdatahave been gatheredviaobservationand anecdote,thatindicate
occasionaldifficultiesinmotor performance,vision,posturemaintenance,and stability.
These difficultiesoccurboth duringflightsand duringtheprocessofadaptingtoEarth g.
Clearly,spacemotion sicknessisthemost common and severevestibulardisorder.As
discussedbelow,vestibulartolerancewillinfluencethe maintenance ofartificialgravity
using arotatinghabitat.
2SeeB.Lichtenberg,"VestibularFactorsInfluencingtheBiomedicalSupportofHumans in
Space," in D. Lorr, et al. (eds.), Working in Orbit and Beyond: The Challenges for Space Medicine,
Science and Technology Series, Vol. 72, p. 9.
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Adaptation and Deadaptation
Upon return to Earth, Soviet cosmonauts have exhibited the following signs of'
deconditioning,presumably due toadaptationtoweightlessness:
Weakness and fatigue;
Dizzinessand vestibulardiscomfortassociatedwith sharp head movements;
Increasedperspiration;
Limitationsinmotor functionand coordination;
Decreasedorthostaticstability;
Problems inperceivingthe spatialorientationofthebody;
Tachycardia;and
Reductionsinbone and muscle mass and tone,red celland bloodvolume, and
cardiacstrokevolume.
U.S.astronautshave displayedthesesymptons as well.Some couldimpairthe ability
toperform effectivelyon reachingthe Martian surface.Although thereisanecdotalevidence
thata rigorousexerciseprogram reducestheperiodofreadaptationtoEarth g,itseems
unlikelythatcountermeasurescouldproperlyeliminateallofthesedeficitswithout
introducingpotentiallyserioussideeffects.Itmust be noted thata rotatinghabitat,i.e.,a
tetheredsystem or a rotatinghollowed-outasteroid,couldvirtuallyeliminatetheseproblems,
and couldbe designedtominimize rotationaldeadaptationby extendingthe periodof
angulardecelerationpriortoMars arrival.
CurrentCountermeasures
Both the U.S.and Sovietspaceprograms utilizeda seriesofcountermeasures to
preventormitigatethe effectsofweightlessnessand toimprove the abilityofcrew members
tocopewith changes ing levels.
A number ofmedicationshave been used toeliminateorreducethe severityof
symptoms due tospacemotion sickness,and itislikelythatevolutionaryprogressinthis
areawillcontinue.Phenergan now seems favoredas an anti-emetic,but severaltraditional
motion sicknessremedieshave been tested,includingcombinationsofscopalomine,
promethazine,ephidrine,and dexedrine.Although I.M. Phenergan isan improvement over
previoustreatment,the challengeremains todevelopprotocols(includingselectionand
training)thatalsopermit astronautstoperform effectivelyduringthe firstfew days ofspace
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flight,when nearly50 percentofcrew members show some levelofneurovestibular
dysfunction.
A stillunresolvedissueishow weightlessnessinfluencesthe distribution,disposition,
and actionofvirtuallyallmedications,and how properdrug dosesand levelscan be
determined.The use ofsalivatoinferpharmacokineticbehaviorispromising,but additional
work isneeded todefinedose and scheduleforvirtuallyany typeofpharmaceutical
intervention.
The Sovietshave used severaldrugs fortreatingcardiovasculardeconditioning,
includingbetablockers.Antidiureticshave been used tocounterpostflightorthostatic
intolerance,and saltand water loadingisused on recoverydays toincreaseplasma volume
and preventorthostaticintolerance.The Sovietsalsouse a chibissuit,designedtoprovide
lower-bodynegativepressure,occasionallyin-flightand priortoreturntoEarth.
An anti-gsuittopreventthe poolingofbloodand tomaintain braincirculationisworn
duringreentry,and a penguin suitthatplacesaxialloadon the musculoskeletalsystem is
worn through allwaking hours.The Sovietsarealsoreportedtohave used some form of
biphosphonatetocounterbone demineralization,but no data are currentlyavailable.
Exerclseand Condltlonlng
Both theU.S.and the Sovietprograms have made extensiveuse ofexerciseas a
countermeasuretominimize muscular atrophyand cardiopulmonarydeconditioning.
Maintenance ofwork capacitywillalsobe essentialforthe performanceofEVA tasks.The
assessment ofcountermeasureswillbe interms oftheirabilitytomaintain peak oxygen
uptake,strength,and muscular endurance. However, precisedata on the effectsoflong-term
microgravityare notyetavailable.Thus, the abilitytodefinean "exerciseprescription"
remains one ofthe long-soughtgoalsofspacemedicine.
A varietyofcycleergometer,treadmill,and bungee corddeviceshave been used in
flight.While the Sovietscreditregimens offourhours per day with minimizing cardiac
deconditioningand minimizing postflightorthostaticintolerance,committing thatmuch time
toexercisehas been oneroustothe crew. The extentofprotectionisdifficulttoassess,but
recentlyconcluded(December 1989)data-exchangeagreements with the Sovietsmay permit
standardizationand more meaningful assessmentoftheirdata. However, the exercise
requiredtopreservethe abilitytotoleratethe g stressesassociatedwithaerorecaptureat
Mars orEarth stillcannotbe estimatedaccurately.
GreenleafatNASA's Ames Research Centerhas alsoreporteda decreasedthermal
transportability,postbed rest,which couldreduceoverallwork capacityasdeconditioning
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progressed. This could be significant in a program that required frequent EVAs for assembly
or maintenance.
Mathematical models have also been developed to study the parallel physiological
responses of muscle, connective tissue, and bone for adaptive changes due to various levels of
disuse and exercise. These models suggest that high-force activities may be more effective
than low.force endurance activities. This leads to the hypothesis--yet untested but
expressed in the Vernikos White Paper--that hypergravity exercise at 2 g (in a centrifuge)
might be more effective than long-duration exercise regimens and normal or fractional g
levels. Again, access to flight will be required to verify the models that could be valuable in
SEI mission planning.
More extensive exercise programs are currently being developed to assure that all
m_or muscle groups areactivelyand sumcientlyexercisedduringthe dailyworkout routines
tobe incorporatedinthe extendedDuration Orbiterprogram. Whether theywillprove
sufficientforthe antigravitymuscles ofthe back remains tobe seen. Unfortunately,priorto
the spacestation,flightdurationswillnot be sufficientlyong(greaterthan 30 days)to
gatherdata on the effectofexerciseprotocolson preservationofbone mass and bone
strength.More precisequantitativemeasurements ofbone densityofthe spine,aswellas
biochemicalanalysis,willbe requiredtodescribeand definethetime courseofvarious
deconditioningmodes and the effectivenessofvariouscountermeasures.
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
The Rotational Analogue
Should continuousartificialgravitybe requiredfora Mars mission,itwillmost likely
be providedby rotatingthe MTV habitat.One submittal,Magnetically Induced Artificial
Gravity (#101273),suggestedas an alternativethatastronautswear clothingconstructedof
magneticallysusceptiblefabric.Combined with a properlyalignedmagnetic fieldthatwould
be maintained withinthespacecraft,thiswould ineffectcreatean effectivesurfacemagnetic
forceon the torsotoreplacethe missinggravitybody force.Although the ideaisingenious,
we were concernedoveritsfeasibility,the likelihoodthatthe magnetic forcesactingon the
torsowould not be properlydistributedor oriented,and the possibilityofirduriousbioeffects
due tothemagnitude oftherequiredfieldstrengths.
Ifartificialg through rotationisrequired,the fundamental relationis
a g r_ 2
where a iscentr_fug81acceleration,risradius,and coisangularvelocity.
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In general,the designerofa continuouslyrotatingsystem willbe restrictedin the
choiceofeach ofthesevariables.Limitationson toleranceand habitabilitywould restricta
and w,and mass, complexity,and dynamic controlfactorswould limitr. Firstwe lookata
and co.The upper limitvaluefora would be Ig,but the lowerlimitisnot known. The
scientificconsensusisthatthreeyearsofexposureto_-gistoolongusing present
countermeasures.Although thereare limitedhuman data at 106 g forperiodsup to366
days,programs ofspace,Lunar testing,orboth,supportedby Earth-basedpartial
simulations,might be requiredtodeterminethe properlevelforhuman exposuresup to
threeyears.We have recentlylearned3thatSovietcosmonauts have alreadyrequested
permissiontoexperiencea year and a halfexposuretott-gon MIR, but Sovietspace officials
areundecided abouta flightofsuch an extendedduration.
Ifextendedand trulyproductivestayson the Moon and Mars areanticipated,itwill
ultimatelybe necessarytogatherlong-termhuman dataat .17g and .38g. Such data can
onlybe obtainedinorbitwith a rotatingsystem oron theMoon. Ifa Lunar outpostisbuilt,
astronautscouldbe monitored(withouthampering theiractivities)to detectsignsofg-
relatedhealthand performanceeffects.Ifthesealterationsare seriousand countermeasures
areineffective,crew members couldbe senthome ifnecessary.A Lunar centrifugecouldbe
developedtosimulateMartian g,althoughwe suspectitwould be a difficultendeavor.
Mars ismore difficultoverthe longrun. Should itbe shown thatlong-termexposure
toMartian g isinconsistentwithproductivehuman settlement(evenwith permissible
countermeasures),then itwillbe necessarytorethinkthe ultimateconfigurationand
functionofa Mars colony.The approach suggestedinthe highlyranked submissionThe
Spinoff isthe Payoff (#101271)suggestsan alternativeinvolvinga rotatinglargehabitat
(asteroid)inan orbitaround Mars.
Ifone can interpolatebetween microg and Earth g from the combined Sovietand U.S.
experience,exposuresat .17to.38g might be toleratedforperiodsofthe orderofmonths.
However, itmay be desirabletodeveloporbital-basedrotatingspacecraftsystems thatwould
operateata varietyofrotationalspeedsforlong-termhuman testingoftoleration,
performance,and countermeasures.Although theLunar surfacealsooffersan opportunity
toperform extendedobservationsat 1/6g,an orbitingvariable-rotationratesystem would be
more versatile.Itispossiblethatmonitoringcouldbe scheduledtointerfereonlyminimally
with othermissionactivities.But the possibilityalsoexiststhatmonitoringand testing
_Personalcommunication,V.M. Surikov,deputydirector,ResearchInstitute ofMachine
Building,Moscow,1990.
p
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coulddemonstrateimpairments tohealthorperformancethatcannotbe preventedortreated
adequately.
Tolerance to Rotation as a Limiting Factor
Experienceshows thathigh ratesofrotationproducetemporary debilitating
neurovestibulardisorders.There are onlylimiteddata,virtuallyalltaken on Earth,toassist
decisionsabout co,the angularvelocity.Rotatingroom experimentswere performedby
Graybiel,Kennedy, Lackner,and othersatPensacolaand Brandeis in the 1960s and 1970s.
The resultsshowed thatrotationratesof5.4rpm provoked severemotion symptoms in
virtuallyallsubjects,thatsubjectsrotatingat2 rpm exhibitedonlymild symptoms, and that
I rpm subjectsexhibitedvirtuallyinsignificantvestibulareffects.These experiments
involveda continuouslyrotatingroom approximatelysixmetersin diameter,inwhich test
subjectslivedforperiodsofup totwo weeks. Over time,most subjectsshowed increased
tolerancetorotationeven inthe 4 to6 rpm range. However, readaptationposed a new
problem: Aftersubjectshad adapted tothe rotatingenvironment,theywere unable toadapt
quicklytoa nonrotatingenvironment,especiallyatthe higherrates.This suggeststhatan
artificialgravitysystem operatingat a higherangularspeed might need todeaccelerate
slowlyasMars was approached forastronautstoperformwith minimal neurovestibular
deficitduringthe firstfew days on the Martian surface.From thesestudieswe judge that
rotationratesofthe orderofI or2 rpm, correspondingtothe limitofhuman tolerance
withoutpronounced adaptationorreadaptationsymptoms, areprudent choicesfor
preliminaryplanning studies.
We must notethatrotatingroom experimentsare performedin Earth g,and subjects
are exposedtoadditionalaccelerationdue torotationsthatare onlyin the .01to .1g range.
Thus background Earth g levelsaremuch largerthan therotationalvalues.Experiments
thatcombine rotationwith zerog have been performed usingthe parabolicflightprofileofa
speciallyadapted KC 135. The zero-gdurationsare lessthan 30 secondsand are proceeded
by an equal lengthexposureto 1.8g. Although 40 cycles/daycan be observed,thereislittle
thatthesetestscan illuminateaboutlong-termeffects.Thus thereare major limitationson
eitherthe rotatingroom orparabolicflightas propersimulationmodalitiesforrotating
spacecraft.
On thepositivesideisthe findingthatsubjectsina rotatingroom who are exposedto
a stepwiseincreasinglevelofrotationand coriolisforceappear toundergo fewer episodesof
motion sicknessthan ifthey are acceleratedmore abruptly.This suggeststhat,inpractice,it
might be desirabletoincreaseordecreasethe angularvelocityoverlongperiods,perhaps
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days orweeks. A fundamental safetyconcernisthe abilitytorespond toemergencies.An
astronautrotatingat • 4 or 5 rpm may requireseveraldays toproperlyreadapttoa
nonrotatingenvironment,such as a planetarysurface,orafteran emergency despinin space
inordertoperforman EVA. Thus the abilitytoperformeffectivelyduringan emergency
couldbe seriouslyhampered.
Another uncertainareaisthe abilitytoperform new taskswhileundergoing rotation.
Observationsindicatethatrotatingroom subjectslearntoself-limittheirmotion toavoid
head movements thatinducediscomfort,but such learningmay takeconsiderabletime.
Coriolisforcesare generatedwhen astronautsorothersmove ina rotatingenvironment.
These forcesaresensedby the neurovestibularsystem inways thatleadtoconflicting
stimuli.Thus theyare highlynausea-producing.Experiments on Skylab and parabolic
flightsuggestthatthe nauseagenicpotentialdecreasesinmicro g,and thatground-based
trainingcouldimprove tolerancetocross-coupledangularmotions.
Despitethe apparentlimitsofthe rotatingroom as a model forspace,itoffersthe
possibilityoffacilitatingunderstandingabout tolerancetorotationand perhaps even as a
toolforscreeningortrainingcrew members. But theinadequatestatusofthe human
rotationdatabase and theinabilitytoperformEarth-basedstudiestoproperlysimulateboth
coriolisforceand background g effectsoverlongerperiodsofobservationare major
impediments torealisticplanning.Determiningthe properrange ofdesignparameters fora
rotatingspacecraftcouldentailan elaborateprogram ofspaceexperimentation.Without
performinga detailedstudy,we are stillimpressedby the scaleand complexitythatsuch a
program would require.
Parameters and Penalties
For preliminaryplanningand tograspthe magnitude ofthe mass requirements,itis
usefultoexplorethe impact ofvaryinga and coon an artificialg system. We assume that
restrictionson a and cowould eliminatea singlerotatinghabitatas a seriouscandidate.
Note thata = Ig and co= irpm resultsina radialdistanceof896 meters between the axisof
rotationand a rotatingcompartment. A tetheredapproach,inwhich two compartments
separatedby a distanceofhundreds ofmeters translateand simultaneouslyrotateabout a
common axis,isthe most plausibleconcept.
L.Lemke 4ofAmes Research Centerformulateda simplifiedsetofequationsfor
preliminaryevaluationoftetheredspacecrafthatpermittradeoffestimatesand sensitivity
4Unpublishedmanuscript.
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analysistobe made. We considera rotatingspacecraftsystem consistingoftwo masses, ml
and m2, separatedby a tetheroflengthI.The system isrequiredtobe capableofundergoing
N start-stoprotationalcycles,where N must definitelybe greaterthan two,probablygreater
than fourtoaccountformidcoursecorrections,and perhaps sixoreightforcontingencies
thatmight involveEVAs. Lemke's tetherisnot capableofsupportingcompression,but
othershave consideredsystemsinwhich the masses ml and m2 (containinghabitat,cargo,
power system,etc.)are separatedby structuresthatcan sustainbothtensionand
compression.We believeLemke's explicitformulationcan be used forboth typesofsystems.
Lemke's first-orderscalinglaws arethe following.
+,075
where A M isthe artificialg mass penalty;M0 isthe baselinesystem mass without artificial
g;N isthe number ofstart-stopcycles;F isthe artificialgravitylevelinunitsofg;_ =
[4/(I+M2/MI)],a shape factor;Isp= the specificimpulse ofthe rotationjets;coisthe angular
velocity;ml, m2 are the masses ateach end ofthetether;_.= the tetherdensity;and FSt is
the tether'sdesigntensilestrength.
The Lemke relation,afterchoosingnumericalvaluesforstrengthand propulsion
AM . 9.1 x 10-3 x -- x
M o (_ m 2
parameters,simplifiesto:
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Unless ml/m2 isvery large,the firsterm inthebracketsislargerthan the second.
The firsterm reflectsthemass penaltyassociatedwith the fuelrequiredto spinand slow
the system. Itsmagnitude isthus proportionaltoN. The secondterm inthe bracketreflects
the additionalmass penaltyassociatedwith the lengthand cross-sectionalrea ofthe tether.
Lemke estimatesA M/M 0 tobe about .2forN = 4,F = i,and _o= 2 rpm. Doubling N
to8 orhalvingcoto Irpm would resultina value approaching30-35 percent.Doubling N to
eighttoaccountfora more prudent strategyand halvingo_resultin a valuegreaterthan 40
percent,beyond the limitsofaccuracyofthe simplifiedlinearizedanalysis.Thus a plausible
mass penaltyforartificialgravitycouldeasilybe inthe 40 percentor50 percentrange,a
range somewhat higherthan suggestedby advocatesofa tetheredsystem.
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Unfortunately,plannersand analystshave not yetconsideredthe impact ofrealistic
radiationshieldingon themass and dynamic ofa tetheredsystem orthe optimaldivisionof
functionand mass between the two rotatingcompartmentsif the radiationshieldingmass is
inthe 105-106 kg range. Although more preciseanalysismust be done,our initialestimates
arethata highlyasymmetric configuration(ml>>m2), correspondingtoradiationshielding
forone compartment, leadstoexceedinglylargemass penaltiesforartificialgravitythat
must be added tothe mass ofthe baselinesystem.
Not onlyisittooearlytoproperlysetthe valuesofa and co,and by design,r fora
rotatingsystem,but the range ofparameters and strategiesthatmight be employed to
properlyoptimizeartificialg have notbeen determined.A rationalsystems analysiswould
considera plausiblerange ofsystemsparameters todevelopmass and systemsrequirements
overthe entirerange. Choosing exceptionallyfavorablesetsofvaluesorneglectingrealistic
radiationprotectioncouldleadtodistortedorunrealisticpredictions.For example,the
assumption thatLunar orMars gravityissuitableforamultiyearmissioncouldleadto
overlyoptimisticprojections,as would the choiceofan unrealisticallyargeconstantrotation
rate.Unfortunately,thereseems no easyway todevelopa setofspecificationsfora and co
withouta largespacetestingprogram, eitherinorbitoron the Moon.
From mass considerationsalone,independentofthe complex problems ofstructure,
dynamics,and control,itappearsthatartificialg posesenormous engineeringchallenges.
SimulatingArtificialGravity
Mars Mission Gravity ProfileSimulation (#101270) suggestsa combined
program ofground-basedand space-basedtestingtoaddressthe issueofwhether artificial
gravityisrequiredfora manned missiontoMars. The simulationisconfiguredas an eight-
phase program involvingconsiderablecooperationbetween the United Statesand the USSR.
Each phase isintendedtosimulatesome portionofthe g profileassociatedwith a Mars
mission.Primary use ofMIR as a currentlyavailabletestbedforphysiologicalg monitoring
isproposed,while crew transferstoand from MIR are tobe providedby the U.S. STS.
Although not includedwithinthe eight-phasesimulation,thefinalstagecouldinvolvethe
planning and constructionofan internationalvariablegravityfacility,possiblytobe linked
toMIR by a tether.
The eightphases are:
r
(0) Baselinedata taken at lg on Earth;
(I) Crew launchfrom USSR, rendezvous/dockand MIR transfer;
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(2) MIR spacestationactivitiesfor180 days outbound Mars simulation;
(3) STS launchfrom Kennedy Space Center,rendezvous/dockwith MIR, MIR crew
transferstoSTS, returntoEdwards AFB and crew transferstoAmes Research
Center;
(4) SimulationofMars activitiesatAmes Research Centerfor30-40 days
(presumablyafterdebriefand physiologicalcheckout);
(5) Crew transferfrom Ames toKennedy S.C.toSTS, STS launch,rendezvous/dock
with MIR, transfertoMIR;
(6) MIR spacestationactivitiesfor180 days,inbound simulation;
(7) Crew transfertodescentvehicle(STS),land atEdwards, crew transfertoNASA
Ames; and
Postlandingrecovery,debriefand physiologicalcheckout.
The submittalclearlyrecognizesthe complexity,time,cost,and scheduleissues
associatedwith a program todevelopa variable-gravityresearchfacility.Thereforeit
proposessuch a program as a potentialevolutionaryoption.
The submissionproposesthatastronautsbe taken toAmes Research Center for
extensiveground testingthatwould simulateMartian g forstaysup to450 days. A seriesof
simulationprotocolswould be employed atAmes thatwould mimic the .38g levelofMars.
They includea tiltable(at22°)and controlpanel,sittingina partiallyfloodedhabitat,
standingin a fullyfloodedhabit,performingtreadmillexercisesunderwater tosimulate
Mars EVA, performingexercisesin a zero,gravitytiltedexercisetrainer,sleepingon a
horizontalbed,and performingso-calledoverhead activitiesatone g. The notionof
permittinga limitedportionoftesttime tobe spentintrueone g,such as sleepingoffsite,
transportation,and otheroverhead activities,couldmake the longtestprogram more
palatableto astronauts.
Unfortunately,onlybed reststudies(eitherhead-down orhead-up tilt)are ableto
provide(partial)long-termanaloguestospaceflight,orLunar orMartian g. The other
proposed ground-basedsimulationmodalitiespermitonlylimitedtestduration,introduce
substantialnonphysiologicalelementsintoprotocols,or aresimplynot proven methods for
simulatingvariableg. A sequentialprotocolinwhich the same crews move from space tolab
tospace and undergo monitoringineach environment isattractive,but the ground-based
portiondoesnot seem properlyrealistic.One possibleadvantage,however, isthatthe
testingofastronautsratherthan volunteersin long-durationexperimentscouldsimplifythe
issueofinformed consent.
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Artificial Gravity White Paper
It is interesting to compare the above submission with a related proposal, not
submitted to RAND, that was developed at the NASA Ames Research Center. J. Vernikos of
NASA Ames recently reviewed requirements for microgravity testing and countermeasures. 5
She expressed the view that a dual pathway for testing should be maintained before design
decisions for the MTV are set. One pathway would involve the development of intermittent
gravity protocols incorporating the proper combination of g, duration, and exercise activity to
mitigate risk or prevent i_ury. This path would rely heavily on ground simulations,
primarily bed rest combined with periods of 1 g or greater to formulate the best combination
of g loading, activity, and time to enhance bone, muscle, and cardiovascular conditioning.
Vernikos also alluded to a mathematical model developed by R. T. Whalen of Ames and based
on Skylab and Soviet data showing that walking plus a minimum level of .7 g was required to
maintain bone mass. A short-arm centrifuge could be employed at both Ames Research
Center and Space Station Freedom (SSF) to provide intermittent g conditions.
The other pathway involves continuous artificial gravity. According to Vernikos,
ground simulation via studies using tilted platforms (-6 ° tilt for micro-g, 10° tilt for .17 g, and
+22 ° tilt for .38 g) could assist in evaluating or screening countermeasures, but it would be
useful to construct a man-rated variable artificial g facility (VGF) in space using SSF as a
platform. The scale of the resources needed to build and operate such a platform,
particularly one based on a tether concept, could be quite large. It is difficult to envision
interest and support for a VGF at a decisionmaking level. Even the use of SSF to test
artificialgravityusing a lesscostlyshort-armcentrifugeseems tohave limitedpriority
withinNASA, giventhe currentplans toemploy the planned SSF centrifugeinitiallyfor
spaceprocessingexperiments,ratherthan fortestingbioeffects.Vernikos alsoproposed that
a Lunar-basedcentrifugebe consideredshouldLunar g (.17 g)be found inadequate.She
furtherrecommended a subscale,unmanned, artificialgravityspacecraftexperiment to
explorethe dynamics oftetheroperations.
The Vernikoswhite paper ismore realisticabout the limitationsofground simulation
than the submissionMars Mission Gravity ProfileSimulation (#101270);however, its
relianceon SSF as a spaceplatformforartificialgravitytestingcouldintroduceforeseenand
unforeseendelaysinimplementing a suitabletestprogram.
The use ofMIR with orwithout STS and thepossibilityofa cooperativeprogram
between the United Statesand SovietUnion todevelopbaselinevaluesformicrogravity
6Vernikos,J.,ArtificialGravityWhitePaper,September12,1989.
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effects and to initiate test protocols to mitigate these effects in orbit seem highly desirable,
given the present tenuous status of SSF and the urgent need to obtain such data. The
ground-based simulation approaches proposed in the submission are either limited or
unproven, except for the use of bed rest. There would be little value, we judge, in long-term
but problematicground simulationsofMars g,giventheenormous uncertaintiesregarding
long-termmicrogravityeffectsand countermeasures.
A combinationofthe ground-basedsimulationsdescribedintheVernikos white paper
and the space-basedapproach describedinthe submissionwould enablethe United States
(andthe SovietUnion) toproceedwith a more effectiveprogram forexploringsolutionstothe
microgravityquestion.
Should NASA adopt therecommendations ofthe Augustinepanel thatthe space
stationbe modifiedprimarilytogainlonger-durationlifesciencedata and thatrnicrogravity
processingbe givenlesserpriority,thenthe unmodifiedVernikosproposalcouldbe farmore
promisingthan itnow appears.
FUTURE COUNTERMEASURES
A NaturalRole forGenetlc Englneerlng
Bone isina constantprocessofrenewaland growth (remodeling),even infull-grown
adults.The bone remodelingprocessinvolvesa balancebetween the formationofnew bone
and the dissolution(resorption)ofoldbone intomineralsand otherconstituents.Although
thephysiologicalroleofbone remodelingisstillobscure,itisthoughtthatitfacilitatesthe
maintenance ofbone strength(newlyformed bone has fewermicrofracturesthan oldbone)
and promotes the roleofthe skeletonas e sourceofminerals.
New Dlrectlone
Fragmentary evidencefrom observationsofastronautsand subjectsundergoing bed
reststudiesimpliesthatweightlessnessand inactivitybothresultinelevatedurinary
excretionofcalcium,phosphorous,and hydroxypro_e, even when mineral supplements are
taken regularly.Hydroxyprolineissignificantbecauseitspresenceinurineisproportional
tothe rateofbone resorption.Under normal circumstanceson Earth,bones thatare used
and loadedby gravityforcesare abletosignalviabiochemicalmessengers that0steobiasts
shouldproduce new bone tocompensate forthelossofoldbone resorption.In weightlessness
orbed rest,signalsinducedby mechanicalloadsmay be lacking,and new bone formationis
unable tokeep pacewith the rateofbone loss.As a consequence,bone losesdensityand
ultimatelybecomes prone tofracture.
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The past decade has seen great advances in understanding the cellular basis of the
remodeling process. These advances are just beginning to show clinical rewards in terms of
the isolation and synthesis of biochemical compounds (growth factors) that have the ability to
switch certain bone cells on and off' s _exampie of progress is a geneticaily engineered
human growth factor called Bone Morphogenetic Protein 2 (B.M.P.2) that has been tested in
animals and is scheduled for human trials soon. A series of other B.M.P.'s derived from
calves, cows, and humans is being developed and tested in animal studies. 7 In addition,
other growth-controlling proteins that can stimulate bone growth by amplifying the number
of cells involved in bone formation are being readied for clinical trials. In some of these
trials, growth factors would be combined with collagen and/or ceramic, inserted into breaks
and used to repair bone fractures. Ultimately it seems likely that disorders of the bone
remodeling process such aS osteoporosisl a disease that results in 1.5 million fractures and
health-care costs of 10 billion dollars a year in the United States, will be successfully treated.
Even today, drugs such as insulin growth factor are being prepared to treat animal models of
osteoporosis.
The possible use of bone growth factors is somewhat analogous to the use of
erythropoetin to treat certain types of anemia. It has been known for years that red cell
production in mammals is controlled by a complex protein formed in the kidney in response
to tissue oxygen levels, but it required modern genetic engineering methods to isolate this
protein and to synthesize it in ways that could be adapted to commercial production. The
methods for probing the chemical composition of growth control factors are widely available,
as well as the facility of biotechnology to synthesize and produce them in quantities that
permit their use in treatment and prevention. It thus seems probable that a number of
pharmaceutical agents will be available during the next decade that will control the growth
and activity of the cells that mediate bone formation (osteoblasts) and bone resorption
(osteoclasts). However, the possibility that bone formation is primarily influenced by local
rather than systemic factors could make the search for a pharmaceutical approach more
difficult than if controls are mainly systemic.
6See Canalis, E., et al., "Growth Factors and Cytokines in Bone Cell Metabolism," Annual
Review of Medicine, Vol. 42, 1991, pp. 17-24.
7E. L. Andrews, "Artificial Bone Being Developed to Repair Breaks,"New York Times, National
Edition, October 24, 1990, p. A-1.
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Old Directions
NASA researchers studying weightlessness and others studying osteoporosis have
been engaged for years in understanding and attempting to treat bone demineralization
using an earlier medical paradigm. It was recognized that a class of chemical compounds
called biphosphonates absorb bone crystals and can reduce the rate at which osteoclasts are
able to participate in the resorption process. One such biphosphonate, etidronate, has no
serious side effects and has the ability to impair the resorption of newly formed bone. Recent
clinical studies have shown that some etidronate PrOtocols may inhibit osteoclast-mediated
resorption without overly depressing the rate at which new bone is formed. This differs from
the action of other agents that have been used to control resorption, where it appeared that
bone formation itself decreased because of feedback loops that regulate the balance between
resorption and formation rates. Bone density stabilized (for those agents) at a lower level
than for etidronate. Preliminary etidronate data indicate that bone density seems to
increase with time. Moreover, more advanced variants of etidronate are being tested abroad
that could have even greater ability to reduce resorption without adversely affecting the
process of mineralization. One limitation of this approach is that older bone is more fracture-
prone than newer bone, so that depressing resorption without activating formation could
result in a higher rate of microfractures.
The Control Factor Approach
Although the biphosphonate line of attack has short-term promise, it is worth
understanding the etiology of osteoporosis associated with age, disuse, or weightlessness. It
is generally thought that mechanical forces on bone and surrounding tissue regulate the
formation of bone by stimulating the local production of messenger proteins that control the
rates of activation, resorption, and formation of new bone. If mechanical stimuli are missing
or if the control process is impaired, then bone density will decrease, leading to elevated
fracture risk. This is analogous to the role that kidney oxygen levels play in stimulating the
production of erythropoetin which, in turn, sets the rate of erythrocyte production by bone
marrow. Patients with kidney disease are often unable to produce sufficient quantities of
erythropoetin to signal the bone marrow to continue red cell production, and, as a result,
anemia occurs despite the availability of iron. Thus, erythropoetin treatment bypasses the
early parts of the control loop and overcomes the inability to respond to oxygen levels.
Similarly, bone growth factors could substitute directly for the missing stimuli of gravity
loading and would directly control the remodeling process. Important research questions are
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therelationshipbetween localand systemiccontrols,and whether a systemiccontrolcan
properlyregulatelocalremodeling.
For astronauts,thesignificanceofreducingresorptionrateswithoutsimultaneously
modifyingthe feedbackloopbetween resorptionand activationisthatnewly formed bone is
lessprone tofracture,and a reducedresorptionratealonecouldresultinthe predominance
oflessdesirableolderbone. Over the shortrun,biphosphonatecouldbe effective,but unless
a method topromote new bone formationisutilized,the riskoffractureaftera multiyear
exposuretoweightlessnesscouldbe high.
Itisofinterestoobservethatbed reststudiessupportedby NASA were notpromising
with regardtothe abilityofetidronatetoreducethe lossofbone material,althoughhigh
dosesofetidronateappeared toslowthe rateofbone resorptionassociatedwithdisuse
osteoporosis.These same studiessuggestedthatexercise,the ingestionofcalciumand
phosphorus supplements,and calcit0nintreatmentwere alsonot successfulinreversingbone
demineralizationinbed restsubjects.
In an abstractway, biphosphonatetreatmentisa farlesselegantapproach totreating
orpreventingdefectivebone remodelingthan theuse ofgrowth factors,but the efficacyofthe
new approach stillremains tobe verified,s Perhaps a combinationofagentslikeetidronate
toslowbone resorptionand controlfactorstoactivatebone formationwillbe successful.But
itseems likelythatagentstoregulatethe entireremodelingprocesswillultimatelybe
employed. The discoveryofa naturallyoccurringexample, discussedbelow,ofthe processof
growth controlseems particularlyencouraging.
The Hibernating Bear: Bone Remodeling and Inactivity
Submission #100233 (Untitled)recommended (inan extraordinarilycrypticway) that
considerationbe giventothe processofbear denning (hibernation)as a model forinactivity
and the controlofbone demineralization.Although not citedinthe submission,we found a
recentjournalarticle9thatprovidesencouragingevidencethatin one instance,months of
inactivityand the accompanying decreasedmechanicalloadingofskeletondidnot produce
disuseosteoporosis.Studiesofbone and calciummetabolism in blackbearswere performed
duringsummer, winter(thedenning season),and spring.Serum calciumconcentrationsdid
SArthritisInstituteprojectofficersecently(1990)initiatedameeting,jointlysponsoredby
NASA and NIH, toencourageNASA participationinadvancedstudiesofboneand muscle,butitistoo
earlytodeterminetheoutcomeintermsofNASA/NIH collaborativeresearch.
9T.Floyd,etal.,"Calciumand BoneMetabolicHomeostasisinActiveand on DenningBlack
Bears(UrsusAmericanus),"ClinicalOrthopaedicsand RelatedResearch,No.255,June 1990,pp.301-
309.
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not change---althoughthe animalsremained metabolicallyactivebut recumbent--and the
bearsdid notexcreteurineorfecesduringtheirdenning season.Bone biopsiesdemonstrated
thateven afterfourmonths ofskeletalinactivity,bone formationand bone mass were
unchanged from theirsummer values.They alsoindicatedthatthe remodelingprocess,in
which osteoclast-mediatedbone resorptionbalancedosteoblast-mediatedbone formation,did
not stop. Afterspringarousal,when bearsagainbecome active,largeincreasesin
mineralizationand bone formationrateswere detected,presumably as a resultofregional
straindifferenceswithinthe skeletonthatwere missingduringthe denning season.Itis
hypothesizedthatthesedifferencescouldnow generateremodelingsignalsinthe loaded
portionsofthebear skeleton.
The relevanceofthebear dataisthe demonstrationthatdisuseorbone unloadingdoes
not inevitablyleadtobone densitylossbut couldalsoresultinsimultaneousbone resorption
and formation.Itseems likelythathibernating(denning)bears produceregulatory
substances,probablysimilartothe variousbone growth factorsdescribedabove,that
continuetopromote osteoblast-mediatedbone formationdespitethe lackofmechanical
skeletalloading.
These findings,combined with the dramaticprogressbeingmade by biotechnology
firmsin unravelingthe variousfeedbackloopsand chemicalmessengers thatcontrolbone
formationand loss,provideconvincingevidencethatNASA shouldbroaden itsresearch
agenda toproperlyexploitheseadvances. Itseems likelythatthenext decadewillsee
medor breakthroughs thatcouldbe adapted topreventingmicrogravity-inducedbone
demineralization.And the limitedresearchand development coststoNASA associatedwith
thisapproach couldleadtoenormous resourcesavingsforSEI when compared with the
complex system requirementsformaintaining artificialgravity.We believethatR&D on
bothpaths shouldbe supported,but the netpayofftoSEI ofbone growth-controlresearch
couldbe verylarge.Furthermore,itwould alsodemonstrateNASA's commitment to
maximizing the spinoffimpactsofSEI. Certainly,the spinoffvalue ofartificialgravity
researchon American societywould be farlessprofound than the possibilityofameliorating
osteoporosisand improvingthe treatmentofbone disorders.
Itisrealistic,nevertheless,toexpectthata program ofexerciseand conditioning,
perhaps performed under intermittentg inan exercisecentrifuge,may stillbe needed to
countercardiovascular,pulmonary, and muscle dysfunction.
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CONCLUSIONS
The data arenotyet availabletosupportdecisionson theproperstrategyfor
counteringoravoidingthe effectsofmicrogravity.Although bone demineralizationisthe
criticallimitingfactorforSEI,therecouldbe otherlong-termexposureeffectsthatmight
requiremore variedand sophisticatedcountermeasuresthan we orthe Sovietsemploy or
envision.
The United States,forSEI toproceedsuccessfully,desperatelyrequireshands-on
experienceinlong-durationspaceflight.Thiswould enabledatatobe acquiredthatare
eithernot availableorinsufficientlypreciseforplanningpurposes.The recommendation in
submissionMars Mission Gravity Profile Simulation (#101270) tojoinforceswith the
SovietsinajointMIR-STS program tomonitorhuman responsestomicrogravityand
countermeasuresseems bothappropriateand possiblewithreasonableexpendituresoftime
and resources.Itshouldbe taken seriously,particularlyincordunctionwith theideasfor
ground simulationexpressedintheVernikos artificialgravitywhite paper.Waiting forthe
spacestationtobe availableforlonger-termstudiesofhuman physiologycouldmarkedly
delaythe acquisitionofdesigndata.
NASA, we judge,must pursue a dual-pathR&D approach,as recommended inthe
Vernikos document. One path would be the furtherdevelopment ofartificialgravityas an
option,but with farmore realisticconsiderationofthe dynamics,structures,and control
issuesthatwould arisewhen realistichabitatdesignsincludepropermass allowancesfor
radiationprotectionsystems. Originally,the spacecommunity was skepticalabout artificial
gravity.Itwas concernedthatthe provisionofcontinuousartificialgravitycouldincrease
the complexityand thecostsofSEI toperhaps unacceptablelevels.More recently,a greater
willingnesstoconsiderthepossibilityofa rotatingsystem fortransportationtoMars has
emerged. Our judgment isthatthe spacecommunity'soriginalinstinctswere correct:
Continuous artificialgravitymust be viewed asa technologyoflastresort,tobe employed
onlyifa well-coordinatedprogram ofcountermeasureresearchdoes notbear fruit.Even
counteringthe possiblemicrogravityenhancement ofbioeffectscouldbe avoidedwithout
invokingartificialgravity.
We arefarmore optimisticabout theotherpath,which would combine exerciseand
conditioning,perhaps with intermittentgravity,withstate-of-the-artpharmaceuticalagents,
includingsome likelytobe formulatedduringthe nextdecade. This path would enable
NASA tobenefitfrom the greatprogressbeing made indevelopinggeneticallyengineered
counterpartstothenaturalsubstancesthatcontrolbone growth.
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Bone growth control is a major spin-on/spin-off opportunity. By spin-on we mean that
NASA should monitor current advances in bone therapy, particularly those involving growth
control substances, and collaborate with laboratories and biotechnology firms in adapting
promising agents to space needs and planning, and executing trials using bedrest
simulations. Thus a relatively small NASA investment in this area could lead to enormous
payoffs for SEI. By spin-off we mean the possibility that NASA's own work, or even the work
of its grantees, collaborators, and contractors, could enhance further progress in medical
care.
To properly capture the spin-on/spin-off benefits, NASA would need a genuinely
multidisciplinary team, preferably located at one center, that encompasses medical expertise,
endocrinology and bone metabolism expertise, exercise physiology expertise, systems
engineering expertise, and expertise in the molecular biology of bone growth factors. This
latter specialty area is missing from the current NASA mix of skills, although there are
scientists at both Ames and JSC who are knowledgeable about aspects of bone metabolism
and growth.
In terms of the impact on the feasibility or cost of SEI, the combined countermeasure
approach would be far more attractive than continuous artificial gravity. Our preliminary
analysis of artificial gravity suggests that it could lead to mass penalties approaching 50
percent and cost penalties perhaps in the same range, and that it would introduce major
technical difficulties that have no counterpart outside of SEI. Since it would not benefit from
related work being done outside SEI--little spin-on might be expected. It would also have
little spin-off potential. A properly configured countermeasure program, along the lines
sketched here, holds greater promise of success and at a much lower NASA expenditure of
time and resources. 1°
The remarkable finding that denning bears do not lose bone density during four
months of inactivity suggests that a model of the process we are seeking to achieve in space
actually exists in nature. Identifying the bone growth control substances that are involved,
and relating them to those being isolated in the laboratory, could be a major step forward.
But NASA and its contractors need to broaden and diversify their research and development
portfolios to gain the proper leverage from these exciting results. The concept of spin-
on/spin-off represents a management approach for SEI that could maximize the participation
1°Itmustbe emphasized(seeMedicalCaresection)thatunanticipatedconsequencestochronic
weightlessnessmightarisethatwouldrequirediagnosisand treatmentby crewmember specialists.
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ofa broaderscientificcommunity, minimize totalsystemcosts,and enhance the social
benefitsfrom SEI researchand development.
L
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V. LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Stable, robust, regenerative life support systems are essential to reducing remote
outpost dependencies on resupply missions. The cost and difficulty of transporting water or
food to the Lunar or Martian surfaces are sufficiently large as to make the economics of
surface-based closed systems quite attractive despite initial large mass costs. Pilot plant
evaluation, scale-up, and in-space validation must be performed under actual operating
conditions in microgravity or on the Lunar surface. Full-up testing and verification of such
systems should precede any situation of long-term dependency on Mars.
Current baseline designs for SSF entirely depend on reliable resupply of air, water,
food, and filtration consumables from the ground. A legacy of the shorter missions of the
Skylab and Shuttle era, the physico-chemical approach dominates present mission planning
activitiesbut isincapableofsupportingtheprojectedlong-termmissions.In terms ofdaily
consumables,an astronautrequiresabout 2.5kg ofwater fordrinkingand foodpreparation,
about 1.2kg offood,and about 0.8kg ofoxygen. Nitrogenmake-up may require1-2 kg per
day. There isa substantialrange ofestimatesforhygieneand domesticwater use ofup to18
kg per personper day. While recyclingefficienciesofat least90 percentaretargeted,they
have not yetbeen fullydevelopedordemonstrated.(Our reviewofthe literaturefinds
substantialdivergenceofrequirements.)Attempts toestimatetotalmissionsupport
requirementsappear tounderestimateminimal mass requirements.Itisclearthatthereis
a need fora standardizedmethod ofaccountingformass consumption,utilization,
thermodynamics, and recyclingperformanceclaims.
Itisrecognizedthatthe launchmass costscouldbe unacceptableforany extended-
durationmanned mission,eitheron the Lunar surfaceorforMars transitand exploration.
While the Sovietsbelievethey couldstocksuppliesforatwo-year mission(athree-year
missionshouldcoverthe contingencyofa low-energysafereturnorbit),long-termexploration
requiresa commitment tobioregenerative,closed,ecologicalifesupportsystems. (Giventhe
realitiesofthe Sovietagriculturaleconomy, itisdifficulttoimagine theirallocatingthe
specializedscientificresourcestostudy thefoodproductionforsuch a smallpopulation.)
These lifesupportsystems must be capableofprovidingand recyclingair,water,wastes,and
food,whilecontrollingtoxicsand bacterial,viral,orfungalcontamination.
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KEY ISSUES
The key issuesforlifesupportsystems are:
Air revitalization,water purification,and waste management;
Food production;
Controlofcontaminantsand toxicsubstances;
Human abilitytomonitor,modify,and controlthe system;
Consequences ofthe spaceenvironment forplantbiology;
Launch mass versusresourcerecycling;and
Testand verificationofworking systems.
NASA's requirementsare unique. Presentlytheyare-theonlycustomer formuch of'
the specializedresearchnecessarytosupportsystemsdevelopment. While the fieldsofplant
biologyand geneticengineeringhave much tooffer,most universityand commercial-research
isdirectedtoward agriculturalscaleapplicationsconcernedwith cropyieldand agricultural
productivity.The few sparselysupportedgroupshave made substantialprogress.Work
performedduringthe 1980s demonstratessteadyimprovement inestimatesofthe
cumulativelaunchmass crossoverfrom closedphysico-chemicaltobioregenerativelife
supportsystems. Yet claimsthatbioregenerativesystems now appear tobreak even against
physical-chemicalsystems with foodresupplyaftermissionscenariosoffourtofiveman-
yearsremain tobe demonstrated.
PLANT BIOLOGY, REPRODUCTIVE AND FUNDING CYCLES, AND TECHNOLOGY
Plantbiologyand celldivisionhavewell-definedcycleslEven aggressive,ambitious,
well-fundedprograms cannot acceleratethe time requiredforplantgrowth and reproductive
cycles.The issuesand optionsavailabletoNASA and the program paths and required
resourcesarewellunderstoodand documented. Because theseissueswere subjectedto
multiple,extensiveanalysesunder the PathfinderProgram and subsequentlythe Smiley
Committee, thereislittlenew tobe added tothisarea. While researchand development
effortsinbioregenerativesystemsholdgreatpromise,generous fundingand staffingcould
yieldsubstantialsavingsinfutureoperatingcosts.Failuretoprovideadequate supportnow
couldreducethe optionsavailabletofuturemissions,especiallythosecharacterizedas
'%unar colony"or"earlytoMars."
m
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This area suffers from the proverbial Catch-22 of developing technologies: little
funding is available to perform development work for potential missions, yet not enough time
remains to develop technology once a mission is defined.
Several competing philosophies can be identified. The first of these is the mechanist's
versus the biologist's. NASA's operational experience base is exclusively with physico-
chemical systems---essentially a mechanistic approach. Green plants are viewed as
unreliable by some members of the aerospace community. This may mirror their experience
with house plants and landscaping. The role of plants (and algae and microbes) in processing
and balancing atmospheric gases is of such a large scale that it is easy to overlook. Perhaps
the key to altering perception in this case is to point out the vast scale of the varieties of
plant life that function together to establish a "symbiotic" or "ecological" system. The variety
and diversity of plant species is such that they provide a robust system with virtually no
opportunities for single point failures. The classic notion of a "food chain" is best replaced
with the concept of a "food web." Biology, left to itself with adequate nutrients, water, and
energy (light),isremarkably resilient.The plantsofthe Earth'snaturalecospherehave
maintained a life-sustainingbalancesincelongbeforeman everconsideredcreatinga
controlledenclosedenvironment,infact,longbeforemankind was even aware ofnature's
subtletyand complexity.This perspectiveiswellrepresentedby elements withinNASA's
LifeSciences'researchprogram thathave focusedon globalecologyand artificialecosystems.
Earth isclearlythe ultimateecosystem,and creatinga stable,reliable,miniaturizedversion
isrequiredforthe establishmentoflong-durationoutpostsorsettlementsin space.
Among the biologiststhereare alsoatleasttwo contendinggroups--characterizedas
ecologyorbiotechnology.The breadth ofthe relatedissuesiswellstatedinthe prefacetothe
1988 COSPAR meeting on '_Naturaland ArtificialBiosystems":
The scientificand technologicalinterestsof thisgroup of investigators
range from thestudy ofinsitunaturalecologicalsystems,the development of
biotechnology systems, through the generation of data on natural and
artificialecosystems by remote sensingtechnologies,to the development of
artificialecosystems.Underlying the studiespresentedare the participants'
interestsin developinglifesupport systems forthe use of human crews in
space.
It isanticipatedthat by increasingour knowledge ofhow the Earth's
naturalecosystemsfunction,we willgain insightsintothe requirements and
functionofartificialbioregenerativesystems thatwillbe used inspace,either
inorbitor on planetarysurfaces.In turn,the development ofbioregenerative
systems may provideinformationleadingtofullerdefinitionofhow natural
systems function.
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Whilesomephenomenare ofa grand scale,involvingglobalsystemswith enormous
biodiversity,they can be difficulttostudy ormodel on a comprehensive scale.Simplifying
assumptionsmust oftenbe made orelementsisolatedtoprovidesmallersystems amenable
todetailedanalysisand study.At the extreme,biotechnologycan focuson the molecular
biologyorenergyefficiencyofspecificspecies,Recreatingstablelargeecologiesfrom
component partscannotbe taken forgranted.
The most prominent currentexample ofan "artificialecosystem"isthe BiosphereII
projectinOracle,Arizona. Itisthe largestand most ambitiousprojectoattempt tocreate
and maintain a balancedand self-sufficientclosedenvironment overa periodapproximating
a Mars mission(twoyears).The scaleofthisproject(3.15acres,7.5millioncubicfeet,3,800
speciesofplantsand animals)issuch thatno one shouldmistake itsbeing the demonstrator
forthe "firstMars colony,"but itoffersunique opportunitiesforstudyingatmosphericgas
dynamics and plantbiologyand biochemicalprocesseson an unprecedentedscale.Itfully
acknowledges theroleofhuman interventioninestablishingand maintainingitsbalance:
Man isexplicitlythe '_keystonepredator."As a large-scale,integratedtestbed with a
complex energyand foodweb, itisunique.
The biotechnologistsarepursuing a more closelycontrolledapproach where single
speciesarebeingintensivelystudied,whether ingeneticallyengineeredplantsor in
bioreactorsand fermentationprocesses.The energeticsofplantgrowth and foodproduction
arebeingcarefullyanalyzedinterms ofavailablephotosyntheticphoton flux.While
increasesinlightintensityatcarefullycontrolledwavelengthshave been demonstrated to
affectplantgrowth and foodyields,a greatdealofwork, some ofitconductedinzeroor
partialgravity,isyet tobe performed. As itiswidelyrecognizedthatthe physicalstressesof
gravityorwind affectplantgrowth and the formationofmaterialintrunksorinstalks,the
use ofplantresourcestoproduce cellulose-and lignum-basedstructuresor ediblefood
materialsawaitsevaluationinpartialand zero-genvironments.
The diverseapproachesholdgreatpotentialforthe development ofhighlyproductive
plantspecies.Integratingthe variousspeciesintoa stable,robustecologicalsystem offers
unprecedented opportunitiesforconflictbetween species,but alsounprecedented rewards,as
alreadydemonstrated inthe "greenrevolution"(thehigh-yield,low-laboragriculture
achievedduringthispastcentury).
TOXICOLOGY, BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS, AND PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
The controloftoxicsubstanceshas alwaysbeen ofsubstantialconcerninthe closed
spacecraftenvironment. The extendeddurationofthe proposedmissionswillimpose even
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greaterrequirementsformonitoringand controlofpossibletoxicsubstancesand infectious
contamination.There isa body ofliteraturethatsuggeststhatmany explorationexpeditions
ofthepast 100-500 years failedbecause ofsubtle,but deadly,casesoftoxicity,which were
oftenmanifestedinapparentlypsychoticbehaviorthatmay have had itsrootsinorganic
poisoning(Holloway).The most promisingsubmissionsinthe lifesupportareaare described
below.
Biosensors: The Heart of the Life Support System in Space (#101411)
Biosensorsuse a biologicalmoleculesuch as an enzyme or antibodymated with more
classictransducertechnologytoform a sensitive,highlyspecificsystem. These sensorscould
have a criticalroleinthe detectionoftoxicchemicalsorbacterialor viralpathogens inthe
lifesupportsystems. They couldbe incorporatedinmonitoringorcontrolsystems for
spacecraftorEVA suit,portablelifesupportsystems. Stable,reliablemeans ofmonitoring
are essentialtocontrolsystems. Sensorscapableofreal-timemonitoringand eliminatingthe
need forlarge-scaleanalyticchemistryequipment and the relatedtrainedoperating
personnel(andthe subsequentdemand on crew time)are essentialforlong-duration
operationoflifesupportsystems.
Ground-Based Prototypes for Bioregenerative Life Support Testing (#101269)
This submissionproposesthatground-basedprototypesbe builttofacilitatefull-scale
evaluationofhybridsystemsofpartialphysico-chemicalifesupportsystems integratedwith
bioregenerativesystems.Due tothe low leveloffundinginthe past,elements ofthe problem,
such as foodproduction,and waste recycling,have been studiedseparately,and integrated
systemstestinghas been quitelimited.The constructionofairtightlarge-scaletestfacilities
would enablestudiesofC02 absorptionand sequestrationin soiland plantmaterials,as well
asyielda betterunderstandingofatmosphericgas balancesunder varyinglightand
temperature conditions.The submittalproposestheuse ofsoilbed reactorsfortracegas
absorptionand extensiveinstrumentationformonitoringatmosphericgasesand potable
waste system and irrigationwater quality.
Variety in Biological Life Support Systems (#101281)
Stability in biological systems is a function of the size of the system and the diversity
of plants in that system. The submittal expresses concern that volume and mass
considerations will tempt designers ofbioregenerative life support systems to use a relatively
small number of plant species. Then, if even one species were to fail in some way via disease,
pest, or genetic damage, the entire ecosystem could collapse. The submittal reiterates the
importance of designing the ecological systems with a wide variety of complementary species
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thatare capableofperformingthelifesupportfunction.While a processingchain would be
susceptibletothe failureofsinglespecies,a processingweb couldbe farmore robust.
Hydrogen Peroxide for Mars Commodity (#101275)
Hydrogen peroxide,H202, isproposed asa multipurposechemicalstorehousefor
breathingoxygen,water,and energyfora Martian base. Made from indigenouswater and
electricityfrom a centralpower facility,itcouldbe used fora range ofapplicationsas: (1)a
fuelforroversor a mono- orbi-propellant,(2)a high explosiveformining,(3)an antifreeze
solution,or (4)a varietyofmanufacturingprocessesinmetallurgy,cement production,or
ceramics.The submissionarguesthatenergymay be the criticallimitingresourceatthe
surfaceofMars.
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VI, MEDICAL CARE
The abilitytomaintain crew healthand the capabilitytomanage illnessand injury
willbe criticalforlong-durationmanned missions,_A significantphysicalor mental illnessor
in-flightdeath couldseverelylimitmissioncapabilitiesand jeopardizemissionsuccess.
Given the relativelysmallcrew sizecurrentlyenvisionedforexplorationmissions,the
operationalimpact ofinjuryorillnessincapacitatingeven a singlemember ofthe crew would
be catastrophic.
The maintenance ofcrew healthcan be assuredonlyby utilizinga systems approach
encompassing the triadofmodem medicine:prevention,diagnosis,and therapy. This
approach appliestoboth the crew members and theirenvironment. Components ofthis
systems approach includemedicalcertification,crew selection,preflighthealthstabilization,
in-flightmedicalcapabilities,physiologicalcountermeasures,and rescueand recovery.
Equallyimportantare lifesupportissues,such as spacecraftenvironmentalmonitoring,
contaminationcontainmentand control,and disposaloftoxicor contaminated substances.
KEYISSUES
The key issuesinmedicalcareare:
• Crew selectionand training,crosstraining,and skillmaintenance;
• Verificationofemergency careand surgicalsupportproceduresand systems;
• Systems autonomy versusthe "stabilizeand transport"option;
• Establishmentofphysiologicnorms;
• Shelflifeofpharmaceuticalsand bloodproducts;and
• Impact ofpatientcareon totalcrew time and mission,
The historyofexplorationon Earth has demonstrated repeatedlythatmortalityand
morbidityrelatedtoillnessand injuryhave accountedformore failuresofexpeditionsand
impediments tosettlementthan the failuresoftransportationsystems. Many ofthe early
long-durationexplorationmissionsofthe oceans(Magellan,Vasco de Gama) were severely
affectedby medical problems.1
IDanielJ.Boorstin,TheDiscoverers,Random House,New York,1983,p.261;and EricNewby,
The World Atlas of Exploration, Crescent Books, New York, 1985, pp. 75-76.
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The primary medical officer will be responsible for diverse roles that will be complex
and demanding:
Publichealthofficer/primaryphysician;
Monitoringspaceadaptationand administrationofsupportcountermeasures
throughoutthe mission;
Emergency/trauma surgeon;and
Monitoringand possibleinterventioninneuropsychiatric/behavioralissues.
Such responsibilitiesalsorequirea comprehensiveperspectiveon thepossibleimpact
ofspacecraftsystems on human health.Given the diverserolesand the need forspecific
technicalskills,such as thoseofa medicalorlaboratorytechnician,nurse,and surgical
assistant,ateam approachwillbeessential'
The practiceofenvironmentalmedicineand traditionalaerospacemedicineusually
involvesa normal subject(i.e.,patient)inan intermittentlyabnormal environment.
Conventionalmedicineusuallyinvolvesan abnormal subjectina normal environment. True
spacemedicine presentsa worthy challenge:a chronicallyabnormal patientina
continuouslyabnormal environment. Thischallengerequiresthe development of
interdisciplinaryteams consistingofcrew members, physicians,engineers,managers, and
lifescientistsfrom variousorganizations,bothinternaland externaltothe spaceagency.2
Extended-durationmissionsalsoposeunique challengesregardingthe stabilityofblood
products,pharmaceuticals,and reagentsformodern laboratoryanalysis.They alsorequire
the availabilityofdiagnosticinstrumentsand analyzersthatoperateinspacewith stability
and reliability.
A sustainedeffortisrequiredtosolvecurrentand anticipatedproblems associated
with spacemedicine.Missionmanagers are beginningtorecognizethatthe human linkin
the chainmay be the most vulnerable.Without a high-priority,sustained,integratedeffort,
significantbiomedicalissueswillprecludethe timelyaccomplishment ofan extended space
station,Lunar base,and/ormanned missiontoMars or,atthe veryleast,forceacceptanceof
higher-riskmissionscenariosthan necessary.
The goalofa spacemedicalfacilityistoprovidepreventive,diagnostic,and
therapeuticcapabilitiesconsistentwith currentand anticipatedU.S.clinicalmedicalpractice
2j.S.Logan,_clealthMaintenanceon SpaceStation,"D.Lorr,V.Garshnek,and C.Cadoux
(eds.), Working in Orbit and Beyond: The Challenges for Space Medicine, American Astronautical
Society, Vol. 72, Science and Technology Series, 1989, pp. 87-99.
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standards. 3-5 The objectives are to ensure the physical and mental health and safety of the
crew during routine operations; prevent mission alteration or termination secondary to an
illness/injury; maximize crew performance by reducing crew downtime due to illness/injury;
to the extent possible, prevent an in-flight death; and in case of in-flight death, provide
capability of storage and return of the body to Earth. It should also support the acquisition
and analysis of data on long-term space adaptation critical to developing the prerequisite
scientific knowledge to support future missions.
THE MEDICAL RISK
Analystsdefineriskas the productofthe probabilityofan eventand the consequences
ofthatevent.For manned spaceflight,medicalriskisdefinedas any illnessor injury
requiringsignificantmissionalteration,termination,orevacuationofthe patient.While
many operationalanalogshave been statisticallyanalyzedinan attemptto quantifythe
medicalriskforextended spaceflight,none ofthe analogsiscomprehensive,s These include
the Sovietand American spaceexperiences,U.S.Air Force and Navy aircrew members,
Navy submarine crews,operation'T)eepFreeze"personnel(Antarctic),and general
populationsmatched forage and sexwith the U.S.astronautpopulation.The data are
highlyvariablebut stillsuggestive.The So_viershaye requiredtwo rescuesin 137 man-
months ofextended-durationspaceoperations,which yieldsa riskof1.41evacuationsper
year foran eight-man crew per/year.Medevac experiencesfrom theAntarcticshow 102
evacuationsbetween 1982 and 1987 fora 12 percentriskper eight-mancrew/year.Navy
dataforallshipsfora nine-month periodof1987 show 990 evacuationsfor60,000man-
years,againyieldinga 13 percentriskper eight-mancrew/year.However, most
epidemiologistsagreethatthe quantitativeapplicationofground-basedanalogdata tospace
israthertenuous. Yet theinabilitytoaccuratelyquantifythe medicalriskinspace
prospectivelyshouldnot preventa common senseapproach toin-flighthealth-caresystems
design.
While quantitative risk approximations are imprecise, design guidelines based on
qualitative risk assessments can be developed. Three general types of medical]surgical
conditions could affect the crew. The first consist s of medical/surgical conditions, which will
be more likely in microgravity than on the Earth, Given the physiology of adaptation to
3Newby, pp. 75--76.
4Logan, %Iealth Maintenance."
5B. D. Nelson, R. M. Gardner, D. V. Ostler, J. M. Schulz, J. S. Logan, _Yledical Impact Analysis
for the Space Station," Aviat. Space Environ. Med., Vol. 60, No. 2, February 1990
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weightlessness (e.g., calcium washout), the risk of a kidney stone is higher in space than on
the ground. The second consists of those conditions more likely in the occupational setting of
a spacecraft, independent of the effect of microgravity. An example is decompression
sickness or trauma. Because the crews will be transitioning between higher and lower
ambient pressures (spacecraft to space suit), they will have a greater risk for developing
decompression sickness. A crush injury or trauma secondary to rapid decompression during
an EVA would bridge the categories. The third consists of the routine medical/surgical
conditions that are expected in a patient population matched for age and sex with a long-
duration crew. e
In addition to the statistical (quantitative) and qualitative approach, the significance
of mission impact must be considered in any discussion of the medical risk. The cost of being
unprepared must be addressed. Although the probability of an in-flight myocardial
infarction (MI) may be low, the impact would be significant. With proper equipment on
board, an uncomplicated MI could be adequately treated. Other low-probability occurrences,
such as penetrating head trauma, might not be treatable without a large medical
infrastructure. Therefore, in-flight coverage should be provided if a low-probability event
could be treated with little additional capability or expertise, especially if the event would
have profound mission or health consequences. Specifying crew training and facility
requirements is further complicated because high-probability events will have minimal
impact, while the less probable events may have the greatest mission impact.
Classically referred to as triage, possible medical/surgical conditions group into three
classes: (1) those expected to resolve with little or no formal care; (2) those likely to
deteriorate or be fatal without adequate care but that can be expected to stabilize, improve,
or recover with appropriate equipment, capability, and expertise; and (3) those likely to be
fatal despite all reasonable efforts in the in-flight environment. Class 1 conditions are
expected to be most prevalent. Unambiguous Class 3 problems, although the most dramatic,
should be infrequent. Concentrating the m_jority of resources to support Class 2 conditions
assures the greatest positive impact on mission success and clinical outcome. 7
6C. A. Raymond, _Vhen Medical Help Really is Far Away," Journal of the American Medical
Association, Vol. 259, April 22/29, 1988, pp. 2243--2244.
7B. A. Houtchens, Emergency Surgery and Critical Care to Support Human Exploration of the
Inner Solar System, Final Report, NASW-4519, July 31, 1990.
r
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND CAPABILITIES
Overall Needs
A space-basedhealth-caresystem must providebaselinemedical coverage.Design
cannotbe entirelydrivenby numericalprojectionsofthemedicalriskforeach condition.A
strong analogy to the rural hospital setting is evident: The only medical facility in an area is
obliged to provide initial evaluation and management for any problem that is presented,
regardless of whether or not it was anticipated. 8 The functional requirements for an in-
flight medical facility to support low Earth orbit (LEO) manned operations have been
described. 9 It is assumed that space medical requirements for SEI missions will be an
extension and augmentation of LEO capabilities but will reflect the fact that distance and
orbital mechanics may preclude the evacuation option.
From LEO stations to Lunar bases, relatively prompt transport to definitive care on
Earth is possible, provided all of the following are true: (1) adequate initial evaluation and
patient stabilization is possible, (2) the necessary level of supportive care can be provided
during the transport, and (3) the return flight profiles (G-loads) are tolerable for a
physiologically compromised patient. 1° Beyond Lunar bases, successful patient evacuation
becomes highly unlikely. Medical self-sufficiency becomes more critical.
The principal determinant of outcome for significant in-flight illness or injury is the
primary medical officer on site, provided that proper support, equipment, and trained
personnel are available.
System Flight Equipment
The major constraints to the design of in-flight health-care systems are weight,
volume, power, cost, and time. Weight, volume, and power are critical constraints in the
design of all flight systems. The increasingly complex bureaucratic procedure for flight
certification of hardware requires the "freezing" of technology 8 to 12 years prior to intended
use. Delays of this magnitude might be perceived as intentional barriers to entry rather
than a meaningful process intended to assure safe and reliable operation in flight. The
three- to five-year product cycle of advances in medical instrumentation technology and
SB.A.Houtchens,"EmergencySurgeryand CriticalCaretoSupporttheSpaceExploration
Initiative,"RAND OutreachSubmission100776,August7,1990;and B.A.Houtchens,"HealthCare
SystemsDefinition,Testing,Trainingand SupportForSEI,"RAND OutreachSubmission100790,
August 7, 1990.
9Space and Life Sciences Directorate, Medical Requirements of an Inflight Crew Health Care
System (CHeCS) for Space Station Freedom, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Johnson
Space Center, March 5, 1990.
10Houtchens, Emergency Surgery.
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expertiseistantamount toforcingthe utilizationfequipment and proceduresno longerused
by referencemedicalcenterson Earth.(Corporateproductcyclesinhighlycompetitive
industriesare now about 18-24 months. A one-steplagmay be tolerableforNASA, but a
greaterlagisinexcusable.)Funding mechanisms and procurement practices,as wellas
disclosureofproprietarytechnology,have been an impediment inthisarea. The paucityof
resourcesfordesign,development,validation,and teststandsinstarkcontrasttothe
resourcescommitted tothe developmentand certificationfflighthardware.
As inany spacecraftsystem,flightcomponents shouldbe modular tofacilitateeasy
replacement,repair,and operation.A complex conflictarisesbetween the desiretouse
commerciallyavailablediagnosticanalyzersand instrumentationthathave been verifiedand
wellacceptedby the clinicalmedicalcommunity and the need forequipment thatwillbe safe
and reliableinspace_While the optionto"fly'bridize_(hybridizingforflightor"flight
hybrid")isinitiallyappealing,substantialredesignatboththe component and system levelis
oftenrequiredtomeet currentNASA materials,electronics,thermal,and microgravity
constraints.In fact,the safety,reliability,and operationalstandardscurrentlyrequiredfor
commerciallyavailablemedicalhardware areverystringent.Such hardware must function
effectivelyand safelyinenvironmentsrangingfrom operatingrooms tojetaircraft.However,
each pieceofhardware must be reviewed stringentlyinthe contextofthespace environment.
Fortunately,onlyminimal modificationofcertaintypesofmedicalhardware isrequiredfor
satisfactoryoperationinmicrogravity.Given the relativelyfew hours ofin-flightoperation
anticipatedinmedicalhardware,currentNASA reliability,materials,electronic,and
thermal requirementsshouldbe relaxedformedicalequipment alreadymeeting strict
government standards.An example isthe caseofa medicaldevicethatwas flightcertified
forSTS with minimal modificationbecauseitalreadymet existingstringentgovernment
standards.In contrasttothis,chemistrysystems and pressuretransducersmay require
specialattentiontoassurereliabilityand stabilityinmicrogravity.
SinceNASA's operatingenvironment and requirementsare substantiallydifferent
from thoseofclinicalmedicine,NASA shouldnotexpect,much lessdepend upon,
investmentsmade by commercial companies tosupplythe clinicalmarket. Defininga
suitablebalancestillremains a challenge.
Selectioncriteriashouldincludetraceabilityofstandardsand calibration,easeof
maintenance,low consumablesrequirements,nonlaborintensiveoperation,and minimal
relianceon the expertiseofthe operatortoobtainclinicallyvalidinformationand data.
Instrumentstobe used forspecialstudiescouldentailothereven more stringent
requirements.Analyzersand instrumentsshouldalsobe interfacedtothe onboard
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computers and datacommunications system. Fortuitously,theserequirementsparallel
developmentin systemsforhospital-basedclinicalaboratories.
A systems approachtobaselinemedicalcoveragehas identified22 subsystems generic
toany in-flighthealth-caresystem.11 They are (1)anesthesia,airway management; (2)
blood,bloodproducts;(3)centralsupply;(4)consultativesupport,telemedicine;(5)dental
care;(6)fluidadministration,intravenoustherapy;(7)fluidcontainment,medicalsuction,
liquidcollection;(8)hyperbarictreatment;(9)imaging diagnostics,Xray; (10)informaticsand
communications,medicaldecisionsupport;(11)laboratorydiagnostics;(12)minor treatment,
eye,ear,nose,throat;(13)morgue, body bag;(14)pharmacy; (15)physicalexamination
diagnostics;(16)physiologicmonitoring;(17)sterilization;(18)surgery;(19)surgical
workstation/patientrestraint;(20)transport,resuscitation,stabilization;(21)ventilatory
support,mechanicalventilator;(22)waste management.
PERSONNEL: BACKGROUND, TRAINING, INFRASTRUCTURE, ORGANIZATION
The primary medicalofficershouldbe a surgeon who iswelltrainedand currentinthe
requiredclinicalprocedures. The minimum trainingforanyone assignedtoprovide
management ofa broad spectrum ofemergency surgicaldiseases,trauma, and surgical
criticalcareisgeneralsurgery.With adequate accesstoa properknowledge base and remote
consultation,a properlytrainedand clinicallycurrent12generalsurgeoncouldfunctionas an
emergency physicianor generalinternist,The reverseisgenerallynot true.is Surgeons can
be cross-trainedtoperform othermission-essentialdutiessuch as researchorstation
keeping.
With the assistanceofremote specialtyconsultation,a crew surgeon would be
expectedtoprovideinitialevaluationand intervention,and the continuityofcarefora broad
spectrum ofpotentialillnessand injuries.A background most compatiblewith these
responsibilitiesincludesformaltraininginthe following."diagnosisand treatmentof
common acutemedicaland surgicalemergencies(includingoperativedecompression of
intracranialhemorrhage and fixationoffractures);critical-carem dicine,includingthe
management (withrequiredconsultation)ofcardiac,pulmonary, infectiousdiseases,and
renalproblems;diagnosticand interventionalradiologyskills,includingpercutaneous
drainageoffluidcollections;anesthesiologyskills;preventivemedicine;and researchskills.
liHoutchens,EmergencySurgery.
12There shouldbebothrequirementsand mechanismsforphysicianastronautstomaintain
clinicalcurrency,althoughthepresentcadreofphysicianmissionspecialistscouldviewthisasathreat
tofutureflightopportunities.
13Houtchens,EmergencySurgery;and Houchens,_-lealthCareSystems."
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Of approximately250 university-associatedmedicalcenters,onlyabout20 percentprovide
thisrange ofclinicalopportunities,and none providesbackground inoperationalspace
medicine.To meet thisneed,NASA shouldidentifyand establishongoingcollaborative
relationshipswith severaluniversity-associatedorfree-standingtrainingprograms thatoffer
a favorablespectrum ofclinicaltrainingopportunitiesingeneralsurgery/trauma/criticalcare
and arewillingtobecome and remain familiarwith the operationalspacemedicine
environment. A potentialsyllabusfora "pilot"program increw surgeon trainingshouldbe
definedand evaluatedinthe immediate future.14 The issuesassociatedwith dysfunctional
behaviorand thepossiblenecessityforpsychopharmacologlcalinterventionmust alsobe
consideredduringtrainingofthe primary medicalofficer.In addition,the mission
commander orothermembers ofthecrew shouldbe abletodealwith behavioralproblems.
A NASA/medical centerprogram shouldbe establishedtoprovideongoingtrainingfor
spacephysiciansinthe areasofgeneralsurgery,trauma management, criticalcare,and
otherrelevantareas.From thiscadreoftrained,clinicallycurrentmedicalexperts,atleast
one spacephysicianshouldbe assignedtoeverySEI crew. The cadreofspacemedical
specialistsshouldparticipateactivelywith missionplanners,seniormanagement, and the
aerospaceengineeringcommunity. Because ofthe unusual significanceofhuman support
problems forSEI,theyshouldhave major responsibilityand authorityinmedicallyrelevant
decisionsand indefining,developing,and validatingspace-basedmedicalsystems. The
cadre'sproperorganizationalrelationshiptothe astronautofficeremains tobe developedto
minimize thepossibilityofconflictsofinterest.
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, PROTOCOLS, AND
TELEMEDICINE
Decisionsupportsystems based on artificialintelligence,validatedtreatment
protocols,and telemedicinecan be used tosupportthe medicalpersonnelon site.In addition
tocomputer-basedonboard diagnosticand treatmentprotocolsand "expertsystems"logicto
guidedecisionmaking,the on-boardmedicalpersonnelcouldbe supportedby the use of
'%elemedicine."Via electroniclinkstothe ground,the chiefmedicalofficerswillhave access
to'_live"operationalmedicineand clinicalspecialtyconsultationupon request.However, as
distancefrom Earth increases,allthe followingwillincrease:(1)the time delaysin
telemedicinecommunication circuits,(2)theneed toprovidemore comprehensive diagnostic
and therapeuticserviceson site(especiallyinthe absenceofa capabilitytoprovidetimely
transfertodefinitivecareon Earth),and (3)thefeelingsof"isolation"and of 'q_eingcutoff'
14Houtchens, Emergency Surgery; and Houchens, _Health Care Systems."
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from mainstream medicine that discourage rural community physicians on Earth. Despite
the inconvenience associated with the first, it is predicted pressures associated with the last
two that will make telemedicine more important rather than less. t5 'Virtual reality"
techniques could also permit on-board personnel to view actual surgical procedures or obtain
consultative support.
Submittals #100776 and #100790 emphasize that clinically validated protocols have
become increasingly important in guiding evaluation and management of"critically ill or
injured patients. Ideally, protocols eliminate actions demonstrating little or no value while
preventing omission of actions known to be of benefit; This reduces the cost of care,
minimizes the medical infrastructure required to provide care, and maximizes quality of
care.Patientdifferentiation,therapycontent,therapyprocess,and outcome criteriare key
elementsaddressedby critical-careprotocols.Universitymedicalcentersare the only
settingsdevelopingtheseessentialelements.Wh_e protocoldevelopment shouldbe based
withinclinicalinstitutions,NASA sponsorshipofthatdevelopment would offerthe space
agencyan opportunitytotakea leadershiproleindefiningwhat isand isnot efficaciousin
acute-caremedicineinthe spaceenvironment. Given thatmost protocolswould evolvefrom
ground-basedpractice,a potentiallimitationisthe variabilityintroducedby rnicrogravity
and the limitedinformationon pharmacodynamics toguidedrug therapyin space.
NASA has been activeintelemedicineprojectsrangingfrom theATS-6 satellite
program inAlaska inthe early1970s tothe STARPAHC program with the Papago Indian
tribeand the IndianHealth ServiceinArizonainthe mid-1970s,and recentlytookthe lead
inestablishinga TelemedicineSpacebridgetoSovietArmenia toprovideexpertconsultation
toArmenian physicianscaringforvictimsofthemassive earthquake inDecember of1988.
Despitethe successoftheproject,no additionaldemonstrationprojectsare planned by
NASA. Telemedicinecouldbe one ofthe cornerstonesofclinicalspacemedicine.Itis
essentialthatthe technologyand proceduresbe ref'medand improved at the earliest
opportunity.
Long lead-timeschedulesare implicitinthe development ofmedicalflighthardware.
A five-toseven-yearleadtime isplanned forhardware developedforSSF. However, a
similartime span may be necessaryforcomprehensiveclinical-careprotocoldevelopment
and verification.Citingthe experienceofthe LDS HospitalinSaltLake City,submittals
#100776 and #100790 indicatethatcomplianceformost protocolsexceeds90 percent;
however, everytime a new algorithmisintroduced,compliancedrops. Itisdifficultto
16Houtchens,EmergencySurgery;and Houchens,"HealthCareSystems."
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predictthe impactofseemingly"minor"alterationsintreatmentprotocolsbeforetestingin
theclinicalenvironment. Significantleadtimeisrequiredtodevelopsafe,efficacious
clinical-careprotocols.An earlystarton thesetaskscouldprovidethe opportunityto
incorporatethe experienceinongoingoperationsand missionplanning.
TESTING AND VALIDATION
While simulationsare helpfulinthe development ofspacemedicinesystems,no
medicaldevice,technique,orprocedureshouldbe considered"qualified"untilsubjectedto
criticalevaluationwith realpatients.Sufficientleadtimeshouldbe providedin testing
schedulestocorrectdeficienciesby effectingdesignchanges. The appropriateclinical%est
beds"arenot found withinNASA oraerospaceengineeringcorporationsor"support
contractors."They are found inuniversitymedicalcentersand biomedicalengineering
departments.16 Testingsuch protocolsmay introducesome '_Iuman SubjectCommittee"
problems.
Furthermore,theobsoleteturnkey approach tosystem design,development,and
testingshouldbe replacedby one where an ongoinginteractionbetween NASA LifeSciences
and contractorsisencouraged,althoughatthe riskofcomplicatingorganizationaland
procurement arrangements. Ifpossible,linesofresponsibilityand authorityshouldbe
merged tobothcostand performancesurprises.In theseways the likelihoodofa Hubble-
likeepisodecouldbe minimized.
CONCLUSIONS
The human linkinthe chainmay be the most vulnerable.As space exploration
progressestowards longer-durationmissions,spacemedicinewillbecome more criticalto
missionsuccess.Without a high-prioritysustainedeffort,significantbiomedicalissuesmay
precludethe timelyaccomplishment ofSEI missions.Even with seriousattempts at
anticipatingand resolvingmedicalproblems by NASA and the broadermedicalcommunity,
itislikelythatnew, unexpectedproblems willariseduringa multiyearmission.Successful
solutionoftheseproblems willrequirethe involvementofa farmore extensivenetwork of
biomedicalspecialtiesthan thereisatpresent.
Given thatexpertisein critical-careplanningand medicalhardware development does
not resideinNASA ortraditionalaerospaceengineeringsupportcontractors,the NASA Life
Sciencesstaff,particularlythoseinvolvedinmanned spaceflight,shoulddevelopongoing
collaborativearrangements with establisheduniversitymedicalcentersand biomedical
lSHoutchens,EmergencySurgery;and Houchens,"HealthCareSystems."
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engineeringdepartments. These arrangements couldbe both formaland informaland would
servetofamiliarizeotherswith operationalspacemedicine (4).They would promote
excellenceand criticalthinkingduringthe initialspecificationa d designofsystems and
hardware,the formationofclinicalprotocols,and the testing/validationfnot onlythe
individualdevicesand protocols,but theresultantclinical-caresystems as well.
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VII. HUMAN FACTORS: BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE
The field of human factors focuses on human capabilities, behavior, and performance
while interacting with engineered systems and environments. Its scope is far broader than
the classic perception that human factors deals primarily with cockpit displays and
ergonomics. The success of long-duration missions will be highly dependent on human factor
considerations, which must be designed in, not merely added on. Crews will be operating in a
stressful, isolated, and confined environment for extended periods. Crew selection, command
structure, conflict resolution procedures, and habitability will affect the crews' productive
capacity and could compromise mission success or limit mission goals. The costs of neglecting
human factors can take the form of labor-intensive operations, high workload and fatigue,
increased mission costs, and higher rates of human error. While constant reference is made to
the future use of '_highly automated" systems, the crew must be able to manage off-nominal
and emergency situations. When crew size is small and the operating environment stressful,
the cognitive demands of large, complex, and dynamic nonlinear or digital systems quickly
outstrip the control capacity of the unaided human. These problems are far from trivial--they
can be life threatening.
The term '_uman factors" has been loosely (and inappropriately) applied to all aspects
of manned as contrasted to unmanned spaceflight activities. It does not deal with the
physical health of the crew per se. Rather, it connotes a number of factors, as described
below.
KEY ISSUES
The key issuesinthestudy ofhuman factorsare:
Crew selection,compatibility,and conflictresolution;
Command structure;
Human interactionwithengineeredsystems,includingmanagement ofoff-
nominal and emergency situations;
Behavior and performance;
Habitability;and
Analog environments.
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As the space environment is often referred to as stressful, the primary psychological
stressors are listed here so as to make the concern more tangible and facilitate analysis to
develop approaches for minimizing them.
Socialisolation;
Physicalconfinementinsmallhabitablevolumes;
Continuous perceptionofrisk;
A wide range ofsocial,emotional,and physicaldeprivations;
Monotonous surroundings,lackofvariety,and change;
Lack ofseparationbetween work and nonwork settings;
Inabilitytoleavethework group orsetting;
Lack ofprivacy;
Limitedroleopportunities;and
Complete dependence on technologicalinfrastructure.
The example---notentirelyfacetious--ofwhat a two-yearmissionmight entailhas
been put forth:check intoa smallhotelroom, invitesixtoeightofyour friendsup fordrinks,
now staytherefortwo years.Yes,you gettogo out intoan Arcticdesertfortwo tofour
weeks afterayear,room servicecan probablyoffermore varietythan willbe availableon the
spacecraft,but the confinementand monotony willbringout many unanticipatedtensions.
Providingmeaningful,stimulatingactivitiesforthe crew willbe a seriouschallenge.
Crew selection,composition,compatibility,dynamics,and controlstructuresneed
extensiveresearch.Not onlyislittleknown abouttheseissuesinstressful,confined,long-
term, and isolatedenvironments,but aerospacecommunity interestinthisarea has been
limited.While recentacceptanceofthe importanceofteam trainingand team dynamics (crew
resourcemanagement) isheartening,itisonlya beginning.Excessiverelianceon "crew
professionalism"has been the hallmark ofthisarea and open discussionofactualoperating
problems has been considereddetrimentaltothe space program. Recent astronautcorps
acknowledgment ofproblems and theirsupportoffurtherresearchare major breakthroughs.
Leadership and management on board has traditionallyassumed a militarymodel,which
must be reconsideredforfutureexplorationactivities.Consideringthe possibilityof
multinationalcrews with substantialculturaldifferences,the high probabilitythatfew crew
members willhave had militarytraining(barringareturntothe draft)means thatthe issues
ofcommand structuresand individualrightswillrequiresubstantialattention.Command
structuresmay change duringdifferentportionsofthe mission.Issuesconcerningthe locusof
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controlbetween flightpersonneland missioncontrolmust be resolved.On-board trainingand
skillsmaintenance among cross-trainedcrew members forhighlyinfrequentbut potentially
life-threateninganomaliesalsopose a challenge.
Meaningful analogstudiesarerequired,bothon Earth and inspace.While the
Antarcticanalogcouldbe quiteproductive,proposalsthathave the crews winteringoverin
prepared,establishedbasessubstantiallymiss thepoint.
Spacecrafthabitabilityand ergonomicsalsorequiremore supportand integrationinto
systems design.Minimum volume standards,as wellas communications and privacyissues,
requirefurtherresearch.Iriswellknown thatovercrowdingishighlycorrelatedwith
aggressionand violence.
Another areawhere tradeoffsareneeded isthe acknowledged desirabilityofmultiple
missionsforcrew members, the ensuingbenefitsassociatedwith learningfrom experience,
and the potentialrisksofcumulativeexposuretospace-relatedradiationor microgravity.
Although a single"flagsand footprints"missiondoesnot posethisproblem,itbecomes more
importantfora continuingprogram ofexplorationand infrastructurebuilding.
RADIATION AND HUMAN FACTORS
Itshouldalsobe noted thatthe Sovietliteratureraisesthe issueofthe effectsof
radiationon spacecraftoperatorperformanceinthefollowingareas:learningand retentionof
discriminations,transferofskillstoa new situation,delayedresponses,attention,motor
activities,objectmanipulation,solutionofvariousmechanicalproblems by "insight"or
"intellect,"and conditionedavoidanceresponse.Work isreportedfrom the U.S.Armed Forces
RadiobiologyInstitutethathighenergyironparticles(galacticcosmicrays)(at600 MeV/amu)
have been found toalterbehaviorin ratsafterdosesas low as 10 rads. The sensitivitytoiron
particleswas 10-600 times greaterthan togamma photons. An impairment inthe regulation
ofdopamine releaseinthe caudatenucleus(amotor centerinthebrain),lastingatleastsix
months, was alsofound and correlatedwith performancedeficits.
SUBMITTALS
Two submittalswere highlypertinenttoissuesinhuman factors.Cognition,
Problem Solving,and Memory in a Microgravity Environment (#100959) raisesthe
issue'_laveadequate studiesbeen done on humans?" on the statedtopic.In factthey have
not,and anecdotalrecitationsby severalastronautson the degreetowhich they found
themselvesdependent on checklistsfortaskswith which theywere highlyfamiliarand
similartalesofattentiondifficultiessuggestthatthisisnot a frivolousuggestion.The
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submittalreviewsthe adaptationprocessestomicrogravityatthe biochemicaland
physiologicalleveltomake the caseatthe cellularlevelthatthe possibilityexistsfor
perturbationofcentralnervoussystem tissueand particularlybraintissueinthe
hippocampus and cerebralcortex.An arrayofstudiestotestcognition,problem solvingand
memory are proposedforexaminationintwo environments,weightlessnessand artificial
gravity,on board the same spacevehicle.Ifparticulardeficitsaredetected,then measures
can be taken todesignforthe problem interms ofoperationalprocedures.
Space Ergonomics: Optimization of Work Performance in Space (#100701)
toucheson an area thatwas widelystudiedduringtheApolloerabut has been sparsely
supportedsubsequently.In space,musclesproduce forceswithoutthe naturalantagonism
providedby gravity.Relativelylittleisknown about the efficiencyofhuman motion inthe
zero-gravityenvironment. Often alteringthetechniqueoftaskperformancealtersboththe
localmuscle stressesand the systemicstresson the cardiopulmonarysystem. Different
methods toexecutethe same tasksmay be more energy-efficientthan others,and the
optimaltechniqueon Earth (orinthe MSFC neutralbuoyancy tank)may not be the most
energy-efficientforthe same taskperformed inspace.In lightofthe fatigueexperiencedby
the Sovietcosmonauts afterthreetofourhours ofEVA, thisisan areaworthy offurther
study.There has alsobeen a stronglyfeltneed formore specificguidelinesfordesigners
working inthe Space StationFreedom environment,and thisneed willbecome even greater
on futureprojectsrequiringsubstantialconstructionand assembly in space.I
1Space and Life Sciences Directorate, Medical Requirements.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
CAN HUMAN SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS BE SATISFIED?
The corehuman supportissues--radiationprotection,rnicrogravity,lifesupport,
medicalcare,human factors,and EVA.s--posechallengestothe entirecommunity interested
inthe successofSEI. We are confidentthata broadlybased endeavor,probablyinvolving
substantialevelsofinternationalcooperation,couldresolvethesechallengesinways that
willfacilitatehe successofSEI. However, an earlyand unusuallywell-planned,
coordinated,and fundedprogram willbe necessaryforNASA toassurethe high levelsof
reliabilityforhuman supportsystems thatare demanded forsystems ofa primarily
engineeringnature.
We reiteratethe human supportrequirementsstatedin SectionII:
I. Astronautswillengage ina Mars missiononlyifthe predictedlevelsofsafety,
risk,and reliabilityare acceptable,and thereisa high likelihoodoftheirsurvival
ingoodconditionorrestorablehealth.
2. Astronautswillbe abletoperform theirmissiontasksproductivelyand
effectively,and theirperformancewillnotbe unnecessarilycompromised by
physiologicalresponsestothe spaceenvironment,orby countermeasuresto
mitigatetheseresponses.
3. Astronauts'futurecareersand healthstatuswillnotbe significantlyjeopardized
by theirexposuretothe spaceenvironment.
Only iftheserequirementsare satisfiedwillNASA achieveitsstatedhuman support
goalsofensuring"thehealth,well-beingand performanceofhumans inspace."Despiteour
optimism thatthesegoalscan be achieved,we areconcernedthatthe 1989 NCRP radiation
protectionguidelinesareinconsistentwith the 1990 NAS/NRC BEIR V riskassessment.
NCRP guidelineswould,iffollowed,permitSEI crew members tobe exposedtoradiation
overtheircareersthatcouldresultin4 to 16 percentexcesslifetimecancermortality
compared with the 3 percentlimitendorsed by the NCRP. Even 3 percentmay be excessive
as a planning target,especiallywhen compared with planningtargetsforthereliabilityof
otherNASA systems. We are alsoconcernedby apparentunderestimatesofrealisticGCR
radiationshieldingmass inNASA and contractorstudiesofartificialgravity,as wellas
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compartmentalizationbetween systemsthatmay be intimatelyconnected,such asradiation
shieldingand artificialgravity.Another issueisthe timelyuse ofunmanned spaceprobesto
bettercharacterizethe spaceradiationenvironment.
Our radiationprotectionanalysisunderscoresthe drawbacks ofpassiveshieldingas a
means toreduceGCR and SPE bioeffectstoacceptablelevels.Mass penaltiesof105 to106
kg fora four-personMTV seem excessive,but such valuesarenecessaryfora three-year
missionwith a maximum GCR-only doserateof25 rems/yearwithina habitat.This
correspondstoa 3 percentexcesslifetimeriskofcancermortality.
Hybrid active/passiveshielding,ifsuccessfullydeveloped,seems more attractivethan
pure passiveshielding,especiallysinceitminimizes relianceon uncertainradiobiological
data. We were impressedby preliminarydatafrom Japan indicatingthepossibilitythat
high-fieldsuperconductingmagnets fabricatedofhigh-temperaturesuperconducting
materialscouldoperateina low-temperature(4.2°K)mode, but much remains tobe done to
confirmthe feasibilityofthisapproach.
As we noted,uncertaintiesin theunderstandingofspaceradiationexposuresareso
largethatpointdesignsofconceptualradiationprotectionsystems arevirtuallyuselessor
misleading,particularlythosethatassume futureresearchwillshow onlyfavorablefindings.
Itwould be farmore realistictodesignsystems thatreflecthe truehigh levelofuncertainty.
Further,plannersmust considerthecomplex and potentiallysignificantinteractionsamong
differentsystems,includingradiationshielding,artificialgravity,microgravity
countermeasures,habitabilitydesignand performance,lifesupportsystems,and EVAs.
More generally,the interactionsbetween human supportand mission/architectureactivities
deservegreaterattention.Quantitativestimatesofhuman supportneeds willbecome
driversforthe overallmass requirementsforinsertionintolow Earth orbit.
Outreach As a Continuous Process
Regarding the Outreach process,we believethatmany scientistsand engineerswho
couldcontributetoSEI may not be adequatelyaware oftherelevanceoftheirR&D tothe
Mars mission.Two illustrationsarebiotechnologyfirmsand otherresearchgroups
developingbone-growthfactorsfortreatingbone disease,and the high-temperature
superconductivitymaterialsresearchinJapan. InvestigatorsatLos Alamos, MIT, and
FloridaState,forexample,couldmake significantcontributionsas partofthe new NSF-
sponsoredNationalMagnet Laboratory.
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Furthermore,a focusedfutureeffortogathersubmissionsfrom universitystudents
and staff,as wellas from non-U.S,sources,couldbroaden the levelofinterestand the
richnessofthebase ofhuman supportsubmissions.
Finally,we emphasize theimportanceofaccesstospaceas theprimary way togather
human supportdataortodemonstratethereliabilityand robustnessofconceptsthatpass
the screenofground-basedsimulations.As we have noted,the entireareaofmicrogravity,
includingcountermeasuresor artificialgravity,requireslong-durationobservationsofboth
human and plantbioeffects.
In closing,we judge thatthe Outreach processhas alreadybeen fruitfulinterms ofthe
submissionsand analysesdescribedhere. A continuingOutreach program couldbe even
more usefulin thefutureas a way tobroaden the R&D base and tostimulateinnovative
solutionsofSEI problems.
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Appendix A
SUBMISSION HANDLING, EVALUATION METHODOLOGY, AND CRITERIA
FOR EVALUATING SUBMISSIONS
Submitters were asked toselectthe appropriate category fortheir ideas from among
those listedin Table A.1. The table shows that allcategoriesreceived a fairnumber of
submissions. Of the 1,697 submissions received, 149 (lessthan 9 percent) were judged to be
incapable ofbeing screened. Another 105 submissions were received afterthe cutoffdate of
August 31, 1990.
Table A. I
Submissions Distributed by Category
Category Screened Not Analyzed
Architecture 290 1
Systems 52 0
Transportation 350 0
Power 138 1
Human support 156 2
Processing 75 3
Structures 119 1
Communications 45 1
Automation 52 1
Information 21 1
Ground support 28 0
Others 194 4
Undetermined 28 134
Total 1548 149
Received after 8/31/90 105
A submission was ruled incapable ofbeing screened ifit(I)was marked as classified
or proprietary or (2)contained no supporting information ofany kind. A submission marked
as eitherproprietary or classifiedwas automatically destroyed by the subcontractor. In such
cases,the subcontractor noted who destroyed it,the date, and any particulars,then informed
the submitter ofthe destruction ofthe submission and the reason forit.
As shown in Table A.2, the medority ofsubmissions (63 percent) came from
individuals,with 22 percent coming from for-profitfirms and 5 percent from educational
institutions.The relativelyfew submissions from educational institutionsmay have been a
problem oftiming, because Project Outreach's publicityand submission process began in the
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summertime, when most lower-levelschoolsare closedand most universitieshave reduced
staffsand enrollments.
Table A.2
Sources of Submission
Submissions
Source Number % ofTotal
Individuals 1,061 63
For-profit firms 381 22
Educational institutions 89 5
Nonprofit organizations 72 4
Other 46 3
Groups of individuals 48 3
Total 1,697 100
Nevertheless,ProjectOutreach generatedbroad nationalinterest.Allofthe states
exceptAlaska,Arkansas,and Wyoming were represented,as were fiveforeigncountries--
Argentina,Australia,Canada, Israel,and Scotland.Interestingly,40 percentofthe
submissionscame from threestates--Californiawith 26 percent,Texas with 9 percent,and
Floridawith 5 percent.
NASA personnelalsocontributedtoProjectOutreach: Submissionswere received
from theJohnson Space Center,Goddard Space FlightCenter,Marshall Space FlightCenter,
Lewis Research Center,Ames Research Center,Jet PropulsionLaboratory,Langley
Research Center,the Reston Space StationProgram Office,and the StennisSpace Center. A
totalof121 submissionswere receivedfrom NASA locations.
SUBMISSION FORMAT
Submitterswere asked fora two-pagesummary and simpleoutlineoftheiridea.
Submitterswere alsogiventhe optionofsubmittingan additionalten-pagebackup
explanationoftheiridea.Only 22 percentofthetotalsubmissionsincludedbackups. This
had implicationsfortheanalysisprocess,which we discussbelow.
SUBMISSION HANDLING
Because Oftime constraints,RAND was obligedtofollowan abbreviatedsix-month
schedule.FigureA.i shows theflowoftheprocesswe developedand implemented for
m
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handlingthe submissions.Our taskinvolvedsimultaneouslyprocessingthe submissions,
developinga methodology,trainingthe panels,and buildingthe software.This time frame
allowedno margin forerror.
I Process
submissions
Develop
methodology
Train
panels
Build Isoftware
}
Perform Test
screening software;
& test
ranking methodology
.._ Doanalysis
Report to
Synthesis Group
Fig. A.1--Flow of Submission Handling
SUBMISSION DATABASE
For each submission,pertinentbackground informationwas loggedintothe database,
includingtheunique ID number ofthe submission,thereviewer,the date,the name ofthe
panelperformingthe review,and thetitleor subjectofthe review.To remove biasfrom the
process,thepanelsdidnot have informationconcerningthe submitter'sname or
organization.Reviews ofthe submissionswere enteredina textfield.Each reviewerwas
requiredtobrieflyexplainthe reasonsforscoringa submissionas he orshe did.
PANEL RANKING OF SUBMISSIONS
Primary Ranking Method 1
Submissionswere ranked initiallyusing a method based on weighted sums offive
attributescores.In thiscase,the attributeweightingswere numbers between zeroand one
thatsummed toone overthefiveattributes.These weightingsrepresentedthe consensusof
each panel concerningthe relativeimportance ofthe attributeforthe panel'sparticular
technology/missionarea.
iWe referto"DecisionswithMultipleObjectives:Preferencesand ValueTradeoffs," by R.L.
Keeneyand H.Raiffa,John Wiley& Sons,New York,1976,fora reviewofrankingmethodologiesand a
discussionofadvantagesand pitfalls.They usetheterm"additive"torefertoourcardinalmethod,and
'q._xicographic"forthemethodwe designateasordinal.
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TableA.3 presentsthe screeningprocessweightsdeterminedby each panel foreach of
fivecommon attributes.Each submissionreceiveda compositescore,computed by summing
overallattributestheproductofthe attributescore(1-5)and itsweight. Thus rankings
representthe overallscoreofa submissionrelativetoallthe submissionswithinitspanel.
Rankings by compositescorecan be sortedwithintheFourth Dimension database and
recomputed usingdifferentattributeweightstoperform sensitivityanalysis.
Table A.3
Screening Process Weights Determined for Each Panel
Panel Utilit_ Feasibility Safety Innovativeness Cost
Architecture 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.20 0.05
Transportation 0.30 0.25 0.25 0.05 0.15
Power 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.10 0.15
Human support 0.40 0.25 0.08 0.25 0.02
Structures 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.10 0.15
Robotics 0.30 0.25 0.01 0.04 0.20
Communications 0.50 0.25 0.01 0.04 0.20
Information 0.29 0.23 0.11 0.20 0.17
Prioritlzed Ranking Method
To testthe robustnessofthe screeningprocess,eachpanel alsoranked submissions
usingprioritizedattributerankingmethods. In ordinalranking,themost important
(primary)attributeisselected,and submissionsare ranked accordingtotheirscoresforthat
attributealone.Submissionswith equalscoreson theprimary attributeare then ranked by
theirscoreon the nextmost important,or secondaryattribute.The panelsfound thatitwas
rarelynecessarytouse athirdattributetorank allthe submissionsby thisprocess.The
prioi:i-tizedran_ng-0f a submissioncan thenbe comparecl-with-itsgeneralranking resultsto
determineifthereare significantdifferences.The lackofsignificantdifferencesin the two
ranking systems would indicatethattheresultsare somewhat robust.
In addition,a secondary prioritizedrankingwas createdby reversingthe orderofthe
firstwo attributesinthe primary ranking. Thus, ifsafetywas the most important and
utilitythe secondmost importantattributefora givenpanel,the orderwas reversed.This
provideda furthercheck on robustness.Itmust be noted thatHuman Support panel
members ranked submissionswiththe expectationthatthe cardinalmethod would be
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decisiveinscreening.Furthermore,the drawbacks ofthe ordinalscheme are describedby
Keeney and Raiffa,and were reinforcedby simulationsperformed by the Outreach team.
Comparison of Methods
FigureA.2 shows an example comparisonof the resultsofthe rankings from the
Structurespanel submissions.The verticalaxisrepresentsthe primary rank ofa
submission,and the horizontalaxismeasures itsprioritizedrank. The intersectionpointsof
theserankings are shown by smallblackboxesorsquares. The figurecontainsa 45-degree
linefrom the originout through the totalnumber ofsubmissions.Submissionsthathad the
same primary rank and the same prioritizedrank would falldirectlyon the 45-degreeline.
The "best"submissionforthispanelwould be the one closestothe origin,because itwould
be the one thatranked firstintheprimary rankingorfirstinthe prioritizedrankings,or
firston both. Thus, the closerthateach ofthe smallblackboxes fallstothe 45-degreeline,
the betterthe congruenceofthe two rankingmethods. FigureA.2 shows thatthe dark blocks
representingthe top 20 or 25 submissionsare inthe lowerleft-handcorner,indicatingood
agreement. The agreements ofthe two ranking methods become lesscongruentas one
moves out intothelower-rankedsubmissions,which istobe expected.
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Fig. A.2--Example of Primary Versus Prioritized Ranking
Table A.4 compares thepercentageofcommon submissionsfound inthe listsofthe top
20 submissionsas createdby the threerankingmethods justdiscussed.The left-hand
column shows thepercentageofsubmissionsthatappeared on both the primary and
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"primary prioritized" lists; it indicates that the percentage of overlap of the top 20
submissions on both lists ranged from 75 to 85 percent. The right-hand column shows the
commonalties among three lists: the primary rankings, the "primary prioritized" rankings,
and the "secondary prioritized" rankings discussed above. This comparison was made as a
more stringent test of robustness; it also reveals a fairly high correlation among the three
ranking methods.
This correlation gives confidence in the consistency of the evaluation method used to
screen submissions. It shows that whether we extracted the top 20 submissions using the
prioritized or the primary methods, they would still be nearly the same.
However, it must be emphasized that the screening methodology was used to assist
but not to support decisionmaking.
Table A.4
Comparison of Ranking of Top 20 Submissions for Each Panel
PercentageofSubmissionsAppearin_ on
Panel 2 listsa 3 lists°
Architecture 75 40
Transportation 75 35
Power 85 75
Human support 80 55
Structures 85 80
Communications 85 55
Robotics 85 55
Information 80 80
aprimary and prioritized.
bprimary, prioritized,and reverseprioritized.
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Appendix B
LIST OF ALL HUMAN SUPPORT SUBMISSIONS
Table B.I
List of All Human Support Submissions
Submission ID
10O071
1OO225
100226
100228
100229
100230
100231
100233
100235
100236
100237
1O0238
100239
100240
100241
100242
100245
100249
100250
100251
100252
1O0253
100254
100255
100256
100257
100258
100259
1O026O
100261
100262
100263
100264
100265
100266
100267
100268
100269
100270
100271
100272
100273
Title/Subject
Water Purifying Pipes
Coping with Radiation -
Hiccup Therapy
Urine, Fecal, Odorless, Squeegeeless Dry, Disposal System
Preservation of Lower Leg Muscle Strength and Calcium During Space Flight
Biosphere Life Support System
Astronauts Strength MaintenanceJPromot|on and Funding of the American Space Star
Untitled
Plant Bioreactors as Part of a Life Support System
Exercise in Space
First Aid in a Space Suit
Space Medicine at Orbital Station
Space Medicine at Lunar Station
Health Applied Learning (HAL)
Physical Rehabilitation in a Variable Gravity Space Facility
Megavolt Electrostatic Cosmic Radiation Shield
ID Micro-electronic Dog Tags
Human Survival Factors on the Moon or Mars
The Tremometer
Analog to Isolated and Confined Environment of Long Duration Space Missions
Centrifugal Force for Artificial Gravity
How to Build a Space Colony in Two Years and Save Money
Safety PoDual
Use of Ambient Radiation in Water Recycle Treatment
Summary of Innovative Concepts iOMission and System Architecture for NASA
Memories
Self-Sheathing Syringe
Waste Processing
Permanent Space Existence
Production of 0 2 Using Mars Atmospheric CO2
Water in Food and its Effect on Life Support Mass Balances
Artificial Gravity and Sleeping Cylinder
Expendable Regeneration Using Supercritical Absorbents
Oxygen Production for the Moon Base
High Density Chemical Thermal Storage System
An Artificial Intelligence-Based Simulation of Social Environmental Interactions
Water Disinfection with In-Situ Generated Hydrogen Peroxide
Inflatable Life Support Module
Microbial Fuel Cells to Quantify Low Bacterial Concentrations in Water
G-Suit
Bioregenerative Life Support
Self Sealing Air Lock
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Submission ID Title/Subject
100274
100275
100276
100278
100280
100281
100282
100396
100403
100416
100421
100445
100590
100591
100640
100641
100642
100678
100679
100680
100681
100682
100683
100684
100685
100699
100701
100709
100725
100726
100727
100728
100742
100775
100776
100777
100778
100790
100798
100806
100807
100808
100816
100840
100841
100854
100876
100953
100954
100955
100956
Advanced Heat Pump Cycles for Space Station Heat Rejection Systems
High Lift Heat Actuated Solid-Vapor Heat Pump for Simultaneous Refrig and Water
Trace Contaminant Removal by Complex Compounds and Pretreated Activated Carbons
Lunar Food Production Module
Multigenerational Space Explorers
Semicontinuous Balanced Ecological Life Support System
Human Mass Measurement in Space Flight
Mars Space Exploration: Project Flatboard
Space Radiation Environment
Pre-Colonization Study on Project Mars
Closed Ecological Life Support Systems
Green House
The Dual Bike Multi-Exercise Equipment
Mechanical and Spatial Approaches for Accommodating Sexual Activity in Low Gravity
Solid-Medium Space Agriculture
Human Factors
Untitled
Space Medicine
Direct Use of Urea in Astronaut Diets
Single-Gas Cabin and Suit Atmospheres
Radiation Protection
Terrestrial Testing of Water Reuse Systems Suitable for Moon and Mars Application
Biocatalytic Design by Chemical Modification
Monitoring Plant Stress in CELSS
Plant Productivity in CELSS
Multilayer HTS Protection System
Space Ergonomics: Optimization of Work Performance in Space
Remote Subsurface Imaging of Random Media
Magnetic Levitation and Human Dynamics
CO2 Reduction via the Bosch Process for Lunar Base or Mars
Improving Astronaut Health by Reducing the Deconditioning Effect of Spaceflight
Lunar/Mars Logistics Support Station
Real-Time Monitoring of the Charged and Neutral Particle Environments in Space
Life in Space
Emergency Surgery and Critical Care to Support the Space Exploration Initiative
Phytopharmaceuticals for Extended Missions: Establishing a Reference Base
Entomological Protein Supplements for Extended Missions: Evaluating Acceptability
Health Care Systems Definition, Testing, Training and Support for SEI
Crew Autonomy
The Beginnings of Life in Space
Extended Duration Companionship
Space Reproduction
Bread Maker
Electronic Companion
Robotic Dentistry
Space Saving Habitats
Space Exploration Diet
Integrated Life Support System for Moon and/or Mars Space Base
Integrated Life Support System for Space Station
Integrated Life Support System for Mars Space Ship
Selection of a Closed-Ecology Life Support System
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100958
100959
101043
101044
101045
101046
101047
101048
101049
101050
101051
101052
101053
101054
101055
101056
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101083
101198
101267
101268
101269
101270
101271
101272
101273
101274
101275
101276
101277
101278
101279
101280
101281
101316
101343
101363
101364
101365
101366
101411
101413
101415
101416
101417
101418
101419
101460
101461
101462
Title/Subject
Dehydrated Food Packages
Personal Environment Assurance Pod
Cognition, Problem-Solving, and Memory in a Microgravity Environment
Role of Nursing in Space Exploration
High Acceleration Adaptation
Disabled Veterans Astronaut Program
Technology for Growing Plants in Space
Transformation of MaRian Atmosphere into the Oxygen and Fuel
Recycling of Waste Water and Filtration
Production of Artificial Water
Gravity Production
Production of Air
Recyclable Personal Items
Fast Growing Fruits and Vegetables
Purification of Air
Sanitary Facilities
The Use of Plasma Arc Technology for Space Life Support Systems
EVA-Friendly Space Suits
Joint Biological Research Module
MIID Shielding
Food Animals in Biological Life Support System
Aquatic Plant Waste Recycling System
Ground-Based Prototypes for Bioregeneratlve Life Support Testing
Mars Mission Gravity Profile Simulation
The Spinoff Is the Payoff
Magnetic Shielding for Manned Lunar and Mars Missions
Magnetically Induced Artificial Gravity
Computerized Immediate Language Translator System
Hydrogen Peroxide for Mars Commodity
Zero Gravity Toilet
Plants that Grow Without Soil for Oxygen Recycling and Air Purification
Recovery of Oxygen and Carbon from Carbon Dioxide Using Electrolysis
Self-Contained Earth-Type Ecosystem for Interplanetary Transfer Vehicle
Expanded On-Board Spatial Sound System
Variety in Biological Life-Support Systems
Non-Polluting Real Time Analytic Systems for Space/Lunar Facility
Potential Martian Biological Hazard
Imaginative and Intuitive Nutrition
Static Isometric Suit
Crew Relationships
Conception to Birth
Biosensors: The Heart of the Life Support System in Space
Critical Human Requirements Data Base for Space Exploration
Creation of Life Support Environments
Store Materials at Space Station for Later Recycling
Integrated Life Support System for Space Station
Integrated Life Support System for Mars Spaceship
Gravity Selectable Centrifuge Spacecraft
Radiation Monitoring on Unmanned Mars Probe
Enhanced Gravity on the Lunar Surface
The Super Oxygen Maker
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Submission ID
101463
101470
101477
101526
101527
101544
101577
101578
101606
101607
101608
101657
Title/Subject
Humans and Aircraft Operations in Rarefied Atmosphere
Mars Seeding Project
Automatic Tester of Dynamic Visual Acuity
Orbiting Mars Biological Laboratory
Human Factor Considerations for Space Living
An Experimental Model for Extraterrestrial Agriculture and Food Resources
Centrifugal Habitats for the Moon and Mars
Life Support
Space Station Freedom Water Storage
The Use of Helmet-Mounted Displays in Space and Its Implications
Human Powered Centrifuge for Space
Space Suit
L
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Appendix C
SUBMITTAL SUMMARIES
1. Health Care Systems Definition, Testing, Training and Support for SEI
(#100790)
This submissionaddressesthe problem ofestablishingthe rightkindofprogram to
ensureadequate definition,design,evaluation,testing,training,implementation,and
operationofan in-flighthealth-caredeliverysystem.
Two pointsinthe submissiondeservespecialmention: (1)the importance oflinking
the development ofin-flighttreatmentprotocolsand the evaluationofpotentialequipment to
universitymedicalcentersratherthan NASA oraerospacecontractors;and (2)the
importanceofhavingthe rightpersonnelas crew members, and the criticalimportanceof
training.
2. Emergency Surgery and CriticalCare to Support the SEI (#100776)
Thissubmissionisan excellentsummary ofthe salientpointsofthe deliveryofstate-
of-the-artmedicalcareinflight.Itmakes the caseforsurgicaltrainingand the currencyof
crew medicalofficers,as wellasforthe developmentofsupportinginfrastructure.
3. Multilayer HTS Protection System (#100699)
Astronautsoutsidethe Earth'smagnetosphere may be exposedtoionizingradiation
from energetic hargedparticlesassociatedwithoccasionalsolaremissionsand continuous
galacticosmicrays(GCRs). The most straightforwardway toshieldagainsttheseparticles,
particularlythosein GCRs, istouse passivemass shielding.However, the mass penalties
arelargeand uncertain.Another approach isa system tomaintain a magnetic fieldof
sufficientstrengththateven heavy chargedparticlesinthe relativisticenergyrange couldbe
deflectedfrom the vehicle.Thissubmissionproposesthathigh-temperaturesuperconducting
materials,ina layeredconfiguration,couldbe partofa magnetic system forshieldingagainst
energeticions.Our analysissuggestsa two-layersystem couldbe effectiveifsuch materials
are operatedatliquidhelium temperature,and thata combined passive-activesystem could
providean additionalsafetymargin.
4, Radiation Monitoring on Unmanned Mars Probe (#101460)
There isconsiderableuncertaintyinour quantitativeunderstanding ofradiation
protectionbeyond Earth orbit.Uncertaintiesexistin(I)the spectraand fluxesofionizing
particles,(2)the abilitytopredictthe interactionoftheseparticleswith matter including
shieldmaterials,and 3)the effectson thehealthand well-beingofastronauts.This
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submissionproposesan instrumentedprobebe senttoMars togatherdataon the
characteristicsofthe spaceradiationfieldbetween Earth and Mars. This issignificant
because such an instrumentedspacecrafthas neverbeen flown,and NASA has no firmplans
toinitiatesuch an experimentwithinthe decade.Data from such a probewould help
establishthe magnitude ofthe radiationprotectionissueina farmore preciseand convincing
way than ispresentlypossible.
5. Biosensora: The Heart of the Life Support System in Space (#101411)
Biosensorsuse a biologicalmoleculesuch as an enzyme or antibodymated with more
classictransducertechnologytoform a sensitive,highlyspecificsystem. This submission
suggeststhatthesesensorscouldhave a criticalroleinthe detectionoftoxicchemicalsor
bacterialorviralpathogensinthe lifesupportsystems. They couldbe incorporatedin
monitoringor controlsystemsforspacecraftorEVA suit,and portablelifesupportsystems.
6. Ground-Based Prototypes for Bioregenerative Life Support Testing
(#101269)
This submission proposes that ground-based prototypes be built to facilitate the full-
scale evaluation of hybrid systems of partial physico-chemical life support systems integrated
with bioregenerative systems. Due to the low level of funding in the past, elements of the
problem such as food production and waste recycling have been studied separately, but
integrated systems testing has been quite limited. The construction of airtight large-scale
test facilities would enable studies of C02 absorption and sequestration in soil and plant
materials, as well as yield a better understanding of atmospheric gas balances under varying
light and temperature conditions. The submitta!proposes the use of soil bed reactors for
trace gas absorption and extensive instrumentation for monitoring atmospheric gases and
potable, waste system, and irrigation water quality.
7. Variety in Biological Life Support Systems (#101281)
Stability in biological systems is a function of the size of the system and the diversity
of plants in that system. The submittal expresses concern that volume and mass
considerations will tempt designers of bioregenerative life support systems to use a relatively
small number of plant species. Then, if even one species were to fail in some way via disease,
pest, or genetic damage, the entire ecosystem could collapse. The submittal reiterates the
importance of designing the ecological systems with a wide variety of complementary species
that are capable of performing the life support function. While a processing chain would be
susceptible to the failure of a single species, a processing web could be far more robust.
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8. Mars Mission Gravity Profile Simulation (#101270)
A fundamental issue in extended-duration space flight is the degree to which it may be
necessary to provide artificial gravity via a rotating spacecraft system, countermeasures
against microgravity, or both. The submission proposes a coordinated ground-based program
to perform enabling research that would help define the magnitude of the microgravity
problem and investigate some simple approaches for dealing with it. Unfortunately, the
submission does not include a proposal to study tethered manned space flight. Furthermore,
there is only a tenuous correspondence between some of the ground-based protocols and
practice.
9. Space Ergonomics: Optimization of Work Performance in Space
(#100701)
This is a field that had been widely studied during the Apollo era but sparely
supported subsequently. In space, muscles produce forces without the natural antagonism
provided by gravity. Relatively little is known about the efficiency of human motion in the
zero-gravity environment. Often altering the technique of task performance alters both the
local muscle stresses and the systemic stress on the cardiopulmonary system. Different
methods to execute the same tasks may be more energy-efficient than others, and the
optimal technique on Earth (or in the MSFC neutral buoyancy tank) may not be the most
energy-efficient for the same task performed in space. In light of the fatigue experienced by
the Soviet cosmonauts after 3-4 hours of EVA, this is an area worthy of further study. There
has also been a strongly felt need for more specific guidelines for designers working in the
Space Station Freedom environment, and this need will become even greater on future
projects requiring substantial construction and assembly in space.
10. Cognition Problem-Solving, and Memory in a Microgravity Environment
(#100959)
This submittal raises the issue of"Have adequate studies been done on humans?" on
the stated topic. In fact they have not, and anecdotal recitations by several astronauts on the
degree to which they found themselves dependent on checklists for tasks with which they
were highly familiar and similar tales of attention difficulties suggest that this is not a
frivolous suggestion. The submittal reviews the adaptation processes at the biochemical and
physiological level to make the case at the cellular level that the possibility exists for
perturbation of central nervous system tissue and particularly brain tissue in the
hippocampus and cerebral cortex. An array of studies to test cognition, problem solving, and
memory are proposed for examination in two environments, weightlessness and artificial
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gravity, on board the same space vehicle. If particular deficits are detected, then measures
can be taken to design for the problem in terms of operational procedures.
11. Hydrogen Peroxide for Mars Commodity (#101275)
Hydrogen peroxide, H202, is proposed as a multipurpose chemical storehouse of
breathing oxygen, water, and energy for a Martian base. Made from indigenous water and
electricity from a central power facility, it could be used for a range of applications as a fuel
for rovers or a mono- or bi-propellant, a high explosive for mining, an antifreeze solution, a
disinfectant, or a variety of manufacturing processes in metallurgy, cement, or ceramics.
Energy may be the critical limiting resource at the surface of Mars.
12. The Spinoff Is the Payoff (#101271)
There are a number ofinformedscientists,uch as G. O'Neillofthe Space Studies
Institute,who believethatbothartificialgravityand radiationprotectionpose issuesthat
might takeenormous resourcesand time toresolve,and thatconventionalsolutionswillbe
toocostlyand complex. This submissionproposesthata largespacecraftbe assembled in
spaceusing materialobtainedfrom asteroidsorfrom mining the Lunar surface,which could
serveas a thickradiationshield.The spacecraft,presumably hundreds ofmeters in
diameter,would thenbe rotatedatlessthan 2 rpm toprovideartificialgravity.Itwould
traveltoa Martian orbitwhere itwould actasa base fortravelerstothe Martian surface.
This approach reflectsa deep pessimism regardingthe conventionalapproach toa Mars
missionand considerableoptimism overthe ideaofbuildinginfrastructuretomine the Moon
and asteroidsand ultimatelytoinhabitinterplanetaryspace.
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Appendix D
SHIELDING MASS FOR A MARS TRANSPORT VEHICLE
Abstract:A range ofplausibleradiationshieldingmasses isestimatedfora Boeing
MTV weighing 30,000kg. They varyfrom a low-mass estimateof105 kg toan upper-mass
estimateof106 kg. Itmay be decadesbeforethisuncertaintycan be adequatelynarrowed.
The major sourceofionizingradiation,interms ofpossibleinjurytocrew,isenergetic
heavy ionsingalacticosmicrays(GCRs) and solarprotons.Itisassumed thata storm
shelterwillbe available,as wellas adequate warning forcrews toavoidexposuretoprotons
from extremelyintensesolarflaresthatoccasionallyoccur.The principalhazard isthe
inductionoffatalcancersoveran astronaut'slifetime.
Because GCRs are isotropic,shieldingmust be providedoverallsolidangles.Thus we
can assume forpreliminaryanalysispurposesthatuniform shieldingmust be placedon the
entiresurfaceofthe MTV habitatmodule. Itmay be possibletofine-tuneshieldingby using
hydrogen-richconsumables and waste as auxiliaryshields,orby fiddlingwith configurations
and the relativepositionofthe propulsionsystem and fuel.However, the range oftrue
uncertaintyisso largethatsuch fine-tuningmay be a decade ortwo premature.
Liquidhydrogen isthe bestshieldingmaterialinterms ofeffectivenessand weight.
However, itmust be ruledout by the fundamental rulesofsafety.In terms ofrelative
effectiveness,the mass ratiosare 1:5:11forshieldsmade ofliquidhydrogen/water/aluminum
based on computationsfora particularallowedexposurethatcorrespondsto25 reins/yearto
internal(blood-forming)organs.
NASA TM 4167, 1990 (Estimate of GCR Shielding Requirements During Solar
Minimum by Townsend et al.), is the best source of computed data on shield thickness from
a physics perspective. It also assesses the impact of uncertainties in the underlying physics.
Another NASA document (Draft Radiation Health Program Plan, June 1990, LSD,
OSSA, NASA, WASH) is useful as a guide to NASA's views of the range of radiobiological
uncertainty in radiation risk assessment. This document suggests that radiobiological
uncertainties today could be as large as a factor of 30 or 40. It also suggests that a dedicated
research effort could narrow uncertainties to a factor of two by 1997 and to negligible levels
by 2010.
According to TM4167, uncertainties in physics and the space environment GCR
spectrum could easily lead to an underestimate of radiation exposure of a factor of two or
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more. If we combine this with a factor that corresponds to the square root of the 30 or 40
times uncertainty factor in radiobiology, we could obtain, very roughly, a factor of 10 or more
in the uncertainty regarding the effective radiation dose received by sensitive internal tissue
and blood-forming organs.
This is bad enough. What is even worse is the nature of the interaction of heavy
relativistic GCR ions with shielding material. Fragmentation and secondary and tertiary
collisions result in a virtual cascade of ionizing radiation. As a result, increasing shield
thickness is very inefficient in reducing effective radiation exposure.
We considered the Boeing MTV crew module that can accommodate four or five crew
members. According to Boeing D615-10004, this module is approximately a cylinder of
height 9m and diameter of 7.6m, corresponding to a surface area of
_D2 _D2
-- + -- +xDL
4 4
;I
- --x 7.62+xx 7.6x9
2
a 300 M2
For a water shield, TM4167 computes a shield thickness of about 3.5 gm/cm 2 based on
an allowable dose of 50 reins/year to internal organs, and a shield thickness of about 35
gm/cm 2 based on allowable dose of 25 reins/year to internal organs. Unfortunately, the 50
reins/year allowable dose is based on an analysis by the National Council on Radiation
Protection (NCRP Report 98, June 1989) that is now known to be too high by at least a factor
of two for a long-duration (2-3 years) Mars mission. This factor of two is obviously dwarfed
by the factor of 30 or 40 that NASA believes is the present range of uncertainty in radiation
tissue damage from GCRs.
Therefore the most plausible low estimate of shielding thickness is 35 gm]cm 2 of H20.
Unfortunately, as noted above, there is a highly nonlinear relation between dose uncertainty
and shield thickness uncertainty. TM4167 demonstrates that a dose reduction from 50 to 25
rems/year requires an order of magnitude increase in shield thickness. TM4167 does not
attempt, for various technical reasons, to compute a shield thickness for the case where the
effective dose must be reduced even further to account for true uncertainties in both physics
and biology, i.e., for the case where the 25 reins/year dose is still too high.
For the sake of round numbers, we can say that the credibility interval is probably
between a lower shield thickness of 35 gm/cm 2 and an.upper shield thickness of 350 gndcm 2.
The upper level is highly uncertain and is probably too low, using the computations in
TM4167 as a guide.
z
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Therefore,we need toconsidera range ofshieldweightsbetween:
300x104x35 gm and 300x104x350
orbetween
100,000kg and 1,000,000kg
Sincethe module (exconsumables)weighs30,000kg,thissuggeststhatthe required
mass ofshieldingisbetween 3 and 30 times themass ofthe crew module forthisspecific
configuration.These numbers arenot sosurprising.PeopleatbothNASA headquartersand
Langley have alludedtoan upper estimateof1.8x106kg fora certainBoeing MTV design,
and the December 1989 supportdocument forthe 90-daystudy includesestimatesofthis
magnitude forpassiveshieldingmass.
EL
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